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PREFAC E

Thi s thes i s treats probl ems i n connect ion wi th the develop-

ment of prediction methods for noise levels in ships,

The work concerning ship acoustic problems carried out at the

dept of Building acoustics at Chalmers University of Technology

was original ly initiated 1971 t:y a grant from the Axel and

l4argareta Axelsson-Johnson Foundation. Since l972 most of the

work has been carried out in projects administrated by the

iwedish Ship Research Foundation (SSF) with financial support

from the Swedish Board of Technical Development (STU) and the

Swedish Shipowners and Shipbui lders.

Durinq the first years of the work, there were fairly good

reasons to bel ieve in the possibi I ity that rel iable and ex-

haustive information about the noise transmission mechanisms of
a ship structure could be obtained by using mainly empi rical
data. This belief was also well supported by the sparse lite-
rature publ ished on the subject at that time.

However, due to the great complexity of the structures, it was

judged that extensive ai rborne and structure-borne sound mea-

surements should be performed, at least on a number of ships

of different types, to confi rm and establ ish the empi rical
rules to be used. This is the background to the uniquely

extensive measurements reported in the fi rst part of this the-
sis. Expressed in figures, e.g. about 10 000 - 20 000 vib-
ration measurement points have been recorded, analysed, suitably
averaged and evaluated for the 14 reference ships used.

Due to the probl ems connected wi th the establ i shment of gene-

ral iy usable empi rical formulas for the structure-borne sound

transmission, the main effort of the prediction method deve-

lopment work was di rected to an investigation of the appl ica-
biliry of analysis methods based on the mechanics of dynamic

systems. Since the frequency region of main interest for
noise prediction purposes will begin at about 20 - 50 Hz
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PREFACE

This thesis treats problems in connection with the develop-

ment of prediction methods for noise levels in ships.

The work concerning ship acoustic problems carried out at the

dept of Building acoustics at Chalmers University of Technology

was originally initiated 1971 by a grant froni the Axel and

It'largareta Axelsson-Johnson Foundation. Since 1972 nlost of the

work has been carried out in projects administrated by the

3wedish Ship Research Foundation (SSF) wi th financial support

from the Swedish Board of Technical Development (StU) and tfre
Swedish Shipowners and Shipbui lders.

During the first years of the work, there were fairly good

reasons to bel ieve in the possibi I ity that rel iable and ex-

haustive information about the noise transmission mechanisms of
a ship stiucture could be obtained by using mainly empi rical
data. This. bel ief was also wel I supported by the sparse I ite-
rature published on the subject at that time.

However, due to the great complexity of the structures, it was

j.udged that extensive airborne and structure-borne sound mea-

surements should be performed, at least on a number of ships

of different types, to confirm and establish the empirical
rules to be used. .This is the background to the uniquely
extensive measurements reported in the first part of this the-
sis. Expressed in figures, e.g. about 10 000 - 20 000 vib-
ration measurement points have been recorded, analysed, suitably
averaged and evaluated for the l4 reference ships used.

Due to the problems connected with the establishment of gene-

rally usable empirical formulas for the structure-borne sound

transmission, the main effort of the prediction method deve-

lopment work was di rected to an investigation of the appl ica-
bility of analysis methods based on the mechanics of dynamic

systems. Since the frequency region of main interest for
noise prediction purposes will begin at about 20 - 50 Hz



and may reach 2 000 - 4 000 Hz, deterministic analysis
methods would not be appropriate, and the interest was

directed to a novel analytical approach.called "statisti-
cal Energy Analysis (SEA)", The comprehensive experimental

data col lected previously was used for comparisons between

theoretical 5EA - predictions and rneasurements.

The experimental work, underlying the empirical prediction
method presented in the first part of the thesis has been

conducted by a number of persons besides the author. l4r

P.A. Berg et. al. at AIMS AB made most of the measurements

on the two first reference ships studied. For the data

col lection and analysis work on many of the later reference

ships, a number of l.1.Sc. projects were initiated and super-

vised by the author.

The theoretical and empirical analysis of the triaxial velo-
city level measurements performed on the reference-ships
was carried out by the author together with Mr E. Kamph

at lFl.l Akustikbyran AB,with prof T. Kihlman as supervisor.

The same persons were also responsible for the evaluation of
radiation properties of cabin I inings from field measure-

ments.

The compilation and analysis of the experimental data, the

evaluation of the data with respect to prediction purposes,

end the design of the computer program performing the noise

level prediction based on that data has been made by

the author with prof. T. Kihlman as supervisor. This is
also the case for the theoretical work presented in part ll.
Summaries, publ ished as progress reports at different con-

gresses, havebeen publ ished by the author, usual ly together

with prof. Kihlman.

Some of the work treated here has been reported previously

to SSF in a series of reports with the same main title as

the present thesis.

Differences in opinion may occur bet*een statements made in
these previous works and this thesis. I hope that this is
an expression for a kind of scientific maturity, and would
therefore recommend the reader to judge the discussion in
the thesis to be more reliable.

Gothenburg in Apri I 1980

Juha Pl unt

Teot 6.i4lane ja vahvat, uAtav SuLLe, eeaLL h.a.hvaa

w
Kory ! ha.tcrrritds F.trica
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SUMMARY

This thesis treats problems in connection with the development

of practically useful and satisfactorily rel iable methods for

the prediction of structure-borne and ai rborne sound level s

in ships. Two predictions methods, one based on empi rical

data and the other a theoretical method based on statistical

energy analysis (SEA) are presented.

The interest in noise problems on board ships has been con-

tinously increasing since a couple of decades,and more'and more

countries -have announced reguiations or recommendations for

maximally al lowed sound levels for different spaces on board

ships. Numerous papers and conferences have treated practical

noise control measures of di fferent kinds at an early stage

ln addition to this, more and more interest has been directed

to the compl icated problem of predicting.sound levels for

different spaces on board ships during the recent years.

Also the possibil ity to predict the insertion iosses, obtained

bydifferent practical noise control measures are of great

interest.

The development of the empi rical prediction method presented

in this thesis lhas been carried out mainiy iri two rel,atively
large noise control projects administrated by the Swedish

Ship Research Foundation (SSF). comprehensive surveys of

airborne as wel I as structure-borne sound levels have been

carried out on about ten reference ships during normal running

conditions. The measurement and data handl ing system uti I ized

for the col lection and organisation of the measurement data

from these ships is described in chapter 2. The necessary

extent of this type of measurement, the demands on the

equipment and design of datafi les are discussed briefly. The

extent of the study performed demands a very wel 1 adopted

field measurement equipment and wel i organized measurements,

together wi th urel I thought out storage of data.

V

A summary of the program for the extensive neasurements on

the reference ships and a short description of them open chap.

This section also presents some selected, typical measure-

ments from the ships. xesults from triaxial measuTements of
vibrations at different hull substructures are analyzed. Un-

expectedly high velocity levels have been obtained for the

motion parallel to the surfaces of the hull plating for cer-
tain ships.

The measurement results show that other wave types than

bending waves have consi.derably higher energy than expected,

which also rneans that these rdaves can contribute essential ly
to the transmission of structure-borne sound in the ships hu1 l.
It has also been shown that the simple measurement technique

used for the determination of vibrational motion in different
directions can be used to determine theenergyof different
wave types, provided that certain conditicns are fulfi I led.
I t is proposed that different boundaries should be chosen

for bending wave systems and systems carrying iongitudinal
waves or transversal waves. The later may be choosen as con-

siderabiy larger parts of e.g. the hul I plating.

The transmission of structure-borne sound energy as longitudi-
nal and transversal waves may also be an important I imitinq
factor for the veloci ty level attenuation that may be achieved

the steel structure over a long distance, and for the in-
sertion loss of e.g, additional damping treatments.

Resul ts of ai rborne sound insulation measurements belween

engine-room and accommodation are used to compare the contri-
bution of di rect ai rborne sound transmission from the engine

room with the contribution from other transmission paths,

mainly the structure-borne sound from engine and propel iers.
It is shown that the noise in the accommodation is not domi-

nated by airborne sound transmission from the engine room.

Dominating ai rborne sound transnission wi I i usual iy only be

present in spaces directly adjacent to the engine-room.

tn
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ln chapter 4 the calculation method, developed to uti I ize

empi rical ly determined velocity level attenuations in the

steel structure is described. The chapter starts with a short

summary of the structure of the computer program. The ca I -

culations are based on concepts simi lar to those proposed by

Janssen and Buiten, e.g. the attenuation irl the hul I may be

described in terms of attenuation/deck and attenuation/frame.

A summary of velocity levels on engine foundations and aft

body structures adjacent to the propel ler is given' Empirical

formujas for the prediction of velocity levels of engine

footings and the hul I plating at the proPel ler have been

formulated wi th shaft power as parameter.

ln addition the structure-borne sound sources have been

roughly grouped with respect to shaft speed, The variation
about tlre regression I ines, whose equations are used as prediction

formulas, is relatively iarge due to the fact that a number

of important factors had been omitted in this simple analysis.
The presented formuias should however provide the best basi s

hitherto, for prediction of the velocity levels for the

structure-borne sources, unti I e.g. the mobll ity of the

engine seating can be considered.

Vertical velocity level difference between comparable sub-

structures on adjacent decks and fore-and-aft velocity level

differences between substructures at different frame numbers,

obtained for different ships, are accounted for' The large prob-

lems connected to the development of empi rical prediction
methods for structure-borne sound transmission, are wel 1 i I lust-
rated by the results that are presented in this section. Espe-

cial ly the )arge variation obtained for the vertical attenuation
for different ships seems hard to master. Although the different
ships are characterized by very individual spatial velocity
level patterns, certain common properties can be derived which

could be utilized for more generally useful prediction models.

vtr

The precision of predictions made with calculation methods

based on empirically obtained average values for a number

of different types ot ships may be relatively low due to
the reasons mentioned above. lf however the spatial struc-
ture-borne sound pattern is surveyed by e.q. control fleasurement
of velocity levels at certain key positions in ships of a

specific type, the precision of a ievel prediction ought to
be considerably better for that type of ship,

The structure-borne sound transmi ssion between the steel
structure and the accommodation 1 ining measured on board

,hips as well as in the laboratory is discussed. Especiaily
the benefits and possibi I ities of laboratory measurements for
the investigation of this transmission step are shown. Con-

s i derabl y more deta i I ed i nformat ion about the importance of
different transmission paths is obtained. ln addition to
that a number of other practical benefi ts are obtained such

as accessibility, controlled conditions, possibility to vary
the excitation and so on.

The laborator-y mock-up, consisting of two decks and a steel bulk-
head, whir:h has been bui lt up at CTHris described. A unique
property of this mock-up is that the different steel sections
that surround the test cabin are vibration-isolated from each

other. Due to this, considerably better possibil ities to
study different transmission paths in detail are acquired.

Radiation properties of accornmodation elements. are presented.
A survey of the most important radiating surfaces in cabins
is presented. lt is shown that the possibility to predict the
radiation efficiency of I ining elements theoretical ly, is restric_
ted. Acoustical ly compl icated bulkheadsrl ike the steel_mineralwool
bulkheads which have been common during recent years, cannot be
treated by usual theoretical methods.



The methods for laboratory measurement of radiation efficiency

of bulkheads and deck coverings and some specific problens con-

nected with thoEe measurements are accounted for' For bulkheads

with high internal losses or acoustica)ly compiicated bulkheads

as mentioned above, important.contribution to radiation is obtained

from the near-field about the excitation areas' This leads to

severe problems when sui table measurement methods are to be

p roposed.

Chapter 4 is closed by a general discussion of the uncertainties

inherent in empi rical prediction methods, These uncertainties

are compared with necessary demands for precision made on this

kind of relatively easy-to-use method The errors obtained

with the empirical prediction method described will mostly be

acceptable. The I imited information about the physical background

to the calculated levels must be considered as a more serious

limitation.

Chapter 5 containsthe literature references forpart I of the

thes i s.

ln chapter 6 a general summary of theoretical methods for

the analysis of vibration and structure-borne sound in large

compl icated structures is given. Classical analysis methods,

anaiysis methods for plane grillages and finite element

methods are briefly discussed. A common feature of al I these

deterministic analysis methods is,that they are principally

suited for the analysis of systems, for which only a limited

number of eigenmodes describe the vibrational properties of

interest. This is par.tly due to the costly and extensive

computations when a large number of modes are included, and

partly because the detai 1ed input data necessary' usual 1y wi I I

be hard to compile. 0ther methods must be utilized at frequencies

approximately above 30-50 Hz when ship structures are studied,

since the number of bending wave modes in a normal aft body

structure will be about 103-tO4 in an octave in this frequency

range. The method called Statistical Energy Analysis (sfn)

ought to be appropriatg for use at higher frequencies'

tx

ln chapter 7 the theoretical framework of SEA is briefly summa-

rized, wi th special atteirtlon to the asgunptions and paraneter
determination needed, when appl iecl to Iarge slructures. Theo-

retical expressions for the SEA parameters to be used in this
work are presented and theenergy balance equations are stated.
The computer program SEACALI was developed as a rather general 1y

useful prooram for response calculations in larqe complex struc-
tures, which may be coupled to acoustical cavities.

ln chapter 8 results obtained with the SEACAL program appl ied to
ship structures are given. As an introduction, earl ier publ ications
SEA appl ications to ships are summarized. ln contrast to these,
longitudinal wave subsystems have been introduced in the cal-
culations, in addition to the usual bending wave subsystems.

A number of simple, shipl ike structures are treated initial ly
in order to demonstrate the practical influence of SEA parameter
variation on the velocitv response of different plate sub-
systems. lt is shown that the loss factor of the hul I platinq
may determine the vertical velocity level attenuation in a ships
hull, while a variation of the loss factor of the decks has a

minor influence on the vertical attenuation.

By studying a simple double-bottom structure, the SEA calcula-
tions show that it may be possible to obtain higher modal

energies for the longitudinal waves than for the bending waves

in the the hull piating at the tanktop level. This is valid
for all excitation directions on the engine seating.

Response calculations have been performed for two of the re-
ference ships with SEACAL. About 100-250 subsystems have been

included in the structural modelutilized for the aft body of
these ships. Cardboard models for the aftbodies were found

to be appropriate tools for the preparation of input data.
Exampels of results are shown in the thesis forone of the
two ships.
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A mainly correct velocity level pattern is achleved for struc-
ture-borne sound from the main sources. With reasonab'le,

assumed loss factors for the individual subsystems, based

mainly on laboratory measurements, a fair agreement between

calcuiated and measured velocity level attenuation is ob-

tained.

This is however no proof that the conditions'necessary for
successful,application of SEA is fulfilled for this kind of
appl ication. Due to the large uncertainty associated wlth the

internal loss factor, the caiculation result may be varied

considerably;A comparison of the calculations on both ships

however shows that d i fferences i n measured transmi ss ion pattern

can be fairly wel I predicted, or at least explained, with SEA

calculations. The additional losses due to I inings, deck

coverings, radiation into water and so on, wi I I thereby have

a considerable importance.

ln chapter 9,a summary of conclusions for the entire thesis is
given. Among other things, it is concluded that empirical
prediction methods often will be suitable to use for rough

estimations of sound levels at a relatively early design

stage for a ship. This is mainly due to economic reasons.

SEA methods ought to be used for the calculation of structure-
borne sound in ships, when a better insight into the trans-
mission mechanisms is needed. lt can be motivated when rela-
tively costly noise control measures are planned or when ships

of an entirely new type are designed. The emplrical and SEA

prediction methods should therefore complement each other.

xt

SAI4MAN FATTN I I.!G

Denna avhandling behandlar problem i samband med utveckling av

praktiskt anvdndbara och n6jaktigt ti I lfiirl itl iga metoder fdr
fdrhandsberSknirrg av stomljuds- och luftljudsnivier p5 fartyg,
Enemplr'iskt framtagen predikteringsmetod samt en teoretisk
metod baserad p5 s.k. statistisk energi analys (SEA) presen-

teras.

Bul lerproblem ombord p5 fartyg har sedan nSgra Srtionden r6nt

ett allt stdrre och stadiqt v:ixande intresse, och allt fler
ldnder har st5llt upp normer eljer rekommendationer fdr maxi-

malt tillStna ljudnivSer i olika utrymen ombord p5 fartyg.
Atski I I iga arbeten och konferenser har p5 ett tidigt stadium

behandlat praktiska bul lerbekdmpningsEtgSrder av skiftande slag,
i syfte att minska bullernivSer ombord. Under senare 5r har dess-

utom al ltmer intresse riktats p5 det mycket kompl icerade problemet

att dels kunna fijrhandsberdkna ljudnivSer i fartygets ol ika ut-
rymmen och att dessutom pE f6rhand kunna uppskatta insettnings-
dSmpningar fdr ol ika praktiska bu1 lerbekdmpningsitgArder.

Arbetet meC utveckling av den i avhandlingen presenterade empi-

riskt grundade predikteringsmetoden har huvudsakl igen utf6rts
inom ramen fdr tv5 relativt omfattande projekt i Stiftelsen
Svensk Skepps forskn i ngs reg i .

Smfattande kartlSggningar av s3v5l luftijuds- och stomljudsniv&er
har utfijrts pe ett tiotal referensfartyg under normala dri fts-
bet i ngel ser. Det mEtsystem och databehandl i ngssystem som ut-
nyttjas f6r insaml ing och organisation av mHtvSrden frSn dessa

fartyg beskrivs i kapitel 2. Nijdviindig omfattning hos denna

typ av metningar, krav p3 utrustning, och uppbyggnad av data-
bank beskrivs. Den genornf6rda studiens omfattning krHver en v5l

anpassad feltutrustning samt vAl genomtAnkt organisation f6r
s5v5l mltningar som lagring av mEtdata.
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En sammanfattn i ng av metprogranrnet fdr referensfartygsm:itn i ngar

samt en kort beskrivning av mStobjekten inleder kaPitel 3.

Avsnittet innehSller utvalda, typiska mHtresultat frAn far-

tygen .

Resultat frSn triaxiel la mHtningar av vibrationer hos ol ika

skrovdelar analyseras. 0vAntat h6ga hastighetsnivEer har er-

h3l I i ts ftir 16rel seriktningar paral lel I t r€d bordlSggnings-

plStars plan f6r vissa fartyg' Mitresultaten visar att andra

v6gtyper 5n b6jvSgor kan ha en v5sentl igt h6gre energi 5n

v5ntat, varf6r dessa v59or ocksS kan medf6ra vdsentl ig trans-

mission av stomljudsenergi genom skrovet. Det har liven visats

att den metteknik som anvdnts f6r bestamning av r6relse-

komponenter i ol ika riktningar mdjl iggiir bestdmning av rijrelse

i ol ika vSgtyper, om vissa fiirutsettningar iir uppfyllda. Det

visas att ol ika storlek bdr vSljas fi5r b6jvagssystem och

system med longi tudinalvSgor el'ler transversalvSgor, varvid

de senare b6r kunna omfatta vSsentl igt st6rre utsnitt av t ex

bordlSggningen. Transmission av stomljudsenergi med longitud-

nal och transversalvSgor kan ocks8 utgiira en v5sentl i9 be-

grdnsande faktor f6r den utbredningsdlimpning som kan erhSl las

i stSlskrovet 6ver stora avstEnd.

Resultat frSn luftljudsisoleringsmdtningar mel lan maskinrum och

inredning utnyttjas ti I I att jSmf6ra bidraget frSn di rekt luft-
ljudstransmission frSn maskinrum med 6vriga ljudbidrag, fr5mst

p5 qrund av stomljudsexcitering frin maskiner och propel ler.

Det visas att det dominerande bidraget till buller i hytter och

andra utrymmen i d5ckshuset ej erhil les frSn luftljudstrans-
mission frin maskinrum. Endast utrymmen som grSnsar di rekt mot

maskinrum brukar erhSl la dorninerande bidraq frSn luftljuds-
transmission.

xii i

I kapi tel 4 beskrivs den berSkningsmetod som utvecklats f6r att
utnyttja empiriskt beFt:inda utbredningsdAmpningar. Kapitlet in-
leds med en al lmHn samanfattning av datorprogrammets uppbySg-

nad. Den bygger pi berSkningsprinciper I iknande de av Janssen och

Buiten fiireslagna, dvs att utbredningen i stSlskrovet beskrivs
med hjSlp av d3mpning uttryckt som hastighetsnivSski I lnader fdr
dHck resp spant.

En sammanst5l lning av uppmStta stomljudsnivAer f6r fartygsmaskin-

fundament och akterskeppsstrukturer vid propel ler presenteras.

Ernpiriska uttryck fdr prediktering av hastighetsni.rSer hos

maskinfijtter samt bordlSggning vid propeller kan stEllas upp med

axeleffekt som parameter, efter att stomljudskSl lorna grupperats

grovt med avseende pA varvtal. Spridningen kring de regressions-
I injer som anges som predikteringsgrund, 5r dock relativt stor,
p5 grund av att ett flertal viktiga faktorer inte medtagits i denna

enkla sammanstAl lning. De angivna formlerna b6r dock kunna utg6ra

den hittills b5sta grunden fi5r prediktering av stomljudskSll-
styrka, tills hensyn kan tagas till t ex maskinunderlagens mobili-
tetsegenskaper.

Utbredningsddmpningar fiir hastighetsnivSer erhEl lna fdr de o1 ika

referensfartygen redovisas. De stora problem som utveckl ing av

emp i r i ska pred i kteri ngsmetoder f6r stoml juds transmi ss ion medftir,

illustreras vHl av de resultat som redovisas i detta avsnitt.
Speciel lt de stora variationer som erhSi les f6r vertikal utbred-
ningsd5mpning mei lan ol ika fartyg fijr ol ika dicksdiskontinui-
teter 5r svSrbem5strade. Trots att de ol ika fartygen uppvisar
mycket individuel la utbredningsdHmpningsmdnster, kan emel lertid
vissa gemensama egenskaper urskiljas, vilka torde kunna ut-
nyttjas f6r mera generel lt anvHndbara predikteringsmodel ler.

Trdffsdkerheten hos prediktering med berSkningsmetoder, grundade

pi empiriskt erhSllna medelvErden f6r ett flertal olika typer av

fartyg torde av ovanndmnda skSl vara reiativt l69.0m utbrednings-
m6nster f6r stomljud i specifika fartygstyper kartlSggs genom

t ex kontrol lmdtning av stomljudsnivSer i vissa nyckelpositioner
bdr precisionen hos berHkning av ljudutbredning i dessa fartygs-
typer kunna f6rb5ttras avsevert. Ti I I dess att teoretiska ber5k-
n ingsmetoder med ti I I fredsstHl lande noggrannhet har utvecklats



och utprovats i tillrAcklig utstr5ckning, torde prediktering

med empi riska data som grund vara ett vljrdeful I t al ternativ
till dessa.

Stornl judstransmission mel ian stAlskrov och inredningsgarnerlng

uppmiitt i fartyg och i laboratorium diskuteras. Speciel lt
m6jl igheter och fdrdeiar hos laboratoriemdtning f6r denna del

av stomljudsutbredningsfdrloppet beiyses. Vdsentl igt mera

detaljerad information om ol ika transmissionsvdgars betydelse

erhSl les vid laboratoriemStninqar. Dessutom erhSl les ett fler-
tal andra praktiska fdrdelar, sSsom ti I 1gHng1 ighet, kontrol le-
rade fdrh5l ianden, mdjl ighet att variera excitering osv. Den

laboratorieuppstSllning, bestSende av sektioner av dSck och

st6lskott, som byggts upp vid CTH beskrivs. Unikt fdr denna

mdtrigg er att de ol ika stSisektionerna som omger provhytten iir
vibrationsisolerade frSn varandra. Genom detta erh6l les vSsent-

I igt storre mojl igheter att i detalj studera ol ika transmissions-

vEgars bctydelse.

StrAlningsegenskaper hos fartygsinredningsdetal jer redovisas.

En kartlSggning av de mest betydelseful la strSlande ytorna i

fartygshytter presenteras. Det visas att miijl igheterna att
teoretiskt prediktera strSlningsfaktorer hos garneringsytor

f. n. ej kan f5s att omfatta akustiskt kompl icerade skott-
element t ex de stSl- mineralullsskott som blivit mycket vanliga
pE senare 5r. Metoder fdr laboratorem5tningar av strSlnings-
faktorer hos skott och dHcksbelSggningar och specifika problem

i samband med dessa metningar redovisas. F6r skottyper med hdg

inre ddmpning, eller ovannimnda akustiskt kompl icerade skott,
erh3l les icke ov5sentl iga strSlningsbidrag frSn nSrfdlt kring
exciteringsomrSdet. Detta medf6r bl a svSra problem med att
ldreslS lSnpl iga mStnetoder.

Kapitel 4 avsiutas med en al lm5n diskussion av de os5kerheter
som finns inneboende hos empiriska predikteringsmetoder. Dessa

os5kerheter jlimf6rs med de precisionskrav som 5r riml iga

att stAlla p3 denna typ av relativt enkelt tillSmpade metoder.

XV

Den osilkerhet som man erhSl ler i samband med empi riskt baserad
prediktering enl igt ovan, 5r oftast i sig acceptabel. Den be-
gr5nsade informationen om de fysikaliska orsakerna till de niv8er
som ber5knas mjste ses som en al lvarl igare begr5nsning.

Kapi tel 5 ut96rs av I i tteraturreferenser ti 1 I del I av avhand-

i i ngen,

I kapitel €, ges en al lman sammanfattning av teoretiska metoder

fdr analys av vibrations- och stomljudstransmission i stora
kompl icerade strukturer, t ex fartygsstrukturer. Klassiska vibra-
tionsanalysmetoder, analysmetoder fdr plana ramar, samt finita-
element-metoder diskuteras kortfattat. Gemensamt fdr dessa deter-
ministiska analysmetoder 5r att de fr5mst lSmpar sig fdr analys
av system dHr ett begriinsat antal svAngningsmoder beskriver cle

vibrationsegenskaper som 5r av intresse. Detta beror dels p3 att
beriikningsarbetet bl i r omfattande och kostsamt sA snart moder av

hdg ordning skal I analyseras f6r konpl icerade strukturer och dels
pe att normalt de detaljerade indata som kr5vs inte filrel igger. Upp-

skattningsvis beh6ver andra metoder ti I lgripas vid frekvenser
6ver ca 30-50 Hz nAr fartygsstrukturer studeras, eftersom antalet
bdjsvdngningsmoder i en normal akterskeppsstruktur uppgSr ti I I ca

tO3-tO4 inom en oktav i detta frekvensomrSde. Den metod som brukar
kal las fdr statistisk-energi-analys (SEn) f0r vara lJmpl ig att ut-
nyttja vid hdgre frekvenser,

-).
I kapi tel 7 presenteras den teoretiska bakgrunden ti I I SEA-metoden

med sHrski ld tonvikt pA de antaganden och parameterbestHmningar

som behdver gdras vid ti 1 lSmpning pe stora strukturer. Teoretiska
samband f6r de SEA-parametrar som anv5nds i detta arbete redo-
vi sas och energibaiansekvationerna uppstSl ls. Datorprogrammet
SEACALI , utformat som ett relat ivt generel j t anvdndbart berSk-
ningsprogram f6r responsberdkningar i komplexa strukturer, med SEA

beskrivs. liven akustiska subsystem, rum el ler luftspalter,kan med-

tagas som subsystem.



I kap i tel 8 presenteras resul tat erhSl I na med SEACAL-prograrTxiret

ti I lSmpad pi fartygsstrukturer. ln'ledningsvis sammanfattas

tidigare publ icerade arbeten riirande SEA-ti 1 lSmpning f6r detta

5ndam5l. Till skillnad frSn dessa har i denna avhandling Sven

longitudinalvEgor introducerats i berHkningarna fiirutom bdj-
vAgssystem. Ett antal enkla, fartygsl iknande strukturer behand-

las f6rst, f6r att visa den praktiska inverkan som variation av

olika SEA-parametrar har pi responsen i olika delar av struk-
turen, Sdrskilt betydelsen av fdriustfaktorn hos de enskilda
subsystemen 5r en kritisk storhet. Det visas att bordlaggningens

fdrlustfaktor kan vara av avgdrande betydel se f6r den vertikala
utbredningen i ett fartygsskrov, medan en variation av dSckens

f6rlustfaktor inverkar relativt I ite pi den vertikala utbrednings-
dlimpn i ngen .

Genom att studera en enkel dubbelbotten-l iknande struktur demonstre-

ras med hjdlp av SEA-berHkningar, att det 5r m6jl igt att teoretiskt
erhSl la h6ga modenergier f6r andra vSgtyper lin b6jvSgor i fartygs-
skrovsidan. Detta gHl ler oberoende av exciteringsriktning vid
mask i nfundamentet.

ResponsberHkningar fi!r tvi av referensfartygen med SEA-metoden

redovisas.0mkring 100-2!0 subsystem har inkluderats i den

strukturmodell som utnyttjats fdr akterskeppen hos dessa fartyg.
Kartongmodel ler hos akterskeppen befanns vara lSmpl iga hjHlpmedel

vid preparering av indata ti I I SEA-programet. Exempel p5 resul tat
frAn ett fartyg redovisas i avhandl ingen. Sammanfattningsvis er-
h5l les i stort sett ett korrekt utbredningsm6nster fdr stomljud
frSn de ol ika huvudstomljudskHl lorna, dvs propel ler och huvud-

maskin/reduktionsvHxel. Med riml iga vdrden ansatta fdr de enski lda

substrukturernas f6rlustfaktorer, varvid miitvHrden erhSl lna t ex

i laboratorium utnyttjas, erhSlles god iiverensstHmmelse mellan

berSknade och uppm5tta utbredningsd5mpningar vertikalt och lSng-

skepps. Detta utg6r dock i sig inget bevis fiir att fdrutsEtt-
ningarna f6r SEA-metoden skulle vara v5l uppfyllda vid denna typ

av tiilempningar. Genom den stora os5kerhet som 5r fdrknippad med

ansatserna f6r f6rl ustfaktorn kan berdkningsresul tatet varieras
inom relativt vida grdnser. En j!imf6relse av berHkningarna f6r
de bSda fartygen visar dock att skillnader i uppm5tta utbrednings-
m6nster nSgorlunda kan f6rutsAgas med SEA-berHkningar. De ti I l-

xvtt

skottsfiirluster som erhSl les frSn garnering, diicksbelSggninqar,

vattenbelastning osv har ddrvid stor betydelse f6r att f6rklara
ski I lnaderna mel lan fartygen.

I kapitel 9 sammanfattas slutsatser f6r hela avhandl ingen. B1 a

konstateras att predikteringsmetoder som bygger pi empi riska
data ofta kan vara l?impl i9a att anvAnda vid 6verslagsberHkning
av ljudnivier i ett tidigt skede av projektarbetet fdr fartyg
med relativt konventionel I uppbyggnad. Detta motiveras frHmst
av ekonomi ska skdl .

SEA-metoder b6r kunna utnyttjas f6r ber5kning av stomljudsut-
bredrring i fartyg, fr5mst nHr en b5ttre fysikal isk inbl ick i

utbredningsmekani smer 6nskas. Detta kan vara motiverat d3 rela-
tivt dyrbara bullerbek5mpningsStg:irder 6vervdgs, eller di fartyg
av helt ny typ projekteras. Empiriska predikteringsmetoder och

SEA predikteringsmetoder torde diirfijr f6r nlrvarande komplettera
va rand ra .
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I NTRODUCT I ON

GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO SHIP NOISE ABATEHENT.

Noise and vibration on ships have been a continously increa-

sing problem for the internal envi ronment on board, both as

a hearing loss hazard in the engine rooms and as a factor of
discomfort and annoyance in the I iving and sleeping spaces

on board. Especial ly during the last two decades the ef-
forts to do someth i ng about th i s probl em has been i ntens i fi ed

rn most shipbui lding nations, and requlations or recomrnen-

dations have been publ ished concerning maximum, permissible

sound levels on board by the government authorities.

A large amount of I iterature has been publ ished during these
years, concerning investigations of noise levels on different
categories of ships, rneasures appl ied to reduce noise levels
and proposals for suitable noise control measures for ship-
board use. Most of the work is based on qual itative expe-

rience c;btained by practical appi ications, and much of the

work even Iacks information about attained insertion loss

due to the measures undertaken. Also proposals for comfort

criteria and permissible noise levels have been publ ished

regularily during this period of tine. 0nly a few publ ica-
tions were however released on work concerning methods for the
preCiction of noise levejs in a ship at the desiqn staqe,

!nii i quite recently.

This introductory section is supposed to give readers, not

accustomed to ship acoustics, a brief review of the I iterature
on ship noise problems and thei r abatement in general . For

the readers especial ly interested in this I iterature; a rat-
her comprehensive general bibl iography wi I I be compi led

dur i ng the aur umn 1 !80 .

Surveys of existing noise levels on different ships have been

publ ished from time to tinre by different research organizations.
The earl iest survey of some extent, to the authors knowledge,

was published 1957 by TNO [1]. lt has been followed by reports
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on noise level statistics from Norway' Sweden, Great Bri tain

and others,[1091, t1l0], [111]' [112]' Although the noise

levels in general do not seem to have been increased during

the two decades since the first larger survey' the aware-

nessoftheproblemhasbeenmuchmorepronounced.Supported
by medical surveys, e.s. [2], and demands from the ship person-

nel, national authorities of a number of countries have pub-

I ished regulations or recommendations concerning permissible

noise levels on ships, based mainly on the exPerience gained

from the aforementioned noise surveys, see e'9' [31 "

The demand from authorities as wel l as labour unions' that

these regulations or recommendation' tu't be ful fi l led for

new ships, combined with the recent hard dconomic situation for

shipowners as well as shipbuilders has lead to a more urgent

need for noise prediction calculations' They should be useful

during planning and design stages of new ships, mainly as

an optimizing tool when necessary noise control measures are

chosen. The prediction of noise levels in engine spaces

could usual ly be performed with conventional acoustic methods'

developed in connection to noise problems in bui ldings and

industry, supplemented by experience from actual ship engine

room conditions. ln contrast to that' prediction of the

"long-range" structure-borne sound attention must be based

on both basic empirical research as well as application or

development of new theoretical models '

Thenoiseproblemsonshipsaredifficulttopredictandhandle
not only because the ship is a very complex structure' Also

the large number of different airborne- and structureborne

sound sources, see figure 'l '1, makes the experimental and

theoretical investiqation of sound transmission very troub-

I esome .

A large number of,papers of the general I iterature and

reports treats general noise control measures for shipboard

use, like airborne sound insulation, acoustic absorption, vi-

-3-

bration insulation of sources and cabins and even entire su-

perstructures, and so or Summaries have been complled as hand-

books, see e.g. [4], t5 ]or t5l. One obvious problem for a

potential user of this rather extensive information is to ma-

ke the optimum selection of measures that wil'l make the ship

fulfil the stipulated noise level specifications most efficiently.
Practically useful methods for noise level prediction, with
sufficient accuracy to indicate when and where, and to which

extent, measures must be taken, wi I I make such optimization
possible.

Noise levels in accomodation spaces are usual ly determined by

contributions from structure-borne sound sources, as will be

shown in chapter 3 in this report. lt is convenient to se-

parate the structure-borne sound transmi ss ion process i nto a

number of rather wel l-defined steps according to figure 1.2.

An early investigation, in order to obtain experirnenta'l data

about these transmi ss ion steps, was publ i shed by Janssen [ 7]

and prerjiction methods based on empirical data have been dis-
cussed and suggested by Janssen and other members of the TNO

staff in tBl, t9l ana Ito]. A recent japanese paper [111

suggests some modifications of the TNo-method for the predic-
t ion of structure-borne sound attenuat ion i n the hu I I struc-
ture.

A theoretical method for the prediction of structure-borne
sound transmission in ship structures, based on energy ba-

lance calculations for substructures was proposed by Bud-

rin and Nikiforov in l95B I l2] . This was probably the first
publ ished attempt to use statistical energy analysis (SfA)

for calculation of ship structural response. Sawley [ 13]

showed that the SEA method couid be used succesful ly for
the prediction of structure-borne sound levels and analysis
of transmission paths in a smal I vessel. The use of sta-
tistical energy analysis has been demonstrated by 0degaard-

-Jensen t l4l , t l!i to be successful for the calculation of
the response of a 1:5 scale model of a ship section. Some
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recent japanese papers 1161, 117 I have also reported the SEA-

analysis to be useful for prediction of the response of ship-
I ike structures.

Fahy and Lindquist tl8 I, tl9 I and Ni lsson [20 ] have studied

wave propaqation in simple, framed hul l-plate sections. The-

se studies are fundamental for the understanding of the role
of the hul l-plating and the frames respectively for the

structure-borne sound energy transport in the direction along

the frames. Chernjavski and Arcidiacono [21 ] and Ni lsson

122J, 123 I have used plane grillage models, with different
assumptions, for the ca'lculation of the response of the ship
structure. Especial ly the work presented by Ni lsson demons-

trates interesting aspects, concerning the modal coup'l ing
between the different plate substructures.

The structure-borne sound transmi ss ion between the steel
structure and the accomodation I inings has most success-
ful ly been determined by laboratory experiments. Special
laboratory facilities for such investigations have been built
in the Netherlands [24], Sweden [25], Poland [26] and Nor-

way [27 ],

The calculation of radiation into accomodation and working

spaces has been successful ly carried out w;th existing and

well adopted rheories 1281, l29l as shown e g in $01, until
acoustical ly compl icated sandwich bulkheads appeared in ships

t3l ]. So far only laboratory measurements can be used as a

basis for the prediction of sound radiation from such bulk-
heads. Even these laboratory measurements involve consi-
derable problems [32 ].

PROPELLER

PROPAOATION I N

STEEL STRUCTURE

COUPLING - STEEL
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I,2 THE AII'1 AND SCOPE OF THIS THESIS

As al'l work published on the complicated subject of noise Pre-

diction for ship spaces, also this thesis has been I imited to
the investigation of a few topics. lt is the hope of the aut-

hor that the fol lowing original goals have been fulfi I led,

by the work

c)

to give a summary of results from com-

prehensive structure-borne sound measurements

performed on a number of different mercharrt

ships. These measurement results will form a

basis for the development of empi rical predic-

tion methods for sound pressure levels in ships.

to develop and present an empi rical prediction

method for sound levels, based on the measure-

ments carried out on the different ships, and to

provide a critical discussion of possibilities
and limitations of sound pressure level predic-

t ions based on emp i r i ca I data.

to develop a computer program for response cal-
culations wi th the SEA-approach, and to i nves-

tigate the possibil ities and I imitations of sta-
tistical energy analysis calculations for the pre-
diction of responses in large coropl icated structures

I ike ships

1.3 DISPOSITION OF THE THESiS

The thesis has been divided into two separate volurnes for prac-
tical reasons. The two parts may be read independently of
each other. The first part deals with empirical sound level
prediction methods, and the second part treats the applica-
tions of statistical energy analysis to laige compl icated struc-

tures like ship structures. Each part ii supplemenled with its
own l'ist of references, and contains i ts own appendicies.

a)

b)
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The reader is directed to the summary given at the beginning

of part I for a short Presentation of the contents of each

chapter in this thesis, and the main resul ts'

-9-

2. THE MEASUREI,IENT AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR AIRBORNE AND STRUC-

TURE-BORNE DATA.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

l./hen the research work on ship noise problems was initiated at
the department of Bui lding Acoustics of Chalmers University of
Technology in 1971, introductory measurements of structure-
borne sound levels were made on two cargo ships during trial
trios [33] . The measurements were carried out with simple,

conventional equipment consisting of an accelerometer, connec-

ted to a sound level meter and a portable tape recorder. lt
was immediately conciuded that this equipment was not especi-

al ly suitable for eff!cient and accurate measurements of struc-

ture-borne sound levels due to several reasons, as discussed

in the next section.

A fundamental problern is the choice of the number of transducer
posi tions necessary, for a sufficiently accurate determination

of the spatial average of the vibrational velocity of a sub-

structure I ike, for instance, a hul l-plate section. This pro-
blem vras specifical ly studied during the preparation of the

measurement program for the reference snips [34J. A summary

of that study is given below. lt was concluded that the rea-

I isation of a comprehensive program of structure-borne sound

measurements, carried out according to stipulated demands on

accuracy, needed a customised equipment. The equipment desig-

ned at the department for this purpose is described in this
chapter, together with the data analysis procedures developed

for these measurements,

2,2 PREC I S I ON OF STRUCTURE-BORNE SOUND MEASUREMENTS

A pilot investioation of the distribution of velocity levels
over sections of the hull-piating and bulkheads was carried
out at a ferry []4]. The aim was to determine the necessary

number of transducer positions in order to get sufficiently
accurate spatial averages for the velocity levels measured.
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Since one major purpose of the comPrehensive measurements,

planned by SSF, was to determine the velocity level differen-
ces between different substructures of the ships hul I ' and

previous experience indicated typical veloci ty level differe-
nces of the order of magnitude of 5 dBldeck and I dB/frame

IB]., ttre number of measurement positions should be chosen so

that the standard deviation of the mean value should be con-

siderably smal ler than at least 5 dB.

The usual measured quantity of interest for further analysis

is the mean square veloci ty of a substructure averaged over

space, time and a band of frequencies. Due to the influence

of the vi brational modes of the structure, the mean square

velocity of different single points on the sarne structure
will vary quite considerably for a limited band of frequency.

ln addition to that, averages over a rather short time, of the

velocity squared, in one point may also vary from one time to

another. The possibilities given to reduce the influence of

these variations is to choose a sufficient number of measure-

ment points, a sufficiently iong time of averaging and a suf-
ficiently broad band of frequencies.

The sources of uncertainties, when the mean square velocity
shal I be measured,may be divided into

'1. Systematic and random errors in the measurement

and analysis equipment, I ike cal ibration errors,

errors due to transducer attachment, sensitivity
variations and so on,

2" Spatial variation of the vibration velocity,
s i nce the v i brat ions cons i st of a superpos i -
tion of vibrating modes with characteristic mode

shapes. Since most of the energy of each mode is

concentrated to frequencies near the natural
frequency, and the contribution of a larger num-

ber of modes will lead to a more uniform spatial
velocity distribution, frequency averaqing over

larger bandwidths wi I I lead to smal ler spatial
variance.

3. Temporal variation of the vibration velocity due

to rather rapid fluctuations of the exciting for-
ces, due to e g rol I ing of the ship or variations
in diesel qenerator or main engine loading. Also

variations due to the random character of some

exci tation processes are included.
4. Temporal variation of the vibration velocity,

due to slow changes of e g runninq conditions,
weather and so on.

The first three categories of uncertainties may be diminisned

to an acceptable ievel by changinq the measurement or analysis
procedure. The Ltncertainty due to slow temporal variation
may be minimized by e g strict directives to the ship person-

nel to keep constant running conditions, and to carry on mea-

surements only when the weather is sufficiently good, that is e.g.
w i th on I y mode rate sea .

During the introductory investigation of structure-borne sound

in ships IJJ], some preliminary investigations were nade on

the precision of the existing measuring equipment. I f a re-
cording of vibration signais was to be made on board it was

concl uded, as d i scussed ,i nl33l, that the random ampl i tude
errors of even high qual ity tape recorders using direct reeordinq
were to large to be tolerable, and a Ftt tape recorder should

be used. By using a Fl,4-recorder and the kind of equipment
described in the next section, i t is poss ibls 16 keep the
total standard deviation due to random errors in the measuring

and analysis equipment below + 0.2 - 0.3 dB.

The measurements performed, in order to study the order of
magn i tude of the above-ment ioned sources of uncerta i nt ies i n
mean square response measurements, were made on:

1 . A large, sti ffened hul l-plate section, 42 trans-
ducer positions.

2. A smal ler,stiffened hul l-plate section, 14 trans-
ducer positions.

3, A webframe, 14 positions on the flange and 14

positions on the web,

\. A bulkhead, l4 positions.
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The structures, and the local isation of transducer positions

are shown in figures 2.1 - 7.4, The transducers used were

l0 gram accelerometers, mounted with magnets on sPots cleaned

from paint. Simultaneous recording of 4 transducer signals
on a FM-recorder was used. The recorded acceleration

signals were analyzed with the equipment described in

the followinq section. The fol lowing quantities were

calculated from the measurement data:

a) The mean square velocity level for transducer ensembles

L = l0loo4v-)v -r (2.1)
2

V
o

whe re

-1)-

d) A mean temporal standard deviation as

(2.5)

where s is the temporal standard deviation for individual
tn

Points'

e) A standard deviation for the ensemble mean values as

rN----;--\,l = ro ,.n ,, *i/":, .in )

I_----m-

f - 2 -r-- ,'1
sL = ro ros (1 + /' t'-|* 

t.r 
r--1 )

(2.6)

2

o

and

- N v'l-n
= N ---1 Q.2)

n= I v
o

Only the results for a few of the measured objects are shovin

in fiqures 2.5 - 2.7. A more comprehensive presentation of
the results of the investigation is given in t341. The results
shol^ln here are nevertheless typical, and show a number of
i nterest i ng properties.

General ly, the influence of temporal varlation may be neglec-

ted, if a sufficient number of samples are taken with the time

averagini: corresponding to the fast random time constants on

the BtK 3347 real-time analyzer see figure 2.8. The typicai
standard deviation bbtained between individual time samples was abo'rl

1-1.5 dB, and the use of 50-100 samples should lead to a

typical mean temporal standard deviation for each

measurement position of about 0.i-0.15 dB.

The influence of slow variations due to minor changes in weat-

her conditions, sea-conditions and engine loading was studied
by repeating one of the response measurements with 1.5 hour

intervais at 6 different occations. The total variation
interval for the measured mean square ve)ocity levels is typical ly
about 2 dB and maximal ly about 3 dB. This ought to corre-
spond to a standard deviation between 0.5-1 dB, i f a normal

distribution is assumed for the variations due to these mecha-

nisms.

b)

n is the transducer position
N is the number of positions in the ensemble

v is the reference value for velocity (10-9 m/s)
o

The maximum, and minimum levels measured for any point in the

ensemble, and the variation interval for the ensemble as

AL =L - LV VMAX VMI N

c) The spatial standard deviation for the sample as

(2.3)

f- .--
sL=10ros(r++ V# ti.t;ll2-&2,2) )
- <V0> n= I

dB (2.\)
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The major part of the total uncertai nty in measured mean

square levels is due to variation between different trans-

ducer positions. For a practical ly reasonable number of
transducer positions, the other causes of variation may be

negiected, if averages over at least about 50 sec. of re-

cordinq time are used.

For the measurements performed on sti ffened plate sections,

the total variation interval for'14 transducer positions

is typical ly about 10-15 dB. The typical standard devia-

tion between single points is about 2.5 dB, whi le certain
single octaves show a standard deviation up to about 4 dB.

The frequency dependence of this relative standard devia-

tion may be approximated .theoretical ly by a function of the

fo rm
? kons t

S _d 

-

n.al
(2.7)

where n is the modal density of the structure and

Af is the frequency interval

A function of this form has been plotted in figure 2,5 for
comparison. The deviations between this curve and the mea-

sured one are typical, and may be explained as fol lows.

Suppose that the vibrations of the stiffened plate consists of a

superposition of a group of modes representing the vibration

of the entire plate and a second group of modes due to stan-

dinq waves between the stiffeners, rePresenting vibrations

of the d i fferent subplates. The fi rst group of modes domi -

nates the vibrations for frequencies below the fi rst resonance

of the subplates (global vibrations) whi le the second group

of modes dominates the vibrations for frequencies wel I above

this first resonance.

For a typical plate structure corresponding to the results presented
in fig. 2.5, the dimensions fcr the total plate section and the sub-
plates and the corresponding number of bending-wave modes,/octave ban

are given in table 2.1, for simply supported edges. The lower

15-

standard deviation at 3'1.5 Hz and 53 Hz may be explained by

the lower spatial variatir)n obtained for the global vibra-
tions due to the larger number of global modes/octave.

F requency Modes octave fo
with the dimens

2x2.2n2

a 10 mm steel plate
otl s

2.2 x 0,55 n2

I

2

31 ,5

53

125

250

500

c00

000

3

5

13

2\

51

103

207

0

?

2

B

13

31

60

A maximum in the spatial variation is therefore to be expected

in the 63 Hz and 125 Hz octaves for the usual dimensions of
stiffened plates that are used in ship structures. Since

this frequency region usual ly is of great practical impor-

tance for the sound levels obtained in ship accomodation spa-

ces, the standard deviation obtained for these frequencies

wi i I determi ne the necessary number of measurement Poi nts.

The rise in standard deviation in the 4 kHz octave -band is
due to equipment I imitations, partly due to the transducer

attachement method used and partly due to the ! kHz lrigh

frequency I imit of the Fi\4 tape -recorder.

The transducer positions, responsible for maximum and ninimum

readings of the velocity level have been indicated in fig.2.!.
It is not surprising to find that all but a couple of points
are responsible for extreme value readings, which shows that
no systematic choice of "best" measurement points should be

possible, in order to reduce the variabi I ity.

Someb/hat larger variation intervals are found for the measure-

ments performed on a frame. The order of maqnitude for the

standard deviation is however the same as for plate sections,
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This investigation qives an estimation of the variance to be

expected, when the velocity level for a frame or a stiffened
plate section is to be measured. The practical measurement

procedure to be used will be the following:
l) Spatial averaqinq:

The necessary number of points, randomly chosen

over the structure may be estimated from table

2,7 for the standard deviation wanted.

-1t-

It should be pointed out'hat the investigation presented here

is rather I imited and that the values given above should be

used as guidel ines. Nevertheless, other investigations,
published later[36],including some work by the authorIJ1],
and the checks made during the comprehensive measurements,

described in chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis, confirm that
these standard deviations are of the correct order of magni-

tude.

Some theoretical work has been published on the subject of the

a,npl itude statistics of superposed modes. [ 3n, t39l, t39]
and [40] may be nentioned. Although these papers are of great

principal interest for the understanding of the problem, the

appl ication of the rheoretical resul ts to the vibration
fields of practical, compl icated, inhomogenous structures is

very doubtful, since sinusoidal spatial variation is usual iy

assumed for the theoretical derivations. Also the general i-
zation of the results obtained by empirical variance studies,
like the one presented above, should be carried out criti-
cal ly. Ihe spatial variation pattern of response levels of
structures, entirely different from the type of structures
studied, may be quite different, and scal ing of the figures
with respect to modal density and studied frequency inter-
vals may not be sufficient in these cases.

?)

Number of
transducer poi nts

Standard deviation
Mean value I Max value

I

3

5

10

20

40

x 2,J dB

ry 1,8 dB

* 1,! dB

p1 dB

r 0,/ dB

* 0.5 dB

s4 dB

xJ dB

s 2,1 dB

e 1,/ dB

r 1,1 dB

<1 dB

Numbe r of
time samples

Standard deviation
Mean value I Max value

'I

5

10

z0

50

! 1,5 dB

N O,B dB

N 0,5 dB

d 0,4 dB

! 0,3 dB

N3 dB

F 1,6 dB

N I,1 dB

F 0,8 dB

E 0.5 d8

Temporal averaqinq:

The number of samples taken with B€,K 3347 and the

"fast random" time constant should be according

to table 2.3. A corresponding effective averaging

time should be chosen with other equipment, see

figure 2.8.

N,b. The interval between samples should be > 1 sec. to make

the longer averaging time of the equipment at low frequencies

effective. The samples should be distributed over at least

J0 seconds of recording, in order to average variations due

to e.9. the roll ing of the ship.
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lrl L

Figure 2,2 Transducer positions on the smal ler hul l-
plaLe secti6n
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Figure 2.J Transducer positions on the bulkhead.
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Figure 2.4 Transducer positions on the webframe.
a) position on the flange, b) positions on the web.
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Figure 2.1 Velocity level measurement on the smal-
ler hul I plate section (fig 2,2). a) Minimum, ave-
rage and maximum levels, b) standard deviations
LI., , rl and -------function according to eq (2.7).
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Figure 2.5 Velocity level measurement on the web-
frame fiange (fig Z.4a). a) ilinimum, average and
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2.3 SPECIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD MEASURE|',1ENT SYSTEM.

The basis of the design specification for the measurement system

to be used for the ship-acoustic measurements was a) the prel i-
minary investigations reported above, b) analysis of the equip-
ment demands for the measurement program specified by SSF [41 ]'
and c) other future measur3ments, together \ditb an inventory of
the existing equipnent at the department The specification was

set up in 1jJ2 and the fol lowing main properties were specified.

A principal decision, whether to use on-l ine real tine anaiy-
sinq or tape-recording and subsequent analysis should be made.

The main features of the two measurement principles, at the

time of specification, was summarized as:

0n-l ine real-time anai

Advantages: Instant results. No postprocessing of data. Possi-

bility to monitor the results immediately.

Disadvantage:: Heavier field-equipment. More compl icated and

fragi le field equipment. l4ore expensive field equipment. Un-

conditional data reduction, no analoq data recorded. More time-
consumi ng fiel d measurements.

- reco rd i and subs uent ana I zls

Advantages: Possibility to get truly portable field equip-
ment. Nc data reduction. Possibi I ity to analyse the recorded

data in various lvays. l4ore rugged and inexpensive field equip-
ment, Faster col lection of data in the fieid when multichannel
recording is used,

Disadvantages: No possibi 1 ity to moni tor the spectra of recor-
ded signals. No possibi I ity to get instant results. Laboratory
analysis needed after the field measurement session.

The tape-recording principle was chosen, mainly due to the fol-
lowing reasons. The possibil ity to analyze the recorded signals
in various ways was judged to be most important. Also the possi-
bil ity to use most of the existing computerized analysis equip-
ment at the departmelr,. was an important factor since it minimized
the necessary investment. The portabi I ity aspect was also very
important. I f possible, a single person should be able to move

-i 
rco

!) 5a

E'o
E'",i'
E.

Figure 2.8 Tine constants of
ana I yze r.

the BEK 1347 ieal time

a
a

S,ne
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and use the field equipment, in order to cut expences

during long voyages. The precision and other technical

specifications for the equipment were estimated to be equal

for the two principa'l methods.

The minimum technical specifications for the field equipment

were set to:

Frequency response: 0-5000 Hz, + 0.5 dB

Phase response: 0-2000 Hz, + 50

Signal to noise ratio: > 50 dB in 1/3-

-octave bands between l0-4000 Hz.

Minimum number of channels: 7

Stabi i ity (short and long-term): + 0.2 dB

l''lax. weight: 1!-20 kglpiece, (fiaximum total
weight 100 kg)

Compatibi I ity: Preferably lRlG-standard.

The field measurement equipment

The block diagram of the field data recording system chosen is
shown in fig. 2.j.

The equipment is shown in fi9.2.10.

The FM-recorder i s a 7-channel Schlumberger which was the smal lest
7-channel lRlG-compatible recorder with a reasonable orice when

the speci fications were made, The control and ampl ification
unit was custom built at the department. lt contains measuring

ampl ifiers with attenuators in 5 dB steps, a monitoring ampli-
fier for headphones, a timing and control unit to facilitate auto-
matic laboratory analysis of the recordings and a power supply,
The amplifier case has enough space to contain filters or other
signal conditioning equipment for each of the channels. A

l0 - 20 m long cable with separately shielded signal cable

pairs is used between the control unit and a distribution box,

from which separate cables are used to connect the transducers

and thei r impedance converters. By this arrangement, al I

measurements in the enginerooms or the superstructure of the

ship may be carried out for each deck with the Fl'1-recorder and

the control unit remaining stationary. The typical time inter-

-, c.-

val between measurements, consisting of groups of 7 accelero-

meters, is 5 minutes w;lh this equipment, when performed by

2 men and about 8-10 minutes when performed by one man. The

time spent to rlove the equipment between two decks is approxi-

mately 10 - |5 minutes.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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2.Lr DATA ANALYSIS PR0CEDURES AND ORGANISATI0N 0F DATA'

The measurement data recorded on magnetic tape has been sub-

sequently analyzed in the laboratory, with a Brijel 6 Kjaer

3347 Real-Time 1/3-octave-band analyzer connected on I ine to

a Varian 620i minicomputer system. The computer faci I ity

has been described in detai I in [ 42] Data analysis Programs

were developed which perform total ly autornatic arralysis of

recorded taPes Hith signais either from 5 monoaxial accele-

rometers or tv/o triaxial accelerometers, recorded on paral le1

channels. The seventh channel rvas used to record control

signals. A block diagram is shown in figure 2.11.

The identi fication code for each measurement, according to

the SSF coding conventions [43 ] was written via the consoie

terminal to the system together with other information about

recorded measurements. The result of this 1/3-octave band ana-

lysis was punched on paper tape, according to the fornat of data

specified in t441. The anaiysis results lvere collected in a large

data fi i. system, administrated by Alll5 AB t441. The data pro-

cessing ;tnd the users util ity programs in connect;on to this

data bank are described in [45].

Some specialized, sma'ller data files were created by the author at

G6teborgs Datacentral and for the computer system at the department

of Buildinq Acoustics for the further analysis of the measurement

rcsults. A number of computer programs were also developed for dif-

ferent types of data analysis. The following ones may be mentioned:

MODEBER [46] A program for the comPutation of modal energies,

especial ly from measured triaxial velocity levels

on structures I ike plates, frames and beams '

STRALBE [4/] A program for the calculation of radiated sound

power and corresponding sound pressure levels for dif-

ferent radiating surfaces of a room, when velo-

city levels are given as input data.

Figure 2.9 Block diagram for the equipment' used

soind measu.ements in the reference ships'
for

Figure 2.10 The measuring equipment,
fig.2-9, shown at measurements on the
molk-up.described in section 4'4'2'

according to
laboratory
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Figure 2,11 Block diagram for the analysis system'

,o-

2.5 SUGGESTED IMPROVEI,,IENTS FOR NEW SYSTEI4S.

Due to the rapid development of measuring equipment and

computers during the past few years, real time analysing on

board may be more attractive today (1980) than 1972. lt
is however the opinion of the author that some principal
advantages of analog tape recording sti I 1 are val id. The

main difference between the situation 1972 and 1980 is

that special ized equipment for different kinds of signal ana-

lysis have become smaller, more efficient and somewhat less

expensive, but they are sti I I more fragi ie and sensitive to

some environmental factors than tape recorders. Also the

data reduction obtained with speciai ized equipnent may be a dral;-

back, although usually this will be of Iimited importance.

Multichannel tape recording have shown to be efficient for the
type of data collection described in this report but still some

practical problems with this technique remain to be solved. Es_

pecial ly the large number of entangled cables and transducers
which ireve to be moved to new measurement positions have led to
a lot of cable repair work. The use of multichannel charge
ampl ifiers, instead of conventionai impedance-converters, arran_
ged as a distribution box, will lead to a lower number of cables
and wil'l therefore be recommended, in spite of the higher cost.
The use of charge ampl ifiers also results in less sensitivity to cable
repiscemcnts and, with certain ampl ifiers, also offers possi-
bilities to condition the signal more efficiently prior to recor_
ding.

Papor tapg punch
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3. I"lEASURE14ENTS ON REFERENCE SH I PS

3.1

3.1.1 Aim and UT

The ainr of the sound measurements on reference ships was to

thoroughly investigate the sound initiation from engines and

propei lers in ships and to examine the transmission of struc-
ture-borne and ai rborne sound from the sources to various

spaces on board, such as the control room, navigation bridge,

ga1 1ey, workshop, mess rooms and accommodation.

The purpose of the measurements was to create a basis for
empi rical prediction model s and theoretical studies on an

advanced level . The number of measurerient poi nts was large
and the measurements were carried out both at sea and in

harbour.

3.1 .7. Extent of measurements

fol Iowing categories of neasurements and running conditions

included for the three reference ships completely examined,

seiectively included for the other ships also investigated.

2.

Measurements of ai r-borne sound levels in engine room and

accommodation, on the navigation bridge and on open deck

at normal running conditions at sea (e.g. B0Z engine po-

wer) and in harbour llith auxiliary engines and service

un its runn ing.

lnvestigation of structure-borne sound levels by monoaxial

and triaxial measurements on engine foundations, hul 1 struc-
ture, deck houses and accommodation structures mainly during
normal cruising conditions but also with the main engine

running separately to obtain representative structure-borne
sound data in each case.

SUMMARY OF THE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM

The

we re

and



3.

4.

3.1. Measurement program

The neasurements on the reference ships were carried
out as follows in accordance with recommendations

given in the measurement program [41J

Airborne sound. Air borne sound measurements were

carried out with 1tt and 1/2tt condenser microphones

sweepinq within a radius vector of 0,5 - 1 m for
each measuring point in engine room, control room,

cab i ns, dayrooms , mess rooms etc.

Structure-borne sound. Measurements of structure borne

sound were registered both monoaxial ly and triaxial ly.
For monoaxial reqistration, accelerometers of J0 gram-

mes, attached to a magnet, were used. To get a good

attachment on enq i ne-seat i ngs and hu I I structures,
paint was removed by scraping on stamp-sized areas.

-32-

l,'leasurements of air-borne sound insulation bet-
ween various spaces in the engine room and bet-
ween engine room and accommodation with the ship
lying silent at a shipyard with a shore connec-

tion of the electrical mains. During the measu-

rements al I engines and venti lation units were

shut off. ln connection with the sound insula-
tion measurements, the reverberation times for the

rooms in question were also determined,

Special di rect-field measurements were carried out
for the exhaust system of engines and in the wa-

ter next to the hul I just above the propel ler.
The measurements in the exhaust system were car-
ried out by means of a probe microphone inserted

in the exhaust pipe, close to the engine, and by

means of a microphone located at a distance of
I m from the top end of the exhaust pipe. The

measurements above the propel ler were carried out

by means of 6 pressure transducers located in the

hull and by accelerometers located close to the
pressure transducers.

-33-

For measureFlents on acconnoCation constructions, mono-

axial accelerometers of 2-30 grammes, depending on

surr'ace properties, attached with wax or glue' were

used. When using triaxial accelerometers' they were

attached to studs mounted with epoxy glue.

Each substructure studied was exanined by the use of

six monoaxial and,/or two triaxial transducers located

at random on each structural part considered. All
measurements made on the huil and the deckhouse were ana-

lysed in one-third octave and octave bands within
frequency intervals of 25-.5000 Hz and 25-.4000 Hz,

respectively, and, reqjstrations of sound

data from propel ler and main engines, vrith the inter-
val starting fron 4 Hz.

Measurement accuracy. The registration time of the

sound signals and the number of transducer positions

was chosen with consideration to the measurement ac-

curacy, as discussed in chapter 2.
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3. 2 pEScRr Pr | 0N OlllE_ 3q$$!l_9l1ll!

A more detailed descrip'r on of the reference ships including

drawings is found in the original measurement reports [48] -

[56]. The brief presentation of the ships in this seclion

uiill hopefully supply the reader with most of the essential
properties and the qeneral layout of the ships, which are

necessary for the eva I uat ion of presentad resul is,

3.2. I GENERAL DATA FOR THE SH I PS

:.rltie 3-1 qives some main data for the reference ship-..

Al 1 ships except M,/S Vikingland were less than 10 years o1d.

ln table 3-2 the main data about engines are given.
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.tz medlum speedl
diesels 

I

i
I

One slow speedl
diesel 

i

I

One med i um

speed d iesel

0ne slow
speed diesel

2 medium
speed diesels

One slow
speed diesel

0ne s lorv
speed c i esel

2 medium speed
diesels

4 medium
speed ci i ese 1 s

0ne slow
speed diesel

Turbine

Turbi ne

One slow
speed diesel

Nohab sF1 16vs-F
3080 HP at 825
rpm

B s 1.,/ 7K 74EF
14600 HP at 134

Deutz RBV 1714-35A
4000 HP each at
430 rpm

Eriksberq 7 cyi.
6700 HP at 1 10

rpm

B e l^/ 8 cyl, BK90
25000 HP at 114
rpm

Lindholmen-Piel-
srick 10 Pc 2v.
4400 HP each ar
421 rpn

Pielstick 17PC aU
'1 1400 HP each at
470 rpm

2 Nohab SF16 RS-D

380 kW at 720 rpn

4 Bergen
1000 HP at /20 rpm

4 Nohab G-4
250 HP each at
l!0 rpm

3 Nohab, one with
1800 HP and rwo
with 2200 HP at
JZA rpm

3 Nohab SFl5 RS

4sci rvn

6 w5rtsitS B24TS
'1280 HP each at
J20 rpn

I Nohab, one with
1800 HP and two
wi th 2200 HP at
720 (pn

0ne Pielstick
16 cyl. 1250 kVA
at 1200 rpm

0ne 16 cyl Piel-
stick, 1835 HP

at 1200 rpm

Caterpi 1 lar 0398
850 HP at 1200
rpm

28:12J rpn

28;125 rpn

S El,tT- P i e 1 s t i ck
10 PC/ZU, 4400 HP

each at 430 rpm

Gdtave rken DM

850/1 70o vcsBu.
lB0oo HP at
115 rpm
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Ship 1 and 10

Ship l

t igu re I . 1 l"he qene ra l

Lle reference ships 1,

Ship 2

5h rp 4

aft-bod i es of

Ship 5

layout of the
2, 3, 4 and 10.

Middle
-platjorqr-

Lowe r
P]11t f o rm

Ooubl e
bottom

Nav. deck

lta in ,leck

-E{. 
Tviggn deck- 

-Doub I e bottom

3rd poop dk

Ugper <Lec11 _ r

Ship !

Figure j.2 The general
the re Fe rence sh i ps 5,

1 ayout of the eft-bodies of
6,7,9and11.
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Sh ip 14

1[$l3oile' platform

Lower platform

Double bottom

Ship 12

Sh ip B

Ship 1l

the aft-bodies of
r4.
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3.3 EXAMPLES OF RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE REFERENCE-SHIPS.

An extensive number of accelerometer measurements have been

performed on board the ships. Thereby the vibration velo-
cities of structural elements, such as piates, beams and frames,

of the hull, superstructure and cabin linings have been

measured with the aid of monoaxial and triaxial accelerometers.

Examples of the triaxial measurements are given in section
421

3.3.i lqnoaxial velocity levels

The monoaxial measurements have been made with 6 - 7 acceiero-
meters appl ied in random pcsitions on each studied structural
element, The obtained RMS-vaiue of the particie veloci ty
over both space and time is used in the fol lowing analysis as

a measure of the kinetic energy of the corresponding

structural element. Extensive, detai led information about the

measurements is found in t4Bl - tEel, Examples of the extent

of the ncnoaxial measurements are given in Figures 3.4 and 3.5

The fol iowinq notation has been used for the measuring locations
in the ships, whereby each measurement contains tfre 6 - 7

accelerometer points.
Example: B t36 (r) A;.lt+:__?SJ

abcde

whe re

a) Type of structural element:

B Hull skin
D Deck

G Cabin lining
P Pillar
S Bu I khead

SH Frame, hor i sonta I , the web.

SV Frame, vertical, the web.

SVF Frame, vertical, the flange.
T Tanktop; alternatively:triaxial measurenent.

V l,la in f rame, the web .

VF Main frame, the flange.

Figure 3.3 The general layout of
the reTerence ships 8, 12, 13 and

\

Nav ' dec

-E:dssk--
D -de ck

C-aaev

B-deck

_lpger platform

\ Boiler placforn
\--

\Lor", platio.mffi

Doub I e bottom



b)

c)

-\2-

Measurement number.

Transducer direction:
(T)' Thwa rtsh i ps

(L) Fore-and aft.
(v) Vertical ly.

Running condi tion (optional)

A Ballast condition
x Harbour condition
* Normal (ful ly loaded) condi tion.

e) 0ptional notation about measurement number and running

condition at repeated measurements on the same structure.

The measurements were analysed according to the procedure

briefly explained in section 2.4. The entire analysis results

for each transducer position of each measurement were stored

in the SSF data file system t441. lt was Possibie to get diffe-

rent kinds of I isted results from this data file, including

differences between levels from different measurements. ln

addition to that, some speci i ized data manipulation Programs

were developed for the computer at the department e.g. to

facil itate grai'ic output of level differences during inter-

active use of the computer.

For the purpose of the analysis presented in this thesis

punched tapes were produced by AIMS which contained the thi rd-

octave band velocity levels from monoaxial measurements in a

format, di rectly readable by the BASIC interpreter of the

minicomputer at the department of Bui lding Acoustics at

Chalmers Univers i ty of Technology.
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From these third-octav. band levels, the corresponding octave
band levels were computed and punched on papertaPe. These

later tapes are used as input data to a BASIC program [57Jby
which the level differences between any two arbitrary chosen

measurements stored in the computer main memory can be co,nputed.

These differences are presented in diagrams on.a graphical dis-
play, and the picture on the screen is hardcopied. An example

of this presentation is given in figure 1.6 A maximum of
twelve levei differences can be presented on eachrrpagerrof
the screen. Tabulated differences corresponding to the dia-
grams are also produced by the I ine printer. Up to 600 mea-

surements can be simultaneously stored in the computer (with

32 k-word core memory),

Further analysis of the level differences obtained has been

performed manual ly. ln most instances a number of simi lar
differences have been orouped together and a mean value and

a standard deviation for the group have been calculated. For

these calcr.ilations the arithmetic mean value If of the
I evel d i fferences accord i ng to the formu la

AL= (3.1)

and the sample standard deviation s according to

d)

N

:AL
n=1

N

N

r (AL
n

a
AL)'

have been computed. These calculations
on a suitable desk-top calculator. This

c.2)

have usual ly been performed

standard deviation has been
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computed oniy when at least 5 differences have been used for
the mean value.

A great number of level differences have been calculated and

studied in connection with the analysis reported below. Usual ly
mean values for a number of differences are used, but when

single differences are presented in the analysis, these are

ei ther cons idered as the rnost representat i ve d i fferences

among several studied, or in some cases the only differences
avai lable.

It should also be pointed out that the measurements performed

do not constitute strictly random samples of the velocity
levels on board the ships studied, since the selection of
measurement locations wi I I not be random, but to a great

extent control Ied by practical considerations, e,g. the

accessibil ity of structural details. One should therefore
be careful in drawing conclusions from any statistical
ana I ys i s of these measu rements .

The monoaxial velocity level measurements are mainly used to
derive the structure-borne sound propagation data presented in

chapter 4. Therefore no further comments wil I be given to these

data in this chapter.

F
oo
N
a

Figure 1.4 Moncaxial
nrents performed on the
ship J on the 1st poop
tions.

structure-borne sound measure-
steel structure of reference
deck at norma I runn i ng cond i -
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3.3.2. Triqial velocity levels

An extensive number of t, iaxial accelerometer measurements have

been made on board two of the eari ier reference ships, ship

number I and ship number J, and these measurements have been

supplemented by more 1 imi ted triaxial measurement programs on

a couple of the other ships.

A detai 1ed analysis of the triaxial measurements have ben re-

ported in two SSF-reports [58], [59] and summaries of the measure-

ment results have been publ ished in [60], [6'l] and [62]. Since

the availability of the two SSF-reports is limiled, and aiso

later measurements contribute to some new conclusions, the

main analysis principles, measurement results and conclusions

from these two reports wi I i be presented in this section.

The aim of triaxial measurements

\,/hen the relative importance of different structure-borne sound

energy transmission paths is studied, the distribution of energy

between different wave forms is of importance. The anaiytic
approach ioward predicting the vibration levels depends on the

results of this investigation. E.g. the conditions for using an

estimating procedure known as statistical energy analysis, SEA,

in an efficient way is influenced by the results, The theory of
statistical energy analysis is briefly outl ined in the second

part of the thesis. There are a number of conditions, which are

of interest to investigate.

1. The coupl ing between different wave forms at junctions

between structural members such as plates, beams or web-frames.

A strong coupl ing is assumed to give equal average modal energy

of the subsystems representinq different wave forms. lf so, then

it is possible to reduce the number of measurements, i.e, it is
sufficient to measure the vibration velocities due to one wave

fo rm.

2. Different structural members strongly coupled to.each other
and wi th equal average modal densi ties of i ,e. bendi ng waves

may eventual ly be treated as one subsystem.
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3. lt is of interest to assess the maghitudes of the coupling

factors between different wave formsand between different sec-

tions when the assumptions in points I and 2 are not appl icable.

4. Knowledge of the distribution of energy between different wave

forms will show us the prerequicities lve have to work with for
different measures of additional attenuation. lt wili also give
an idea of the simpl ifyinq assumptions which is possible to
make in theoretical calculation of the transmission of struc-
tureborne sound.

Examples of measurements.

A coupl e of hundred structura I members have been i nvest i gated

with triaxial accelerometers. Figure 3'7 shows an example of

triaxial accelerometer positions in reference ship l. The recor-

ded acceleration signals have been analyzed in l/3-octave bands

in the same way as the monoaxial recordings. A calculation

program for further processing of the results was developed [46J'

This program is designed to calculate the average modal densi-

ties and modal energies for flat plates, straight beams and

frames. The results of measurements are also checked against

calcu'lated measurement I imi tations.

Theoretical considerations for the measurernent ryLbgll- A. summary

ln order to make a correct estimation of the results obtained

from triaxial and monoaxial measurements of the structure-borne

sound in plates, beams and frames, it is necessary to analyze

the influence of the different wave forms on the velocities in

different di rections. The monoaxial measurements have only con-

cerned vibrations with motion perpendicular to the vibrating sur-

face. The triaxial measurements give in addition the vibrations

paral lel to the surface, Basic relations for different wave forms

are given in e.g. [63J

4 u n'd
1 l-u ''\

.
The difference in
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ln plates, the conceivable wave forms which are of interest here

are transversal, (quasi-)l)ngitudinal and bending waves. For pla-
tes with special boundary conditions it is sometimes possible to
separate the contributions from the two, fi rst mentioned wave types

from the velocity levels in ihe plane. However, the compl icated
clamping conditions for e.g. shell plates will produce a very com-

plex wave field. At present it is not possible to separate these

wave types by simple measurement techniques. We wi I I cal I these

waves jj:p&IgJgE: in our text.

Due to the lateral contraction (normal to the surface) of the

plate, the motion of the longitudinal waves will give rise to a

velocity component in the y-direction. The ratio of these two

velocities is

(3.3)

velocity levels is AL = zo r.g if!
V

which is about -30 dB for a 20 mm steel plate at 5000 Hz. For thinner
plates and lower frequencies the difference wi I I become larger.
This value should be compared with the transverse sensitivity of
the triaxial accelerometer which is roughly -30 dB [64], Thus, we

can say that the accelerometer is not sensitive to particle velo-
cities due to the lateral contraction vlhen the frequency is less
than 5 000 Hz.

Consider an element of a plate which bends away from its equi-
librium, see figure 3.B.The plane at x in fig.3.8 has rotated an

angle p, Since the distance Ax in the middle surface isnot al-
tered, the plane rotates about an imaginary axis, which I ies
in the middle surface and in the y-direction. lJe can call this ro-
tation due to the bending, torsi-on of bending. Since the tri-
axial transducer is not located in the middle surface, the com-

ponents of velocity in the x- and y-directions will get a contri-
bution due to the torsion. The wave field in a plate may be generally
expressed as composed of plane waves [93] . ln ordei to estimate
the values of the additional velocities it is adequate to analyse
a plane wave such as

vr(x)=E o sinkux (3.4)
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where kB is the wavenumber of the bending waves in a plate. Thus

the angular velocity due to torsion is given as

A

cl..(x)=ko E o cosLuxyD

The vibration velocity at a transducer located at a distance, a,

from the middle surface of the plate is given by

X
(3.6)
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I t is alnlost impossible to predict the locations of superimposed

nodal points for actual meriibers. However, the probabi I i ty of
locating the transducers in such points is small. A comparison of
the value of the particle velocity normal to the plate measured by

a triaxial accelerometer with the value obtained from an ensemble

of monoaxial accelerometer5, howeverindicates whether we can as-

sume a large influence of the torsion of bending or not. A com-

paratively low particle velocity measured by a triaxial accelero-

meter impl ies that the chosen point of measurement is inappropria-

lf the plate is within reach from both sides, it is possible

to reduce the influence of torsion by using two triaxial
accelerometers. These should be located on both sides of the

plate straight opposite to each other and in the same directions.
The signals from corresponding directions are added, before

further processing. This method is not practical to use for
ship hul I measurements, except in models.

Summary of theoretical expressions used for the analysis of
measu rements.

The fol iowing energy definitions are used

E=14.(ir)

E=N E =Af n Emm

' n' ('2)
E =-n'afn

Thus we obta i n the rat i o

(;i) z. z
t-) | " ''R

\"; )
otor, 

= 10 log "2ku2 dB

(3.5)

o.7)

3.7a)

For the present analysis of the triaxial measurements, the

orientation of the transducer with respect to the direction of
the wave front is of no importance. The triaxial accelerometer
measures the velocities in the surface of the plate in two ort-
hogonal directions. Thus u2 in th" previously obtained formula
is the vector-sum of the squared Rl,lS velocities measured in these

two directions.

One ought to notice that the particle velocity y and the angu-

lar velocityrd.. do not have their rnaximum ampl itudes at the'v
same point in the plate. The distance between these maxima is
1/4 bending wave length. The angular velocity has a maximum at
the nodes and is zero at the antinodes of the bending wave. V,/hen

measuring the particle velocities due to in-plane waves with
a triaxial accelerometer the influence of the torsion of ben-

ding must be reduced as far as possible. Therefore it is
necessary to avoid such points of measurements where several
waves have their nodal points. At such points the velocity nor-
mal to the plate wi I I be comparatively low.

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

(3.e)

E = total energy in the frequency band Af
E. = average modal energy

N = number of modes within the range of frequencyAf
n = modal density
n, = density of bending modes (proportional to plr'2 1

" longitudinal modes (proportional to p )

" tors ional modes (proportional to p )

nL = "

"T -

For equal average modal energies for the different wave types

we obtain

f:)
GI;G' nL*nT

(3.10a)
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This expression (3.t0") is correct for a plate, rvhich is not

loaded by water. Therefore, we also calculate the ratio when

the plate is loaded by water. We assume aneouivalent density

including the,mass loading of the fluid in the calculations
of nU and E for bendlng vibrations. Thus, thrermodal energy

E, for bending waves is proportional to peq and the

rat io becomes

,/ 2\
\u, / _ 

nB 
(o /dt/z (3.10b)

('l)laf,= "'. \ '"q"

Calculations at 1 000 Hz and 4 000 Hz with different typical
pl ate th i cknesses ( I 0-20 mm ) show that:

1) lf the difference between the velocity level measured normal

to the plate and the total velocity )evel mgasured in-plane, is equal

to or larger than (3,7a) then in-plane velocity may be enti rely due to
the bending waves and the measured in-plane values are of no use

in the determination of the in-plane wave energy.

2) lf the difference discussed in 1) is significantly smaller

than (3.7.a) the measured in-piane velocit;'is mainly due to in-plane

waves and useful in the determirration of the in-plane wave ener-
gv.

3) lf the average modal energy for different wave-types are

equal we will get a difference between normal and in-plane

velocity level that corresponds to point 1) above which means

that we are unable to draw the conclusion of equal modal ener-
gy from triaxial measurements performed with a single trans-
ducer. We will get useful results from the in-plane measure-

ments only when the in-plane modal energy is significantly
greater than the bending wave modal energy.

Possible reasons for unequal average modal energy may be:

1. There is a weak coupl ing between in-plane and bending waves.

2. Energy transmission due to nonresonant motions plays a great

role. Ve have made a distinction between energy transferred
by resonant and nonresonant motions. lf we consider a specific
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frequency band, then, by resonant transmission, we mean energy
transferred by vibrational modes of the connecting system that
resonate in this band. By nonresonant transmission we mean

energy transferred in that frequency band by motion of those
modes of the connecting system ihat are resonant outside that
frequency interval.

Corresponding discussions concerning the triaxial measurements

on beams and frames are presented in t581. Also the analy-
tical expressions used for computations are given in detai I in
that report.

Siscussion of ther experimental resul ts
Plates.

From the investigation of about one hundred plates at

reference ships one can conclude that the contributions to par-

ticle velocities measured parallel to the plate surface from in
plane waves are dominant, except in the highest l/3-octave bands

for a few plates. For ships where the main engine contribution
to the velocity ievel of bending waves in the hull is secondarv,

this must not be val id t621.

For most of the olates, the agreement between the particle
velocity levels measured with triaxial and monoaxial accelero-

meters is good, which means that the differences are within

+ 5 dB in l/3-octave bands, except for a few frequency bands

occasionally.

By analyslng the measurernents in e.g. 1/3-octave bands and

averaging the velocities (root mean square vaiues) over the

whole surface we can calculate the total vibratory energy of
the plate in the 1/3-octave bands with the following

express I on

E=17\.m-- An \ n/

where

(3.il)

En =total energy in the n:th 1/3-octave band

/-7-\
\"; / =the average mean square velocity of the Plate in the

n: th I /3-octave band

m-' =mass per unit area of the plate

A =area of the plate
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ln our example the vibratory energy measured for a specific

1/3-octa-ve band is assumed to be due to the resonant bending

modes, which I ie in the frequency range of the 1/3-octave

band in question.

lf the number of bending modes in the n:th 1/3-oclave band is

Nn, we can calculate the average modal energy of these modes

accord i ng to

e=E/Nnnn 3.tz)

Assuming the plate area, A, and the frequency range to be

larqe, the number of modes in the frequency range can be cal-

culated from the asymptotic fornulae for modal densities.

The asymptotic modal densities are

_5V-

The number of bending modes in each 1/3:octave band between !0 Hz

and 4 000 Hz is mostly between 2 and 200. Therefore, if the

plate has a particle veloci ty perpendicular to the surface,

the vibratory energy should be the energy of resonant bending

wave modes in the plate.

For about twenty plates the influence of the water load upon the

plates has been calculated t65l The resul ts show that for those

parts of the huil which are entirely under the water line the num-

ber of bending-wave modes - compared with plates without water
'load - increases by about 100% at 50 Hz and by about 17 "z at 4 000 Hz.

The nunrber of in-plane wave modes in each 1/3-octave band is

mostly less than one for frequencies below about 1 000 Hz. From

the example above we can conclude that some modes may possibly

exist in certain 1/3-octave bands but these bands must be very

few. ln the other 1/3-octave bands there will be no modes for
the plates of the sizes studied.

lf there are particle veloci ties due to in-plane vibrations
impl ied by the vibratory energy in that di rections, there are

two possible explanations for this energy.

1. The velocities measured are due to non-resonant motions

of the plate.

2. The veloci iies measured are due to resonant_ motions of a

plate largej than those which we have assumed in our analysis,

The first explanation seems to be very unl ikely since there are

many coupled resonant systems in a ship and even a moderate coup-

ling between a non-resonant and a resonant system will lead to
more stored energy in the resonant system than in the non-resonant

system. Yet there obviously exists a lot of energy in the in-
-plane motion, even far from the sources of structure-borne sound.

lf the second explanation is correct, we can conclude that if we

want to investigate the modal energies and energy flow in different
parts of the ship it is necessary that the analysis is made for
modal systems of large enough dimensions, and probably r^rith diffe-

A''B 2h

n-ttl
I

n. (r) = n
L

,12 a (t-v2).1/2
L---F--j

p 4. (1+u)
h'I 

- 

E

" p 2n (t - L2)

E

for bending ttave modes
(3.13a)

tor transversal wave modes
(3. 1 3b)

for longitudinal wave modes
(3'l3c)

where

h=thickness of the plate

p=density of plate material

r=Poisson's ratio
E=Youngrs modulus

In figure 1.9 these expressions are shown graphically for

steel pl ates.

ln calculating the number of modes according to eq (3..]3) no

consideration is taken of the actual boundary conditions of the p1ate.

The actual number Nn of modes in a given frequency band is

N =N +N.n asympt bound (3.r4)

where the number of modes added depends on the actual boundary

condi tions which are unknown in general.
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rent'rgeometric" systems for different types of waves. The

choice of boundaries is discussed in connection with the ana-

lysis of experimental results presented below.

5ince both En and Nn are Proportional to the area, A, of the

plate, en is independent of A. en corresponds to the average

modal energy for in-plane waves'

The modal enerqies en has been calculated for bending and in-

-plane (transversal and longitudinal) waves in different plates

of the ships. In figure 3'10 a typical result of the calcula-

tions is shown. ln figure 3.11 we also show the velocity

levels measured for this plate.

Iiith few exceptions, for the plates analyzed, the modal energy en for

in-!lene waves is at least 10 dB higher than that for bending

waves in every 1/3-octave band.

We have also noticed that the level of the modal enerqy en, both for

bending and in-plane waves,. decreases approximately I inearly
with increasing frequency and that the level of en is 50 - B0

dB higher at 50 Hz than at 4 000 Hz. This observation al lows

us to use the (piecewise) I inear approximations presented in figu-

res 3.12 to 3.15, which greatly facilitates the princiPal interpretation.

Another observation which is imPortant is that the particle

velocities, and thereby the vibratory energies, due to in-plane

waves are of approximately the same orderof nagnitude as the par-

ticle velocities perpendicular to the surface, which depend on

bending waves for the hull plate of the reference ships 1 and l.

The standard deviation of the particle velocity Ievels measured

perpendicular to a plate surface with 5 - 7 respectively 2 accelero-

meters r's 1,5 - Z dB respectively J - \ dB according to chapter 2. The

trends revealed by diagrams 3.12 - 3.'15 contains a snal ler error than

this, since the appl ied I inear approxomation represents an ave-

raging in the frequency domain" No simi lar study has been

made of the uncertainty of measurements of particle velocities

due to in-plane waves. \'lith respect to the fact that the velo-

cities measured with tvJo triaxial accelerometers are averaged over

a plate area with smal I dirnensions compared with tne wave lengths
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of the in-plane waves it is reasonable to assume thai the appa-

rent standard deviation is less than 3 - 4 dB since the measu-

ring positions are not statistical ly independent,

Furthermore, especial ly in the lower frequency bands, it is

possible that the particle velocity measured in the lower part of
the huil is due to the same in-plane wave modes as the particle

velocity measured in a higher part of the hul l. ln such case the

measurement results are not independent. Correlation analyses are

necessary to reveal such dependence between measurements on dif-
ferent parts of the ship.

Let us take a closer looL at some of the energies en obtained for
plates. ln figures 3,12-3.15 I inear approximations of the "modal ener-

gies" en for bendjng and in-plane waves in sections of the hull platir'.
of the two reference ships 1 resp. I are shown. The diagrams

A, B, C and D correspond to different vertical passages in the two

ships. The mean values of these approximations for each horizon-

tal section of the ship are also caicuiated and presented in the

d i aqrams ma rked MV,

A. For the in-plane waves the fol lowing observations are made:

Reference ship 1 figure 3.12.The ratios en are !0 + 2 dB at 125 Hz

and they vary between 35 and 50 dB at 4 000 Hz. The low-frequency

levels are highest in the aft part of the ship and the high*frequen-

cy levels are highest in the main engine region and at the tank-
:op Ievel, which agrees with the expected behavicur. A small but

significant reduction in en is obtained for the platform-deck level

compared to the tanktop level for high frequencies. The reduction
when passing to the 2nd deck is small even at high frequencies.

This behaviour indicates that the influence of the discontinuities
formed by frames and deckjunctions are smal I for the in-piane wave

motion.

Reference ship 3 figure 3.14 The ratios en are approximately 100 dB

at 50 Hz everywhere i n the hul I and the eng i ne cas i ng. They a re
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approximately B5 - 90 dB in plates of the deck'-house for the same

frequency. There is no reductidn of the "modal-energyrr ievel neit-

her in the vertical nor the fore-and-aft direction at low frequen-

cies, However a small but significant reduction in the vertical

di rection is present at high frequencies'

Again, the behaviour indicates the relative Iack of infiuence of

the discontinuities on in-plane wave propagation'

It seems reasonable from this observation to redefine the bounda-

ries of the in-plane wave system, according to figure J'16 '

At low frequencies'the hull of the ship as a whole seems to be a

betier choice of system for the in-plane waves' This choice

malces it also easier to explain the large amount of in-plane

wave energy existing far away from the principal sources of

structure-borne sound- ln this re-defined, considerably larger

system, there wi I I exist in-plane modes with eigenfrequencies

aslowasthelowestfrequenciesconsideredhere,andtheconcePt
of modal energy will be meaningful at all these frequencies'

At frequencies above say 500 - 1000 Hz, it seems that the influence

of discontinuities on in-plane waves can no longer be neglected'

It may be necessary to sPlit uP the in-plane-wave system for these

f requenc i es '

B. For the bending waves the fol lowing observations are made:

Reference shiP 1: At the tanktop level the 'rmodal energy" levels

are the same at low frequencies ( x95 dB) in al i vertical passages

A, B, C and D. This is indeed somewhat surprising, since the

qeneral oPinion is that the Propeller is the dominant source of

low frequency structure-borne sound in a ship' At the platfornl

deck level the rnodal energy levels are the same at all freguencies'

in ai I the passages A, B, C and D. The reduction in the rrmodal

energy" levels between these two deck levels in the ship is -10 dB at

50 Hz and 10 dB + 5 dB at 4000 Hz.
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There is a further reduction in the modal energy levels when

passing to the 2nd deck. rhis reduction is however restricted
to the low frequencies.

Reference ship 2: Also in this ship it is observed that the

modal energy levels at 50 Hz are the same everywhere at the

tanktop. However an analysis of the propel ler reqion is not

included. At the platform deck level the modal energy of the

propeller region is about 5 dB higher at 50 Hz than the modal

energy level in other parts of the ship. The reduction of the

modal energy due to the platform deck junction is about 5 dB

at 50 Hz and about 10 dB at 4000 Hz.

Frames.

The octave-band velocity levels in the vertical direction of some

of the frames and the corresponding velocity levels of adjacent
hull plate sections have been compared in order to test the assump-

tion that the hull and the frames have to be considered as one

unit.An example of this comparison is presented in figure 3.17,
The differences between the vertical velocities are small and

even in the cases when they are significant, no trend is certain.
Thus it seems that the coupling between the vertical motions is
strong and probably it will be appropriate to consider the axial
modes of the inplane wave system of the hull plating and the longi-
tudinal wave systems of the frames as one united vibratory system.

A comparison of the velocity levels of the main engine foundation
in different directions with the in-plane velocity levels of hull
plates in the main engine region, see figure l.lB does not contra-
dict the assumption that the in-plane waves in the hull plating
and the longitudinal waves in the frames are directly excited by

the sources. Since the modal energies of this vibratory system

are far higher than the modal energies in e.g. the bending-

-waves of hull plates or torsional waves in frames, even a mode-

rate coupl inq to these last mentioned modal systems.would lead

to an energy flow from the structure-borne sources via the in-
-ol stem to the vibratory systems wi th considerably
lower modal energies. There is definitely a coupl ing between the
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in-plane modal system and the other modal systems mentioned,
due to the great number of unsymmetric discontinuities [63] of
the ships hul l. The magnitude of this coupl ing is estimated
in part 2 of this thesis which shows that the in-plane waves

may be responsible for a rrshort-circuiting"-effect, resulting
in considerable energy flow especial ly to the upper part of
the hul'1, where the differences in modal energies are greatest.
When this short-circuiting phenomenon is of importance, it
wi I I constitute a serious I imitation for the possible reduction
of structure-borne sound in ship. hul ls. Any measure adopted

in order to make the propagation of bending wave.energy
through the hul i less efficient may be wasted if this rshort-
-ci rcuiting" is an important path of energy flow. Therefore,
one important part of the further work on structure-borne
sound transmission in a ship hul I is further investigation of
the possibil ities of primary excitation of in-plane waves of
the hull and different kinds of secondary waves due to the
former, in addition to the analysis in chapter 8.J.

The concept of "modal energy" for fhe frames in the bending

direction perpendicular to the hull is rarely meaningful

since the number of modes in each frequency band considered
is less than l. Still this somewhat dubious quantity shows

a surprisingly good agreement with the analogous',modal
energyl of the longitudinal waves in corresponding frames [!!].

This seems to be something else than a coincidence. So even
if the modal energy concept is dubious for low modal density,
it may be a practical tool in this case for the comparison of
the total energy contained also in the two non-resonant vi-
bratory motions considered here. The theoretical explanation
for this proportional ity is however not clear. The general
relation between the infini te system input. impedances of the
frame for the di fferent waves and the asymptotic
average modal densities [55] could be a reason.

The motion of the frame, parallel to the hull, due to torsional
waves and/or bending vraves in the web has high enough modal

density to be resonant, in most of the frequency range considered.
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Thettmodal energies" en rf the torsional waves in the frames

and the "modal energies" of bending waves in the adjacent

plates of the hull agree wel1, except that the torsional
I'modal energy't is somewhat q.reater at high frequencies in some

cases. ln this comparison the enerqy has been assumed to be

stored entirely in the torsiona'l waves' a somewhat arbitrary
assumption, made to simpl ify the analysis. lf some of the

energy, especial ly at higher frequencies, is assumed to be

stored in the bending wave motion of the web-plate, then the

agreement between "modal energies" involved in the frame

motion and the bending wave "modal energiesil could be

made even better, Anyway, the coupl ing between l:hese modal

systems seems to be strong, a not especial ly surprising con-

clusion. The detai ls of this coupl ing are sti I I to be inves-

tigated. Also the actual division of energy between torsional

waves and bending waves in the web is uncertain.

Concl us i ons

The principal purpose of the triaxial measurements was to

obtain the answers to three general questions, namely:

1 . Do other types of waves than bending waves particiPate

significantly in the structure-borne sound transmission

in the hul I and superstructure of a ship ?

2, ls the vibratory energy distributed, between the different
types of waves in proportion to the estimated number of

modes for each type of ilave?

3. ls it possible to prove, with the measuring technique used,

that other types of waves than bending waves real ly exist
i n the structural members stud ied?

The answers were: l) 0ther waves than bending waves really do

exist and they may carry far more vibratory energy than expected.

Therefore, it is very probable that these waves also are impor-

tant paths for the vibratory energy flow, and cannot be excluded

from a theoretical model of the transmission of structure-borne

sound in a ship. 2) Ttie vibratory energy is not distributed
between the different types of waves in proportion to the esti-
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mated numbers of modes. Especial ly the in-plane waves in the
plate sections studied and the longitudinal and the normal-to-
hul l-bending vibrations of frames contain far more energy than

expected. 3) lt seems to be possible to distinguish the dif-
ferent kinds of waves from one another to sone degree
with the technique used but of course the possibil ity is I imited
by the choice of measuring directions. lt has not yet been

proved whether this conclusion is correct for the measurements

carried out on beaml ike structures, A special experimental
:nvestigation usino spatial correlation ana'lysis Ilt3J seems

to be a more fruitful way to study this problem than a purely
theoretical approach.

ln addition to the conclusions mentioned above, some conclusions
regardinq the details of structure-borne sound transmission in
the hul I can be drawn.

The modal energies of in-plane waves in the hull plating may be

approximately 10 dB higher than that for bending waves at ai l

frequencies for many ships equipped with medium speed engines.
That also means that the total vibratory enerqy due to in-
-plane waves is of approximately the same order of magnitude
as the total vibratory enerqy due to bending waves for these
sh i ps.

It seems reasonable to belei'/e, when choosing boundaries for the
Cifferent modal subsystems in the ship, that the whole hu1 I pla-
ting should 5e considered as a unit for the in-p1ane waves, at
least at low frequencies, lt should be pointed out that this
hypothesis has still to be proved, e.9, by spatial correlation
anaiysis. Also a theoretical analysis of the influence of
deck-junctions and frames on the propagation of in-plane waves

at high frequencies is needed.

The measurements also indicate the possibi I ity that the modal

system of in-p1ane waves in the hull and the longitudinal modal

systems of the frames, which seems to be strongiy coupled to
each other, should be considered as a single modal subsystem.

The detai ls have to be investigated theoretical ly and experi-
mental ly.
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The in-plane waves of the hull as well as the longitudina'l and

normal-to-hul I bendinq waves of the frames seem to be primari ly

excited by the principal sources of structure-borne sound. The

details have still to be investigated. Compare also section 8.3.4.

The influence of discontinuities on the bending wave propagation

in the hul I is strong. The choice of boundaries for bending

wave modal subsystems made in this analysis seems to be suitable.

The influence of frames cannot however be detected frsm the triaxiai

measurements made, due to the restricted amount of measurements.

One more important observation was made. lf the in-plane waves in

the hul I plating and the 'longitudinal waves in the frames are

excited directly by the sources, as the results of the perfor-

med rneasurements indicate, they may constitute a very consider-

able part of the structure-borne sound transmission from the

sources to the upper regions of the hull. Since the modal ener-

gies of the bending-wave modal subsystems in the upper regions of

the hu'l I are considerably lower, even a moderate coupl ing

between these modal systems wi I I lead to a considerable

energy flow from the in-plane waves to the bending waves.

The in-plane waves may offer a rrshort-ci rcuiting" path for

the structure-borne sound. The possible relative impor-

tance of this kind of transmission is investigated, in some

detai l, in the second Part of the thesis.

The waves contributinq to the motion of the frame in the direc-

tion parallel to the hull plate seem to be well coupled to

the bendinq wave motion of the hul I plating' The energy dis-

tribution between torsional waves and bending waves in the web'

as well as the details of the frame rnotion at high frequencies

frave still to investigated' although some recent papers

have treated parts of the problem theoretically ['19]' I20l'

It is possible that longitudinal wave propagation in pillars

also constitute "short-circuiting" paths for structure-borne

sound, much in the sa're way as mentioned above' \'/e shall inves-

tigate the possible importance of pi I lars more thoroughly in

chapter 4 of this rePort.
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BOUNDARIES OF AN IN-PLANE WAVE SUBSYSTEM

7i7;

A BLI\DINT, WAVE SUBSYSTEM

Figure 1.16. Proposed definition of boundaries for
in-plane wave subsystems and bending wave subsystems.
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3.3.3, Velocity levels on engine- and reduction gear foundations

0n a number of reference ships and also on ships rneasured

during other commissions, velocity levels of machinery

foundations have been neasured in more than one direction,
perpendicular to each other. Examples of rneasurement results
are given in the figures 3.19 - j.7) for main engines,

auxi I iary diesel engines and reduction gears. General ly one

may establ ish that the velocity levels measured in different
di rections usuai ly are of the same order of magnitude, although

exceptions occur, see e.g. figure 3.20 which is the main engine

of reference ship 7. This engine foundation has much higher

velocity levels in the vertical than in the other di rections,
which is quite different from other examples of slow speed

diesel engines, see figure 3.19,

For the medium speed engines shown in figures 3.21 - 3.23, the

differences between velocity levels in different di rections are

fairly small, and no direction is generally dominant. The same

conclusions may be drawn from the rneasurements on reduction
gears, shown in figures 3.2h - 3.25.

The foundation velocity levels for one stiffly mounted auxiliary
diesel engine are shown in figure 3.26. tne same conclusion may

be drawn from the measurements on some resi 1 iently mounted

auxil iary engines shown in figures 3.27 and 3.28. lt is
interesting that this statement also is val id for the levels

measured below the isolators in these cases, which indicates

the same order of magnitude for the impedances of the foundation

i n d i fferent di rect ions. The foundat i ons cons i sted of U-beams

welded to the supporting, stiffened plate structure, which means

that the rotation of the beam leads to horizontal motion, For

the engine shown in figure 3.29 the motion in the thwartships

direction is much larqer than the vertical, measured above the

isolators, indicating a large anount of pendulum motion.

The general conclusions from these results are that

the vibratory motion usually is of the same order of magnitude

in all directions at the engine foundation, This may well lead

to energy flow into different wavetypes in the foundation.

b)
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The intensities correspondilg to different directions of the

particle motion' wi I 1 be roughly related as the corresponding

mechanical impedances of the foundation' This result may be

compared with the earlier published results from the reference

ship measurements [59] ' t60l, [62], sunmarized also in section

3.3.2, concerning the unexpectedly high velocity levels

measured for the inplane motion relative to the transverse

rnotion for the hull piate of some of the reference ships'

0ne fundamental problem in the analysis of these findings' is

to explain a possibie origin of this inplane motion' The

velocity levels, and corresponding modal energies, are somewhat

too lrigh to be a result of wave conversion from bending waves

at the junctions between decks, bulkheads and hull plate' lt

has therefore been natural to assume that the inplane motion

is excited di rectly by engines and transmitted through stiff

structures I ike the double bottom and web-frames to the hull

skin. There is nr:thing in the measurement results presented

in this section that contradicts this assumption' An elemen-

tary theoretical analysis has been included in section 8'3'4'

measurements on engine foundations ought to be performed in

al I three di rections whenever possible, and triaxial measure-

ments should be made on the hull skin adjacent to engines at

these occations. lt is also interesting to make measurements

of transfer mobi I ities from the foundation to the hul I skin'

with different exciting and receiving directions, in order to

determine experimental ly whether the velocity level relations

in different ii rections measured on the engine foundations

are sufficient to create the inplane motion in the hul I

plating.

a)
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Figure 3.21. l*'leasured velocity levels of the main
engine footings on reference ship 1. l'4edium speed
engine, 525 rpn and 32\0 k!{. 
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Figure 3.22, Measured velocity levels of the mair'
engine footings on reference ship 3. Medium speed
engine, 821 rpm and 2260 kW. 
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Figure J.20. l'leasured veJoci ty levels of the main
engine footinqs on reference ship 2. Siow speed
engine, 114 rpm and I8 400 k\4,. 
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Figure 3.27. Measured velocity levels of resiliently
mounted auxi I iary diesel generator on reference ship
3, situated on the double bottom structure. 
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Figure 3.29. Measured veloci ty levels of a resi I iently
mounted auxi 1 iary diesel generator on reference ship 9,
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3.3.4. Ai rborne sound insuiation between the engine room and

othe r spaces on-br 
_a 

rd

0n the trdo reference ships 1 and 3, ai rborne sound insulation
measurements were performed, with airborne sound excitation
in the engine room and in the engine room casing. ln figure
3.30, one example of lcudspeal<er positions is given.

The aim of these measurements was to invest;gate the importance

of ai rborne sound transmission frorn the engine spaces to other
locations of the ship. 0ne earl ier investigation of the same

kind has been reported in [66]. The main results of that report
was that airborne sound transmission was a reiatively unimportant

path, when the noise levels in a couple of cabins in the accomo-

dation was considered.

The resuits from the ai rborne sound insulation measurements

have been reported fu1 ly in [48] and t501. A few examples are

reproduced here together with the main conclusions. The results
are presented as sound pressure level di fferences, measured

with loudspeaker excitation and engine excitation respectiveiy.
Also the difference between these two level differences is given

in each diagram. \,/hen this later quantity is considerably
greater than 0 dB, the airborne sound transmission path must be

considered as rather unimportant. Any conclusions, about which

of the other sound contributions, i.e. structure-borne sound

from engines, propel ler, exhaust pipes or ai rborne sound from

he venti Iation that is most important, can of course not be

d rawn f rom these measu rements .

ln figure J.J1 a few of the results from measurements betleen

accommodation spaces in the superstructure and the engine

casing are shown for reference ship 1. ln figure 3.32 results
from some service spaces in the engine room are given in a

simi lar way. The corresponding diagrams for reference ship 3

a re found i n f i gu res 3.33 and 3.34.

The same general conclusions can be drawn from the results of
both of these measurements namely

130

120

L
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l) The contribution from ai r-borne sound in the engine room,/

/casing to the noise levels measured in the accomodation, situated

above the upper deck, is, with few exceptions, secondary' lf
however the other contributions due to structure-borne sound

excited by the engines, propeller, piping and so on and venti-

lation noise are reduced by typically about.l0 dB by e.g. noise

control measures, the direct air-borne sound path will become

one of the dominating paths, vlhich sets ultimate I imits for ac-

hievable noise reductions by e'g. vibration isolation measures'

2) In spaces, di rectly adjoining the engine-room I ike control

rooms, workshops and so on, the a i r-borne sound transmi ss i on

paths is not negl ible, This usual 1y is due to the large ieaks

that usua'l1y will be found e.g. at doors to these spaces' lf
ai r-borne sound isolation measurements are carried out before

the first trial trip, or at docking sessions these leaks

usually will be larger than usual, due to e.g. cablage and

tubing blocking the door in an unclosed condi tion. The usual

ways of temporarly sealing these leaks will not necessarily be

ful ly appropriate.

The conclusions above are in agreement with the results of [66]

No other contradictory results have been seen by the author'

why it should be possible to consider the figure 3'35' as a

typical general case of sound distribution in a ship'

, .'..: i

{;l r! :-,,. 
I

1600 3150llz

dB
70

60

Figure 1.J0. Ihe dillerent loudspeaker positions in
the engine room of reference ship 3, used for measure-
ments of the ai rborne sound transmission between engine
room,/engine casing and other spaces, e.g. accomodaLion.

a) dB b)

400 800 1500 3150 Hz '. 1oo ?oo 4oo eoc

Figure 1.11. f1easured differences between the SpL in
the engine room and the SPL in a) the crews mess (up-
per deck) and b) the I st eng i neers dayroom (Znd
poopdk) on reference sh i p 1 . ALp obta i ned
with loudspeaker ex"itation ---ALp obtained for the
eng i nes runn i ng. .. ' ... the d i fference between the two
ALp: s.
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Figure 3.32. Measured differences between the SPL in
the engine room and the SPL in a) the workshop and

b) the engine control room on reference ship 1 ' 
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Figure 1.J4. l'leasured differences between the SPL in the engine room and
the SPL in a) corridor, I st poop deck and b) engine control room on refe-
rence ship 3. 
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Figure 3.33. i"leasured di fferences between the SPL in
the engine room and the SPL in a) the stewards cabin
(1st poopdk) and b) the 2nd engineers cabin (lst poop
deck) on reference ship 3.
as in fiqure 3.31.
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4.

- 8q-

THE EMP I R I CAL PRED I CT I ]N METHOD

D

4.1 GENERAL PRESENTATION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAH ''F'dR8ER 2II

During the SSF-project reported in I 3 I a computer program was

developed for the calculation of sound pressure levels in ship

spaces. The tirst edition of the program was extensively docu-

mented in t57 l(in Swedish), and summaries of the program desiqn

have been publ ished in e.g, [ 3 ] or [62 ] The program has been

sl ightly modi fied during the 5SF:project 5315 "lnternal envi ron-

ment" and the summary to follow is valid for this second version

of the orogram. Changes and addi tions made to the fi rst version
are specifical Iy pointed out,

The experience of the author gained from the measurements on the

reference ships and other commissions, supplemented with the data

obtained from I iterature and some private communication, has been

used for the programming and for ghs impl icit assumptions about

structure-borne sound source data or spatia l attenuation of the

hul I structure, The possibi I ity to choose impl icit input data

to the program is an additional feature of the second version.

The computer program performs calculations in octave bands for
the frequency range of 31.5 llz to 2000 Hz. The flow diagram of
figure 4.1 i I lustrates the main flow of computations and input
data to be suppl ied, The calculations that the program performs

can be split up into the well separated steps shown, whereby the

result from a foregoing step, sometimes combined with separate

input data to the program, are the input data to the next step.
Some of the blocks of fig. 4.1. are described below. The more

sel f-evident computation steps are not treated.

The computer proqram is mainly built to be an administrating
program for a relatively large amount of input data, regarding

facts about the ship and the cabins or other spaces where the

noise levels are to be calculated.

Figure 3.35, The usual ly dominant sound contributions
to different spaces in a cargo ship. S = structure-
-borne sound, A = airborne sound from the engine room.
A symbol i n brackets ffreans that the contribution may

be dominant occational ly.
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The program has been written to facilitate a high degree of fle-

xibility. As a result of this, the use of the program for cal-

culation of noise levels in Practical ship project work has be-

come somewhat compl icated, due to the existing possibi I ities to

vary the input data to the program.

\.rith the second version it is also possible to use the program with a

set of implicit input data, based on the average properties measured for
sound sources, structural attenuations and radiation. This impl icit
data set is stored as a data file seParate from the program and

may be easily updated when new exPerimental experience will mo-

tivate it. lt is also possible to use private, specialized data fi-
les for different kinds of ships. This implicit data choice will
considerably simplify the use of the program for the rather unex-

perienced user, but the precision of the prediction may also

suffer from this choice, as explained later in this chapter.

The matter of sound 'level prediction in ships is delicate enough to
call for specialist knowledge, no matter what computer programs

will be developed, which hopefully will be made clear by the

fol lowi ng presentation.

gleck 1

lnput data for structure-borne sound sources are the estimated or

measured vertical velocity levels of machine foundations imedia-

tely at the machine footings and the average velocity level of
the hull in the steering engine room. Estimations may be given as

irrl:licit data according to the empirical formulae presented in section 4.2-

Blocks 2_and_l3

Also without vibration isolation there is a level difference

between engine footings and the hul I skin adjacent to the engine.

Block 13 provides the necessary models (foundation attenuations Dr)

for the calculations made in Block 2, compare figure 4.2. and

section 4.3.1.

B I cc!s_3_and_l 4

Block 3 calculates the velocity level Lv. of the hull skin' or in

some cases, a steel bulkhead at the receiver cabin using the prop-

agation models suppl ied from Block 14'

-91 =

Lui = LrBi - [ (vertical .rrt)2 + (along ship att)211/2 (4.1)

The vertical attenuation consists of basic attenuation obtained
from empirical data. This is given in terms of attenuation at dis-
continuities as we do not yet have any fully developed superior
model. 0bsenre that the attenuations are frequency dependent ancl

different at different distances from the source, and for diffe_
rent ships as d,iscussed in section 4.3. of this report.

The attenuation along the ship is as:umed as an attenuation per
frame which can be assumed different in different cases. Ihere
is a possibil ity to use a higher attenuation for a number of fra-
mes closest to the source.

The way of adding vertical attenuation and attenuation alonq the
ship has earl ier been used by TNO [ 8 J in their prediction nodels.

For each structure-borne sound source one out of three chosen
basic propagation modeis can be appl ied. The three models are:
(1 ) fo. the propel ler sound source, (Z) for structure-borne sountl
sources at the double bottom (main machinery and gear) and (3) fu,
structure-borne sound sources on platforms and decks. The bas i c
propagation models are used to calculate the expected levels when

no special vibration control measures are undertaken.

lf specific structure-borne sound reducing measures are undertaken,
e.g., treatment with viscoelastic materials - the program can be

suppl ied with a number of models, based on empirical experiences,
for additional attenuation vertically as wel 1 as along the ship.

Blocks 5 and 16

Different ways can be used here. E.g., Block 15 can contain empiri-
cal data on the specific type of I ining system used. lt can also
provide maximal theoretical attenuations for ideal floating I ining
systems.
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DF=LvFi-LvBi

Figure 4.2. Defini tion of
tionrrconcePt.

the t'foundation attenua-
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4,2, EMPIRIcAL DATA FOR STRUcTURE-BORNE sOUND sOURcEs.

The present section is an atqempt to summarize the measurement

results, concerning structure-borne sound sources, obtained

from all the reference ships and also to compdre the results of
SSF.'s measurernents with results published by authors in Holland,
Norway and other countries. The possibi I ities of using the data

obtained for prediction of structure-borne sound levels on new

ships at the planning stage with the aid of I inear regression
formulas are discussed.

The measurements usual ly have consisted of
a) Measurements with monoaxial accelerometers used in
groups of 6 - 7 accelerometers. For each structural part of
interest, the mean velocity level of all accelerometers in the

group has been determined and used for further analysis.

b) Measurements with triaxial accelerometers on some structural
parts of interest.

The pressure fluctuations in water, produced by the propeller
was also measured for the first three ships [48] - t50 I , and

for ship number 9, with transducers mounted flush to the hull.

The figures 4.3, to 4.!, present some examples of the amount cf,
and principles for, different measurements. Figure 4.1. shows

measurements performed with monoaxial accelerometers on a main

engine foundation.

Figure 4.4. shows the positions of triaxial accelerometer measure-

ments performed on an engine foundation. The measurement numbers

correspond to single accelerometer positions.

Typical positions for the pressure transducers mounted in the hull
immediately above the propeller are shown in figure 4.!.
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0n all reference ships, the velocity levels in different directions
were measured for main propulsion engines, reduction gears and

auxiliary diesel generators. Also the velocity levels of the hul'l

in the propel ler region were determined.

No attempt will be made in this report to give an extensive
presentation of these data. lnstead a summary of vertical ly measured

velocity leveis, reduced to octave bands to fit the FdRBER 2

prediction procedure, will be given, together with a statistical
attempt to general ize the results into empi rical prediction for-
mulas with the aid of elementary I inear regression analysis.
f4ore sophisticated statistical anaiysis has not been considered

at this staqe, due to rather small number of samples from each

group of engines, The presented formulas should therefore be

treated as prel iminary, al though they should represent a step

forward, compared to e.g, the prediction formulas suggested by Jans-

sen and Buit-en IB ].

Apart from the data obtained on board the reference ships presen-

ted in section 3.2, also those measurement results presented in
I iterature t7 I , t68l for which sufficient engine data were found,

and resu I ts obta i ned from other commi ss i ons and by pr i vate commun i -

cation have been included in the statistical data. Since the only
parameters usual ly stated in those references are the engine shaft
power and speed, and eventually the number of cylinders, the

dependence of the veloci ty level on only those parameters could

be investigated. Obviously the properties of the engine seating,

which is the part of the hull on which the engine is mounted,

ought to be of considerable importance. Especial ly the mechanical

mobility of the engine seating as well as the engine, or sore dimensior
parameter, I ike the plate thickness of the seating, which should

roughly be inversly proportional to the mobility squared for similar
constructions, should be a very important parameter.

In spite of this lack of basic data, and information about the

detai ls of the measurement procedures used, some correlation
between parameters xssi and velocity levels is obtained and may

be expressed in simple frequency dependent formulas. These for-
mulas and the statistics behind them are presented in the following
sect ions.
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Figure 4.1. Monoaxial velocity level measurements
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Figure 4.4. Triaxial velocity
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level measurements on
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4,2.1 . R i rdl :C maln propulsion diesel engines

The diesel engines used for main propulsion are natural ly separated

into three speed classes. These are engines with the fol lowing

shaft speeds.

100 - 250 rpm (siow speed). 10 engines

350 - 500 rpm (medium speed). 23 engines

750 - ,l000 rpm (medium speed). 4 engines

ln tlre diagrams 4.6. - 4.8' some of the vertical velocity levels

measured are presented and in the table 4.1. the basic engine

data are given together with the source of information. ln ficure

4.9. - 4,1Z.some regression diagrams with shaft power as the lnde-

pendent variable are shovrn, A logaritmic scale was chosen for the

power, in order to get formulas of the fornr usually Preserlted iir

connection to simi lar studies concerning the ai rborne sound fron

diesel engines [79]. A I inear power scale was also tested, but

no significant difference in correlation or maximum deviation

from the regression I ine was obtained betlveen the two scales Jr

this smal I statistical material . I t remains therefore an open

question whether the velocity level shows a linear or a logariinic

dependence of shaft power.

The regression I ines obtained correspond to the fol lowing empi rical

sets of formulas, where all formulas are of the same form

-
l15 lj

t.5'ls

-==\=-
a)

b)

c)

un

oot.l\61
V\ A1€ ir I r.iCltlt ROOM

N

L =L^+Kioq s (rel 10-9m/s)dBv vu 
N=o

where the constants Luo, N.0 and K are given by the regression

I ine for each octave band, and Ns is the shaft power in kli

The following values for these constants are obtained from the

ava i lable measurements.

(4.t1
THE PROPELLER-

DISK PLANE

f,iqur" 4.5. l'4easurements of propeller generated dyna-

;i:";;"r.;;" ui'''n' r'ur i-pi"tins immediitelv above the

0nnn
60 0 00

i <,, -, r€ - --1 tu'a'rcl:rlAtt'(5i-- 
!

', "-; s.rr-:--::.!, r;.t,:i i'4, i i i iE l;:;li";1"-i-lZ-r-r,t1 ifi;.J.;;i;i;';^L{ ii i Ii i-*;,1'ci?j"f;'1-i i1 iTi
L:-r*l'-'J-:-,i.-.1-**-*ffi i'r: - ;- 1 ;-!Nr-&{s

lt 20

propel ler
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a) loo - 2!o rpm: N^=1000kw'-(-

b) J5o - 6oo rpm: N - = 1000 k\,J

-s u-

I .5 6i 125 250 500 1 000

,o | 120 1 16 1 14 112 r 14 1q9 103

Kl l 3 3 B 6 5 1

c) 750 - 1000 rpm: N-^ = 1000 k\,1

-u-

'r .5 53 12s 250 500 t 000 2000 H

VO

K

125 120 119 117 119 117 1 r 3

6 6 8.5 5 7 4.5 \

The difference between the average 1000 kW engines with the shaft
speeds of 350 - 600 rpm and 750 - 1000 rpm respectively will be

the difference between the Lu.-values shown above. To get a

comparison between the slow speed and the 350 - 600 rpm medium

speed engine, the rnost realistic will be to compare

these engines at a power level of at least 5000 ktl. These com-

parisons are illustrated in diagrams 4.13 and 4.14. Obviously

the shaft speed has a considerable influence on the velocity
level of the foundation and the steP between slow speed and medium

speed engines with 350 - 60C rpm seems to be rnost imPortant.

This dependence on shaft speed is not always obvious when velo-
city levels of individual engines are compared, as i I iustrated
by fiq. 4.15. The variations of individual engine data due to

other engine and foundation parameters are probably larger than

the variation due to shaft speed, although the latter will be

obvious when ensembles of enqines are compared.
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Table 1 . l. , Bgsic engine data, main propulsion enqines

100 - 250 r

f . ship 2

t. shrp b

f. ship /

1 3250
hat E

18375

3675

72Bo

51 B5

13250

13250

9630

1 670o

12\0

2950

324a

5l50

32\0

920

2875
'7 40

385

l8lr0

r 840

2945

331 0

331 0

3310

115

110

114

277

150

115

122

'120

145

110

\25

430

425

\7a

\25

375

225-530
??,

\75

60o

600

LlE

450

450

450

t 
"gll51l

l52l
t59 1

t 5gl

l7l
Izo l

t 7ol

l6gl
t 711

t 48l

t5t I

l53l
[55]

t5bl

t5gt

t6gl

l7z l

UI
tTol

t70j
tTol

t 70l

l70 l
tTol

8

7

8

d

6

6

7

7

7

10

l0
12

10

12

t0

5

6

8

b

9

9

1Z

6

6

6

,Norway 5

luorway 5

irruo, j
i orn, r
I

I 
DrH ,2

I Horway, 9

js""aun (tFM), 1

i

I 350 - 600 rpm:

i n.r. .nip t

! R.r. snip 5

i net. srr ip B

Ref. ship 9

Ref. ship 10

Norway 7

Norway B

Ge rma n

TNO, q

DTH,3

DTH,4

DTH,5

DTH, 5

DTH, 7

DTH,8

. q 63 12q 250 500 1 000 2000 H:

v0
K

108 107 107 97 97 94 92

4 3 Z 10 7 6 1.0

d hip Power N, Speed Number of Source of
information
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Table 4.1, cont.
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As seen from the regressicn analysis diagrams, the typical
deviation from the calculated regression I ines is about 5

dB. Considering that the analysis has been performed in

octave bands, that it includes data from engines manu-

factured during a 20 year period and that not necessari ly

conform measuring methods have been used by different
sources supplying the data, the results are encoutaging.

Data collected in the future may however alter the values

for the constants significantly and maybe also make i t
possible to include the influence of other important para-

meters. The analysis at least shows that the velocity level

has a definite, although moderate, systematic dependence on

major engine parameters and that empi rical relations I ike

these suggested above may be used without unacceptable errors
for practical prediction of source levels for main propulsion

diese'l engines.

Ship Powe
kw

rNs Speed Number of Source of

L_
12

l8
8

12

12

12

8

informati

Norway, l0

sweden (l lB), 2

Sweden (llB),3
Sweden (llB),4
Sweden (lFM) ' 5

sweden (cTH) , 6

Sweden (CTH), 7

750 - 1000 rom:

32\0

560 0

2950

4850

3235

3300

3B2o

2260

177 0

165

735

52r

520

520
E'E

550

5oo

530

825

8oo

75n

l 0{r0

t 691

t73l
t731

1731

t71l

Ref. ship 3

Priv. comm.

TNo, h

German

l6
tt

o

8

t5ol

l7l
172)



dB rel -o10' n/s

-----1\€
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31,5 63 125 zfi 5m 1000 2000 ,1000 Hz

Figure 4.6. Velocity ievels for main engine founda-
tions. Slow speed diesei engines. 

- 

Ref ship 2
(115 rpm, 13250 kW) Ref ship 6 (tt0 rpm,
49zS kl!l). 

-x-Norway 
5 (zzl rpn, 3675 kV) ------o'-

Norway 6 ( 150 .pr, 728C k\,/)

31,5 1 000

Figure 4./. Velocity levels for main engine founda-
tions. lledium speed diesel engines. (350 - 500 rpm).

- 

Ref sh ip ',t (425 rpm, 3240 k\,J) . --- TNo(\75 rpn, 385 kt/) Ref ship 9 (470 .pm, 5150 k!/)
-____*_ German (332 rpm, 740 k!,r-).

l3o

dB rel.
140

90

-6

dB

140

130

120

110

100

90

-6

lO r m/s

-4 -2

Figure 4.10, Vertical
versus shaft power at
Notation accordinq to
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r!

t0 17 14 dB

velocity level of engine footings
1?5 tlz for main diesei engines.
fiqure 4.9.

124

r 00

90

12i0-2-4

LN

dB

Figure 4.!. Vertical velocity levei of engine footings
versus shaft power at 6J Hz,for main diesel engines.
lndividual engines: x = 100-250 rpm, o = 350-500 rpm.
Regression I ines: 

- 

100-250 rpm group,---- 350-
600 rpm group. The shaft power is given as power leve)
LN relative to 1000 k\,/.

-orel. 10 / m/s

125

o

LN

Hz

Figure 4.8. Vertical velocity levels for main engine
footings. Medium speed diesel engines (750-lCOO.pm)

- 

Ref ship 3 (825 rpn, 2260 ktJ), ---- priv.
commission (900 rpm, t770 kt^/) -TNO, h (750 rpr,
155 kW) German (1000 rpm, 735 k\:t) .

-ddB rel l0 '] m/s

-odB rel . 10 ) n/s

I
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-orel. l0 ' m/s

Ox

LH

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 B 10 12 14dB

Figure 4.11. Vertical velocity level of engine footings
versus shaft power at 250 Hz for main diesel engines.
Notation according to figure 4.!.

-o
dB rel. l0 ' m/s

r40
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-odB rel. 10'n/s

120

110

100

90

130

120

t10

100

90

500 1000 2000 4000 Hz
o5o

t26
Figure 4.I-a ,-,'i-rison between footing velocity levels
of "av. - b4 ,nain propulsion diesel engines. Average
veleSF y levels of engines, obtained fiom regression
d,rgrams at 5000 k\{ shaft power. 

-100-2!0 

rpm
(Slow speed engines) 350-600 rpm (Medium speed
eng ines ) .

120

110

100
l3o

-qdB rel, 10'm/s

31,5 63 125 250 1000 4000 Hz

Figure 4.14. Comparison between footing velocity levels
of "average" main propulsion diesel engines. Averaqe
velocity levels of engines, obtained from reoression
diagrans at 1000 kW shaft power. 

- 

350-600 rpm
(redium speed engines). --- 750-1000 rpm (Medium
speed eng i nes ) .

L*

10

-o

Figure 4.12. Vertical
versus shaft power at
Notation according to

10 12 14 dB

velocity level of engine footings
1000 Hz for main diesel engines.
f igure 4.!.

-2-4

90
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\-2-? - Artxl I iarv dlesel "e!g.l nes_

Similar analysis of the vertical foundation velocity levels of
auxi I iary diesel engines is additional ly compl icated by the fact
that these-engines are mounted rigidly or resi I iently and either
on platforms or on the tanktop (the double-bottom) . The shaft
speeds may roughly be separated into two regions:
a) 6oo - 9oo rpm

b) 12oo - 1!oo rpm

This leads to 8 oroups of engines with very different conditions,
when resulting velocity levels For the engine foundation are

considered. To be able to create empirical formulas based on

statistical data, at least ! - l0 samples are required for each

group. The presently col lected material is too smal I to enable

division into these 8 groups. lnstead the fol lowing division in
groups have been chosen:

1. Resilieqtly mounted engines:

a) 500 - 900 rpm, / engines

b) 1200 - 1500 rpm, 8 engines

2. Rigidly mounted engines:

a) 350 - 720 rpm, 8 engines

b) 1200 - 1500 rpm, 2 engines

For the resiliently mounted engines, primarily the velocity levels
above vibration isolators are of interest as source data, since
these levels ought to be rather insensitive to the properties of
the engine seating for frequencies wel I above the resonance

frequencies of the mounting. The velocity level obtained below

the isolators, although it constitutes the data of most practical
interest, will be very much affected by the mechanical mobility
of the seating and therefore a statistical analysis, based on

engine parameters only, for these levels does not make much sense.

The engines with resi I ient mounts, included in the analysis are
presented in table 4.2. Measured velocity levels above isolators
have been used for the regression analysis. Examples of regression

diagrams for the two groups with different shaft speeds are given

i n f igure 4.16. - 4.17 .

The following constanis, to be used in formula 4.1, resuits from

the regression analysis

130

120

dB re1 . t 0-9 m/s
140

90

-6
L 

r'r

l0 12 14d8

o
o 42!-4!0 rpm

4\-rtrtw'-"
2'-\-on- "

--{-- 
" oo

o*-- 425 rpn

o-- 550 rpm
o-- 120 rpm

100

-4

Figure 4.15. Vertical velocity level of enqine footings
versus shaft power at 500 Hz. Shaft speeds for some
engines shown. 350-600 rpm group,

-z
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a) 600 - 900 rpm N-" = 250 kW

b) 1200 - 1500 rpm N-^ = 250 k\,l

te: No correlation between shaft power and velocity

one may note that there are definite)y higher average velocity
levels at 250 k\,J for the 1200 - l!00 rpm group for all octave

bands except 31.5 Hz. The lack of correlation for certain
octave bands between veiocity level and engine power indicates

that the dependence on other properties than shaft speed and

engine power is too strong to be neglected for this group of
engines, even in a first approxirration-

The rigidly mounted engines on the platforms are presented in

table 4.1. Measured velocity levels on the foundations have

been used for the analysis. Some corresponding regression ana-

)ysis diagrams are shown in fig. 4.18.-4.19, Linear regression
formulas are only meaningful for the 350 - 720 rpm group, The

fol lowing constants tc be used in formula 4.1 are obtained.

350 - 720 rpn N-^ = 250 kw-5U-

I .5 6i 125 250 500 1 00 0 200 0 Hz

v0
K

115 115 r11 r10 111 r03 r04

13 5 4 9 2.5 1B 13

dt

These vertical velocity levels of the rigidly mounted engines

are smaller than the velocity levels of the 600 - 900 rpm group of
the resil iently mounted auxil iaries, as expected. lt is more confu-
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sing to note that the dependence of the velocity level on shaft

power seems to be much l:rqer for the resiliently mounted engines

at frequencies below'l kHz. This also indicates that the velo-

city levei of the engine footings is reduced more for larger engi-

nes than smaller ones when loaded by the foundation impedance.

The reason for that is not clear. lt may be that seatings for
larger equipment are designed more careful ly, also with respect

to mechanical mobility. lt may also be that the vibration isola-
tion is carried out more careful ly for the larger engines. How-

ever, this still remains to be investigated.

Table 4.2. Basic data for resiliently mounted auxiliary engines.

ngrne

f . ship I

f . ship 9

rway

rway

Shaft

powe r

k\,/

Number of Source of
cyl. informatio

,b
,c
,d

N0, f
N0, a

sh ip 1l

330

940

280

617

808

370

920

170

295

400

I 100

| 350

1a

73

720

720

720

720

900

5oo

900

1 500

1 200

1 200

1 200

1 200

rr50

1 500

t 4Bl

t 551

t 691

t 691

l7l
t.7)

l7l

t50l
t5ll
t51l
t 541

t 541

17l

l7l

f . ship l
f . ship 5 (1)

f . ship 5 (2)

f. ship 11

6

8

8

?

2

2

2

6

12

16

16

16

12

6

31 .5 63 125 250 500 1 000 200

123 MV=132 MV=127 MV=122 126 123 117

I 3 s=7.5d8 s=7dB s=8dA 13 7 9.5
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Table 4.3.. Ba:ic data for riqidly mounted auxi I iary engines
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-o

dB rel. l0'n/s

Figure 4.15. Vertical velocity level of engine footings
versus shaft power at 125 Hz, for resi 1 iently mounted
auxi I iary engines. lndividual engines: o = 60C-900 rpm,
x = 1200-1500 rpm. Regression lines' 

-500-9C0 

rpm,

--- 1200-1500 rpm. The shaft power is given as pourer

-505d8

Figure 4.17. Vertical velocity level of engine footings
versus shaft power at 250 Hz, for resi i iently mounted
auxi I iary engines. Notation according to fioure 4.1'5.

f . ship 4 (l)
f . ship 4 (3)

f . ship 6 (1)

f . ship 6 (2)

f. ship 11

f . ship 2

f . ship /
rway

Lv440

440

185

185

I 470

I t)

147 0

620

t25o

625

500

6oo

350

350

720

720

720

720

5

E

4

4

12

tsl l
ts1 l
ts1 l
t51 l

t54l

l4el
t s2l

ip Shaft Speed Number of Source of
power rpm cyl. informati

KV

sh ip 12

shio 14

ievel L^, relative to 250 k\^/.

I t o-9 'ri/ s
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dB rel. t0-9 m/s

Llt

Figure 4.i8. Vertical velocity level of engine footings
versus slraft power at 125 Hz, for rigidly mounted auxi-
I iary engines. lndividual engines: i = 350-72C rpm, x =
1200-l500 rpm. Regression lines: 

-600-900 

rpm,

--- 1200-1!00 rpm. The shaft power is given as
power level L, relative to 250 k\41.

Ltl

; 0 5 l0 dB

Figure 4.1!. Vertical velocity Ievel of engine footings
versus shaft power at 250 Hz , for riqidly mounted
auxiliary enqines. Notation accordinq to figure 4.18.
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4 2.3. Propel Iefs.
Empirical formulas for the estimation of structure-borne sound

excited by the propeller have only been published by a few aut-
hors. The probably most widely used is the formula suggested by

Janssen and Buiten in IB],
i{,

Lu (tanktop)= Lv (lMw) + 20 los -1;1- (u.2)

where N- is the total shaft power for the propeller
s

L , - .-,,- r is the velocity level on a fictive tanktopv ( tanKtop,
and L (1 MW) is reference levels for different octave bands

given as

Another formula for the estimation of the velocity leve1 of the

hul I plating immediately above the propel ler has been propose.l by

gr6r"/n [74J , based on a simpl ified, one dimensional model of
the stiffened hul I plate

2
a

-2
P;

r\t ,\| - -2l+ lJ

L
coq I

r {r *frr (4.3)

where a is the hul I plate acieleration
p. is the incident acousLic pressure
ml is the mass,/unit area of the hul I plate
k is the bending wave number of the hul I plate
,Q, i s the frame spac ing
1 is the total loss factor of the hul I plate
0 is the angie of incidence for the incident pressure wave.

and B = ?S is the fluid loading parameter' lim
where p is the densitY of water

c is the sound velocity in water
6 is angular frequency

The first factor represents the mass reaction of the hull plate,
which is a correct representation of the plate impedance as long

as the frequency is below the critical frequency of the hull plate
in water. The second factor takes care of the modification of
the pressure at the hull, due to reflection, The third factor
represents the reverberant bui ld up of vibration, due to the

presence of the st i ffeners.
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There were no other prediction formulas publ ished in the open

I iterature concerning the ve'locity levels of the hull adjacent

to the propeller, or vibrational Power input to the hull from the

propel ler unti I recentl y llSl ' Ua) ' The main prediction efforts

concerning the noise exci Eation from propel lers have instead been con-

centrated on the prediction of the acoustical pressure obtained

in water due to the propeller and a number of formulas have been

s u gges ted.

fhe velocity levels of the hull plating of the steering engine

room have been measured for al I the SSF's reference ships' Also

the velocity levels of a large number of other structural parts

in the neighbourhood of the propel ler have been col lected' al-

though the specific set of measurements differs from ship to ship

according to the construction of the ship'

The mean velocity levels measured on the hull plating and the

deck of the steering engine room are given below, and are suggested

to be used as input data to the prediction scheme used in F'dRBER 2'

Comparisons with the formula (4.2), as wel I as a new prel iminary

prediction forrnula based on the data from the reference ships are

al so presented below.

0n four of the reference ships' Pressure pulsations in the water at'

as well as velocity levels on the hull plating immediately above

the propel ler were measured. lt is rather easy to comPare the

level difference tO - t, in these measurements with predictions

according to equation (4.:), and the comparison is discussed below'

lleasured velocity Ievels for the hul I plating in t,he steering

eng i ne room

The mean velocity levels measured on the hull plating and the

deck in the steering engine room of the reference ships' together

with corresponding data for two other cargo ships and one small

fishing vessel are presented in table 4'4' The shaft Power' num-

ber of revolutions, number of blades,diameter and tip clearance
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for the propel lers are also given in the table' The measured

velocity levels in different octave bands are plotted against

shaft power in figures \.20 - 4.22 and I inear regression I ines

have been fitted to the data for two different shaft revoJution

speeds, The resulting regression formulas are Presented in the

fol Jowing table.
Shaft speed: 100 - 150 rpm Lu = Lu' + K log Ns/l000 kU dts

Shaft speed: 200 - 250 rpn Lr = Lro + K 1og Ns/1000 k!,/ dB

It should be pointed out that the numerical values given above are

obtained from very smal I samples from a statistical point of vievr,

that is six ships in the first qroup and four ships in the second

one. Stil I one can conclude that the very simple, frequency-and-

-shaft-speed-independent relation (4.2) may be improved consider-

ably by usinc frequency dependent formulas for different groups

of shaft speeds. The simple dependence of shaft power given by

(4.2), will be especially erroneous in the 63 Hz octave band for
the ships with 200 - 25C rpm shaft speed invesrigareci by SSF,

as seen fron the table and figure 4.21. The formula (4.2) has been

plotted into the diagrams of figures l!.?0 - 1r.22, whereby the refe-
rence levels for 1 MW has been reducecj by I dB representing an averaqe

attenuation bet!r'een the tanktop and the steerinq oear roont. As seen

from the diagrams, the agreement between the simple formula and

the regression line formulas obtained from the SSF data is fair,
except in the 53 Hz octave band as mentioned above.

It is evident after analysis, that most of the deviations from

the regression I ines in figures l+.20 - |t.27 are not systemati-
ca1 1y dependent on other sirnple individual ship properties as

tip clearance, aft-body design and so on. Probably more detai led ana-

lysis of e.g. the cavitation conditions is necessary to explain
these deviations.

f reouencv t.5 6i 125 250 500 1 000 2000 HZ

v0
K

102 105 106 94 87 72 75

17 20.7 11 18 11.5 25 19

dB rel

\n1t

1C

f req ue ncy 3l 5 L) 125 250 500 1 000 2000 Hz

v0 106 114 115 r00 100 9\ 86

17.5 0.5 10 20 Ii 11 14.5

dB re l

n/ s

t0
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Table 4.4. Propel ler data and measured average velocity levels in
Lhe steerino enoine room.

Sh ip
Shaft Shatt
speed power
rDm k\,/

-qVelocity levels, dBlrel l0'n/s T i p Frame
clearance Number of Diam dist. TiP
m bl ades m m speed m/s56i 5 50 500 1 000 2000

Ref. sh i p

No rwa y

Fishing
vessel

1

2

3

5

6

1

B

9

5

6

7

25 54Bo
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Filure 4.22. Velocity level of hu1 1 plating in the
steer i ng eng i ne room versus propel I er shaft power at
?50 l1z. Hotition according to figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.20. Velocity level of hul I plating in the
steering engine room versus propel ler shaft power at
53 Hz. lndividual ships: x =100-i50 rpm, o = 200-210 rpn,

= 300-375 rpm. Regression lines: 
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Figure 4.21. Velocity level of hull platirtg in tire
steering engine room versus propel ler shaft power
at 125 P.z. Notation according to figure 1r.1!.
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Measured velocit
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levels :nd ressure fl uctuationg at the

hull platinq above the l ler

The level difference

AL=L _L (4.4)pv

where L.. is the average pressure level in water rel 2 ' lO'5pap-
measured in water at the hul I skin

Lu is the average transverse velocity level of the hul l

skin at corresponding measurement points rel 10-9 n/s

may easily be determined for three of the four reference ships'

on which pressure fluctuation measurements were performed. For

the first ship, oniy uncal ibrated pressures were obtained. The

difference AL for the three remaining ships,are given in the

fol lowing table:

r.5 63 12 0 1 000 2000 I Hz

ip2,ALl 31 29 25 23 24 30 341 dB

ipl,All 26 z6 23 22 23 2\ 31i dB

ip 9, AL I l0 26 28.5 26 28 33 39.5 I crB

It is interesting to note that the level differences obtained for
each frequency band does not diff_er very much between the ships,

and also that the level difference,O - tu seems to be rather

frequency i ndependeni. The mean d i fferences obta i ned for the

three ships are

The measured level differences may be compared with the corre-
sponding level difference obtained by the prediction formula (4.3)
The pressure pnr measured with the pressure transducers flush-
mounted to the liull differs from the incident pressure pi due to
reflection, and pn will be given, according to formula (4.:) UV

224p; = P i' (---:;2-.-) (4. s)p
t - -------

cos.- 0

The revised formula (4.5) wi I I be

requency 1.5 6i 125 250 500 1 000 2000 Hz

AL 29 26 25 2C dE
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-2 Pn 'lu = -7-z (l + k: el)

0mb

or, expressed as the level difference

AL=L p
Lu = 20 los f + 20 los m- 10 tog (l +#l n) - 38 dB
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will be smaller than the frarne spacing only at frequencies above

approximately 500 Hz, the method used to derive the reverberant

contribution to the vibration of the hull plate should not be

expected to work properly for lower frequencies.

A useful analysis for low frequencies will be compl icated due

to both the stiffeners and the curvature of the hul l. A FEM-

analysis would probably be the most convenient way to obtain

the information about eigenfunctions and eigenfrequencies that
will be necessary for a modal analysis of the low frequency

vibratory response of the hull skin to the pressure field in

the vrater.

The pressure fluctuations due to the propel ler is a random

process and the spatial correlation functions for the pressure

at the hull skin are not yet sufficiently known in the frequency

range of interest. A detai led analysis of the response of the

hul I skin therefore lacks essential data about the excitation
force distribution and will be of rather limited value at present.

Since we are interested in the space correlation function of the

near field of the source, which may be an inhomogeneous distri-
bution of dipoles and monopoles with random phase relations over

the entire propeller disk area, only direct measurements may

give the necessary information [781

Still, simplified analysis may be useful to at least partly ex-

plain and calculate the response of the aft-body hull plates.

Two methods have been publ i shed recently, N i I sson [75] treats

the excitation of a flat plate section between stiffeners due

to an incident plane wave in the water, and Plunt and t4cQueen [76]
compares a model of the excitation of an unstiffened cyl indrical
surface by a random incidehce field wi th the measured results
presented above. Both methods show a reasonable agreement with
the empi rical data presented.

(4.6)

(4.7)
The third term corresponds to the reverberant vibrations of the

hul I plate.

For a 20 mm thick steel plate, the level difference according to
(4.7) wiil be

if the reverberant vibrations of the piate are neglected (10 log
(r+ 1 )=o).

V-Qn

lf the reverberant contribution is added to the velocity level,
the fol lowing results are obtained. The free bending wave number

k has been calculated with consideration to the mass loading
due to water V7 I on one side of the plate. The numerical results
are for a frame spacing of !,= 0.6 m, a loss factor for the plate
n = 0,01, and 20 mm plate thickness.

These'rpredictedtr velocity level differences are plotted together
with the average measured level differences in figure {.23,

Even when resonant vibrations are excluded, this formula predicts
much too high velocity levels for the hull plating at low frequen-
cies (below 250 Hz). vJhen the reverberant vibrations are added,
the situation becomes even worse, and a reasonable agreement
between calculated and measured values is obtained oniy at 1000 Hz

and 2000 Hz when a loss factor n = 0.01 is assumed. The influence
of stiffeners on the plate response at low frequencies may obviously
not be neglected. Since the free bending wave length of the plate

f requency 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 H;

L = L -LDV 4 l0 l6 22 28 3\ 40 dt

f requencv t .5 53 t25 250 500 1 000 2000 Hz

k

r0 loq (1 + I 
)- kr,n\L = L - Lpv

lg

3.37 4.58 6.12 8.35 I1.44 15.8 2t.9
17 15.7 14.5 13.2 r1.9 10.6 9.3
-13-619162331
1 .86 1 .37 1 .02 0.75 0.55 0.4 o.2e

m

dB

dB

fli
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4.2.4. nedrction oears

Medium speed ciiesel engines with reduction gears were used in six
of the afore-mentioned reference ships, ln addition to the data

obtained from those ships, measurement results from one product

tanker has been added to the analysis. Also a comparison is made

with old TNo data [7] , which unfortunately does not contain

any data about actual power or tooth-mesh frequency for the dif-
ferent gea rs.

The measurements of structure-borne sound levels of reduction
qear foundations are somewhat hard to analyze,since the contri-
bution from the engines or propeller will be considerable in most

of the frequency range. Comparisons with velocity levels,mea-

sured at the engine foundations,show that usual ly only the velo-
city level of the octave band which includes the tooth mesh

frequency may be considered as sufficiently free from structure-
-borne sound contribution from other sources, 5ince this pure

tone contribution usual ly determines the gear noise obtained in the

accomodation and other non-machinery spaces on board, a prediction
of the velocity'level for the gear foundation for this octave

band is also most important. ln table 4.4. the main data for
the reduction gears of the ships included in the present analysis

are given, together with the measured velocity levels for the

octave bands adjacent to, and including the tooth-mesh frequency.

The gear parameters givea are chosen to make a comparison with
the formula suggested by Janssen and Buiten [8]

N

Lu=K+10 losfrp +2,5g-20 log(n+1) +121 dB (4.8)

possible, where

N, Is the actually transmitted shaft power

g corresponds to the qual ity classes according to [98]
R is the mean radius of the gear measured in a horizontal plane

and K is given as

-t0

-70

-10

Figure 4.21. Exci tation fo the hul I by the propel ler'
Coiparison between measured and theoretical values of
L - L 

- 

Average L^ - L.. measured on the refe-
,8n..-Yi'lpr. --- i Br8tn'.ufo.mula (4'7) without
reverberant plate field N Brown's formula
(4.7) with reverberant plate field. "'-'-- -Average
L -L estimated according to the theory of [ 76] 'pv
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ln figure 4.24. the typical measured velocity Ievel spectrum shape

around the tooth-mesh frequency is shown. This shape is also
in accordance with the data presented by Janssen in [7] wfrich

are reproduced in figure 4.2!.

A comparison with predicted levels according to formula (4,8) anA

measured velocity levels are given in table 4.5 from which it is
evident that cons iderable under-est.tmations occur at the tooth-
mesh frequency when this formula is used for gears with tooth-
mesh frequency in the 250 Hz or 1000 Hz octave band.

The velocity level for the tooth-mesh frequency band varies
between 1 l1 and 116 dB for the TN0 measurements [7]., Correspon-

ding limits are ll7 and 123 dB for the SSF's reference ship mea-

surements, with a mean value of 120 dB and a standard deviation
of about 2 dB, One may try to express the velocity level of the
gear foundation at the tooth-mesh frequency by a formula of the
same form as (4.8)that is assuming that the transmitted vibra-
tional power is proportional to shaft power, dependent on the
qual ity of the gear and inversly proportional to the square of
a typical length of the gear, which corresponds to a mechanical

mobility scaling factor and to an assumption that the gear is
a constant force source. When the quantity

L =Lv norm v

where Lv norm

(4.9)
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attenuations for larger ships, maybe due to a more efficient
geometrical attenuation since the distance to the hul I is larger.

For resiliently mounted auxiliary engines, the foundation attenua-

tion varies rather much between different instal lations, since the

velocity level isolation of the isolators is included in the foundation

attenuation. This is a consequence of the choice of the velocity
levels above isolators as engine source levels, as these levels

are assumed to be rather independent of the installation, provided

that sufficiently Iow resonance frequencies have been chosen for
the mounting, As the velocity level difference across the rubber

mounts is very sensitive to the actual mechanical mobility of the

isolators as well as the attachment points on the foundation, this
part of the foundation attenuation is expected to vary quite

considerably, and the variations may only be predicted if the

above mentioned mobilities are known, at least to the order of
magnitude. lt would probably be better in the future to use a

foundation attenuation made up by the attenuation of veloci ty
level in the supporting structures from the attachement points

of the engine to the hull, and to take care of the velocity at-
tenuation of the isolators by theoretical calculations based on

a better future knowledge about typical mobii ities of the suppor-

ting structures in ships [114].

The low frequency part of the measured foundation attenuation for
auxiliary engines on ship 9 is influenced considerably by contri-
butions from other structure-borne sound sources' mainly from the

car-deck, see figure 4.J1. The real foundation attenuation ought

to be considerably higher at 31.5 ' 125 Hz.

___, + 10 ioq N - 20 log (R + 1)peaK ' s

is the normal ized velocity level at the
tooth-mesh frequency

was calculated for all the qears measured, a mean value of 117.9
dB and a standard deviation about 2.7 dB was obtained, corre-
sponding to a larger variation than if the L , measured atv peaK
the tooth-mesh frequency was considered independent of those
parameters. The qual ity parameter was essumed to be the same

for all gears since information about the gear quality was lac-
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Figure 4,24. General ized and normalized vertical
velocity level spectrum, proposed for reduction
gears. 
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Figure 4.2/a. Measured foundation attenuations for
medium speed main engines. 
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4,3 Er"lptRrcAL DATA FoR THE srRucruRE-BoRNE souND ATTENUATToN

IN THE STEEL STRUCTURE.

ln this section, the structure-borne sound levels measured with
monoaxial accelerometers at different parts of the reference
ships are summarized, whereby the spatial velocity level attenua-
tions obtained for different discontinuities of the hul I plate
are presented. These empi rical ly obtained data are divided into
different attenuation steps, corresponding to

1) attenuation in the double-bottom structure
2) -rr- rr rr steel structure
3) -rL between ihe steel structure and the lining struc-

tures (section 4,4)

The structure-borne sound contributions from different sources

may be separated to a certain degree by determination of the spatial
region where the respective source dominates. This may be done

by an analysis of the attenuation pattern around single sources
at different frequencies. Any other separation method I ike cohe-
rence-analysis [82], will need sofisticated signal analysis, and

results in far more expensive rneasurements. The actual procedure
has been described more in detail in [83]. Further, by calcula-
ting the velocity levels of the hull plate or external bulkheads

at different locations in the ship with the FdRBER I program,

the attenuation data for different sources have been sl ightly
corrected, in order to get a better agreement with measured velo-
city levels.
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4.3.1, Attenuation in the double-bottom structure.

y/hen the computer program F6RBER 2 ig u,sed for prediction of
structure-borne sound transmission in a ship' the transmission

from an engine through the double-botLom or a p'latform structure

to the hull skin is characterized by the expected velocity level

difference between the engine foundation and the hul I skin. Em-

pirical ly determined or theoretical ly estimated values for this
level diffei-ence may be used, Thisrrfoundation attenuation'l
concept is thus defincd ty figure 4.26.

D- = L -.I VF I
LvBi

Figure 4.26. Definition of the "foundation attenua-
tionrrconcept.

This foundation attenuation has been measured on the reference

ships for main and auxil iary engines and the results are summarized

in figures 4.27 - \.32. Both individual and mean values are re-
ported. lt is obvious that a general frequency dependence can be

stated for main engines, although individual values may differ
from mean values as much as 10 dB in some octave bands. Forstiff-
l.v mounted auxi I iary diesels on platforms, see figure 4.J0, also

rather simi lar results are obtained from different ships, although

the size of the ship seems to be of importance, leading to larger

_ 129_

king. This may f,e a more important parameter than actual shaft
power and geometrical dimensions of the gear, and an explanation
to the 3 dB difference obtained between reference ship I and

reference .ship 10 which are sister ships but may have differently
worn out gears.

It is proposed, considering the information given in table4,5
that the TNo formura (4.g) is used for prediction of the,,back-
groundrr velocity level of the reduction gear foundation, that
is for all octave bands except the one containing the tooth-mesh

frequency unti I sufficient data are col lected for reduction gears,

e.g. when driven by electric motors on test foundations with the

same structure' as real ship foundations.

lnstead a value of 120 dB rel 10-9 n/s may be pre-
dicted for that octave band if a normal qual ity reduction gear

for medium speed diesel engines is used. A correction of + 5 dB

may be appl ied for qual ity deviations from normal practice or
if the influence of long-run wear should be considered.

Table 4.4. Data for measured reduction qears

The tooth-mesh frequency band has been marked by rings.

lh ip N
s

k},

n

rpm

D

m

Lu rel l0-9 m/s

125 250 500 r 0n0 ?nnn H:

Ref 1

Ref 3
tef 5

tef 8

tef 9

tef 10

lommissior

6478 \z\/jz' 1.75

2260 825/\70 0.7
2950 \30/210 0.9
6\70 \28/125 t.75
0300 470/220 2.2
6\70 428/125 1.75

ll35 soo/ ? r.s

't 0B
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I l8
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Q9
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t?,
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dE
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Tab l e 4.5.

Ref 1, meas.

Pred '

diff.

Ref 3, meas,

pred.

diff.

Ref I meas,

Pred.
diff.

Ref 8, meas.

pred.

diff.

Ref 9, meas.

pred.

diff.

Ref 10, meas

Pred.
diff.

Comm, meas.

pred.

diff.

reduct i on

r foundations and oredicted levels accord i to Janssen

and Bu i ten 1 973

I evel s of dB
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20

10N
s

Ml.,
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l-
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-!, u
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Figure 4.28. Measured foundation attenuations of
medium speed main engines. 
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Figure 4.79a. l4easured foundation attenuations for
slow speed main diesels Ref. ship 2,--..-ref
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i?5 250 5m ICCO 2cc0 4000 8C'0o I'z
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Figure 4.J0 b. l'4easured foundation attenuations of auxi-
I iary diesel generators, stiffly mounted on platforms.
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Figure 4.J1. l'4easured foundation attenuations of auxi-
1 iary diesel generators, mounted on the double bottom,
a) stiffly mounted in rr fe ence ship 6.
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Figure 4.10a. l'leasured foundation attenuations of auxi-
liary diesel generators, stiffly mounted on platforms.
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4.1.2 Vertical attenuations for diffgrent deck iunctions.

The vertical velocity level differences for deck junctions,

grouped according to their location in the ship, have been

plotted for the different ref:rrence ships in diagrams 4.32-4.36.

Tables of attenuations for the ships are given in Appendix l '

Attenuation data_for_structure-borne_sound_from lhe ma r n

engi nes.

It is evident from the presented diagrams that the ensemble

mean values for the attenuation due to different deck junc-
tions are of unequal magnitude. The largest attenuations
are on the average obtained for the fi rst platform junction
and the junction between hul I and super-structure, whi le
alrnost negl ible average attenuations have been obtained for the up-
permost decks of the superstructure. A summary of thrj average

values obtained for the group of ships is presented in fi-
gure 4.37.

Especial ly the very high average attenuation of typical ly
10 dB in a wide frequency ranqe which is obtained for the
first platform deck, and the very smal I average attenuation
of about 2 dB obtained for the second platform are rather
unexpected. This behaviour is not supported by previously
reported empi rical data and formulae for the structure-borne
sound attenuation of ship hulls, Janssen and Buiten I B]

suggest a 5 dBldeck attenuation for the first four decks in the

ship, tn[tO] Auiten still suogests the use of attenuations
averaged over a number of decks, although an additional
frequency dependence has been introduced, Suhara h1 I also
presents frequency dependent values for the vertical attenua-
tions as level differences averaoed over al I decks below respec-

tively above the upper deck separately, see figure 4.18. The

theoretical transmission calculation method presented by Ni lsson

t22l ,123 ] appl ied to structure-borne sound transmission in

a ship superstructure supports however the empirical results
obtained for the reference ships in a qual itative sense, namely

that the attenuation of the first junction in a structure
with repeated deck junctions should show a considerably higher

attenuation than the fol lowing junctions. The same general

qualitative result is obtained with SEA calculations applied

to these structures f4l, t-,2 l, and this behaviour is especially
pronounced when longitudinal wave transmission is included in

the calculations.

9n

10

^0
I

_10

-20

-JU SOOO llz31,5 63 125 250 5€0 10@ 20crJ 4ffi

Figures 4.31b. Measured foundation attenuations of
uuii I inty diesel generator resi I iently mounted on the

double bottom _- in reference ship 3 and .---
i n refe rence sh i p !.
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It should be pointed out that differences between velocity
levels measured on decks have been referred to in most of
the above-merrtioned references, whi le levels measured on

hul I skin sections or outviard bulkheads have been used for
the calculation of deck discontinuity attenuations in this
report and in previous publ ished work by the author, This
makes immediate comparisons of attenuation figures presen-

ted in the different papers uncertain. This difference in

approach is further discussed in section 8.3 (part I l).

The wel I establ ished rule of thumb, 5 dBldeck, { B l, is
wel I in accordance with the average attenuation obtained

for the fi rst two deck junctions of the superstructures of
the reference ships. Considerably lower attenuation has

been obtained for the uppermost decks, as expected from

theory and experience gained from airborne sound measure-

ments. Janssen and Buiten I B ] also sugqest a lower. 2 dB

/deckattenuation figure for the uppermost decks.

It is also quite evident that the individual variations
between measured vertical velocity level differences in
different ships are considerable for al I deck disconti-
nuity locations. lndividual variations sti I I remain when

vertical veiocity level differences are cumulated over se-

veral decks, see diaqrams 4.39 - 4.40. Large estimation

errors may therefore appear when attenuation figures ave-

raged over severai decks and several ships are used for
prediction purposes for individual new ships at the planning
stage. Less errors wi I I be i ntroduced when the averag i ng

over several decks is omi tted and the average veloci ty
differences obtained for different decks according to dia-
gran l+.37 are used. A sti 1 I better estimate denands that
the individual variations could be connected to soecific
ship properties.

A theoretical analysis of transmission properties for some

of the reference ships based on SEA calculations is presented

in the second part of the thesis. Meanwhi le some interestinq
notes concerninq large deviations from the average attenuations

are given below.

-1\3-

a) Main engile transmission,

First platfom_deck.
Reference ship 3 ( o). At 53 Hz and 125 Hz, contributions from

propel ler noise may influence veloci ty levels measured on

the hul I skin above the fi rst platform, which wi I I resul t
in too low apparent attenuation for this discontinuity.

Reference ship 6 (O). The first platform deck is located un-

usual ly high above the tanktop at the shel ter deck level

in this ship. Larger than average attenuation may be ex-

pected due to the large distance between the measurement

points at the tanktop and at the Platform.
Reference ship 7 ( +), Ships 2, 5 and 7 are the only ones with

slow speed diesel engines. The lowest attenuation fiqures

for the first platform deck are obtained for ship 7. This

probably is a result of the influence of propel ler noise,

since the slow speed diesel engines provide considerably

less structure-borne sound excitation by the engine footings
than medium speed diesel engines, see section 4.2.t. l,lo en-

qine transmission mode'l has been set up for the ship 2 of
that reason. ln ship 5 the propel ler noise influence is neg-
I ible, since the engine is situated midships.

Reference ship ! (a). This ship is apassanger ferry, and most

of the platform deck is absent in the main engine region.

This should explain the lower attenuation obtained.

leqond_p]a1f c.m qe g k_:

Reference ship 3 ( n ). Lined accomodation spaces are situated

on this platform in this ship, resulting in increased loss

factors for the steel surfaces. Larger than average attenua-

tion is to be expected.

Reference ship / ( a ). The ship has a slow speed engine as men-

tioned above. Larger than average attenuation is obtained

for this discontinuity, which may be a result of the above-

mentioned propel ler noise influ"n.".*)
Reference ships 5 (V) and 9 (a ). The second deck in the hull

is built and used as an open deck for cars or cargo. The

vertical attenuation is practical ly absent at higher fre-
quencies for the car deck in both shipsr due to the absence

of a deck plate.

* ) The velocity level measurements have also been performed sl ightly

more aft on the fi rst platform deck.
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D i scont i nu i ty !etween hql l_and_supers t ructu re.

Reference ship 3 (d. The discontinuity between the hull and

the superstructure is not coincident with the disconti-
nuity between I ineci and unlined steel surfaces in the

ship, which usually is the case. This may explain the

lower than average attenuation for this discontinuity
in this ship.

Reference ship 8 ( +) . Very few structure-borne sound mea-

surement points have been used on the upper deck of this
ship, The attenuations for this junction may be some-

what overestimated, due to unsufficient amount of data.

F i rst di scont i nu i tI of_the*superstructure.
Reference ship 2 ( x), Very few measurement positions have

been used in the superstructure of this ship and pre-

sented results should be treated with caution.

Reference ship 7 ( +). This ship has the engine casing and

funnel separated from the rest of the superstructure.

Despite that, an attenuation close to the average is

obta i ned.

Reference ship B ( + ) . The attenuation may be underestimated

due to the same reason as mentioned above for the hull-
superstructure d i scont i nu i ty.

Second_discontinu i ty_of the superstructure.
Reference ship 3 ( n). The Very irregular structure of the deck-

house on this ship is the rnost probab'le reason for the

higher than averaqe attenuation obtained.

b) Prope) ler transmission.

ln qeneral, the individual variations around the average atte-
nuations obtained for the group of ships are larger for the

propel ler noise transmission models than for the main engine

models. This is due to the problem of defining a correct po-

sition for the propeller source excitation of the hull, the

problem of obtaining strictly vertical paths for the measure-

ments in the part of the ships above the propeller and the

problem of separating the propel ler noise contribution from

the total measured velocity levels, especial ly at higher
frequencies.
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The individual variations of the aft end structure and the

position and shape of the aft part of the superstructure
wi I I therefore influence both the transmission properties
for the structure-borne sound and the practical choice of
measurement positions used in the calcuiation of velocity
Ievel attenuations. Simple notes of the kind I isted above

for the main engine transmission model become rather mea-

nighless in the propel ler model case.

4.3,3 Fore-and-aft attenuat ions for the reference sh i ps.

When the fore-and-aft attenuat ion of structure-borne sound

from main engines and propei lers lvere determined, veloci ty
levels registered at dlfferent frame numbers at the tanktop

and the fi rst platform have been compared wi th each other.
Due to the short distance between the propeller and the main

engine in most of the ships, and the appearance of reduction
gears, the values obtained from each individuai ship becomes

rather uncertain. ln table 4.6 and the appendix l,
the average fore-and-aft attenuations for different ships

are presented. The uncertainty in the individual figures
is balanced by the good agreement in figures between diffe-
rent sh i ps.

Ttlble 4.6 Fore-and-aft attenuation for structure'borne sound

from the main enoine.

Attenuation dB/frame

63 125 z5o 5oo 1 ooo 2ooo Hz

lef.ship I

3

5

7

6

I
9

0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8

0.5 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.1 0.7

0 0.2 0.35 0.4 0.4 0.3
- 0.4 0.4 0.4

0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4

lean
ra lue 0.i5 0.45 0.5 0-6 0.6 0.5q
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31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 Hz
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Figure 4.J4. Vertical velocity level attenuation in
the reference sh i ps . Va I ues for d i fferent sh i ps ,
grouped by the position of deck discontinuity in the
ships. Structure borne sound transmissr'on From ejgjns
md -oropel ler sources in the hul I below rhe suoer -
sLr";twA.-l Third deck Ciscontinuiry of,h" lrp.,-
structure, b) fourth deck discontinuity of the super-
structure.
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Figure 4.35. Vertical velocity level attenuation in
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on double bottom: TanktoP - fi rst
first platform - second Platform,

discontinuity between hull and superstruc-
ture, --.------ first deck discontinuity in the super-
structure second deck discontinuity in the
superstructure (also propeiler), 

-"'- 
thirC deck

ciiscontinuity in the superstructure (a1so proPel ler)
fourth deck discontinuity in the super-

structure (al so propel I er) .

'l 0
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' ' 31,5 63 125 zfi 500 1000 4000 8000 Hz

a) Eng i nes
platform,

dB

15

2000

b) Propellsl; --- 
f irst platform - second platform,

discontinui ty between hul I and superstruc-
ture, ------- first deck discontinuity in the suPer-
\lr'dLlure.

Figure 4.37. Vertical veiocity level attenuation in
the reference ships. Average values for different
deck discontinuities.
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Tab.2 : values of cij in Eq. (2-2)

(a) Encl. Enq. casinq Type Accom, (ship A)

(ship B)

Tab.3 : Average
due to

Figure 4.18. from []l l.Velocity level differences ob-
tained for different deck and frame discontinuities,
V.L.D. is vertical velocity level differences. Values
are qiven as average values for discontinuities in the
hul I on two ships and in the superstructure.

Sep. Eng. Casing Type Accom.

Insertion Loss
Lining in Ship A
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4.3.4. \/eloci ty level relations betleen adiacent structural elements

The structure-borne sound a.tenuation data presented in the
preceeding section are useful for the calculation of the velo-
city level oF the hul I plate or corresponding external buikhead

at the receiving space for which the sound pressure level are

to be calculated, compare blocks 3 and 14 in figure 4.4. ln

addition to the velocity level of the hull plate, also the velo-
city levels of other steel surfaces that surrounds the receiving
space are needed. Experimental ly obtained level differences
between decks or bulkheads and the hul I Plate are presented

in this section, and may be used for that purpose. 0n some of
the first measured reference ships measurements were also per-
formed on frames and other stiffening elements. These measure-

ments on stiffeners were later omitted due to the problems of
obtaining meaningful deck to deck attenu€ition values from these

measurements, 'The main resu[ts from these measurements are how-

ever included here for completeness.

Velocity level relations between frames and the adjacent hul I plates

The average velocity level differences between hul I plate sections
and adjacent main frame webs are given in diagrams \.41 - 4.42.
General ly the velocity levels measured at the frame webs are

almost the same or sl ightly higher than the velocity levels of
the hul'l DIate. lt should however be remembered that individual
differences may be up to l0 dB different from these average va-

lues given nere [ 831 The corresponding diagrams for velocity
level differences between hul I plate sections and adjacent main

frame flanges are given in diagrams 4.43 and 4.44. A more pro-

nounced behaviour with lower velocity levels at Iow frequencies

and almost the same levels as the hull plate at higher frequen-
cies is obtained for the flanqes. The individual differences
may however be up to 15 dB different.from the mean values at
certain frequencies, which indicates the problem of using frame

measurements in the further analysis of spatial attenuation.

Veloci ty level relations between decks and the adjacent hul I plates.

plate velocity levels and

4.45. General ly, decks

dB
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75

z0

15

10

5

Figure 4.19. Vertical velocity level attenuation in
thJ reference ships. Cumulative attenuations' Main

enqi ne model , attenuation from tanktop to upper deck'
d .eference ship 1 (3 aisc), tr reference ship 3.

(iaitc), p reference 5 (4 disc),O reference ship 6

ir air.), i r"f.r"n." 7 (4 disc), # reference ship B

(3 ait.), i.efet"n." 9 (4 disc),ooreference ship 10

(J drsc,, .

3T.t- 63 125 z5o 5oo 1 ooo 2ooo Hz
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Figure 4.40. Vertical veloci ty level attenuation in
thJ reference ships. Cumulative attenuations' Main

engine mode1, attenuation from upper deck to 3rd pooP

oeit . O reference shiP 1 (3 disc), trl reference ship
j- t; alt.l , \Z reference shi p 5 (3 disc) , Q. reference
sr,io 5 (z disc), * re[erence ship / (3 disc),'lf refe-
rence ship $ (l disc), A reference shiP 9 (3 disc)'

Some average differences between hull

deck levels are presented in diagram
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at lower vertical locations in the ship have higher velocity levels
compared to the leveis of the adjacent hull plate, while decks in

the superstructure have almost the same or somewhat lotler level than

the adjacent bulkhead structure. This should most probably be a

result of the higher ls55 factors of the decks due to I ining struc-
tures as well as the generally smaller vertical attenuation fiqures for
the deck, since the present comparison is made between the deck levels
and the level of the hul 1 plate/external bulkhead immediately above

the deck. The main results are however rather alike for different ships

and the results should be useful for the estimation of deck levels from

calculated hul 1 plate levels aiso for nevl ships at the design stage.

Velocit level relations between steel bulkheads and hul I I ate.

The average veloci ty level differences b,etween. hul I sections and

adjoining bulkheads for different reference ships are general 1y

quite small in the deckhouse as seen from diagram 4.4(. The lar-
gest deviation from the average behaviour was obtained for reference

shlp 1 and reference ship 7, the only slrip with an engine casing

and funnel separated from the rest of the deck-house.

Corresponding average level differences for the fi rst platform deck

or tanktop are given in [33]. General ly the relative
velocity level of the bulkheads are somewhat larger in the hul 1

than in the deckhouse. This is quite well explained qual itatively
by an SEA-argument as wil I be shown in the second part of the thesis.

0n the average, the velocity level of an adjoining bulkhead should

be quite weli predicted if the hull level is assumed to be known

by the average relations shown in diagram 4.46. However the indi-
vidual deviations frorn these average figures may be quite large I B3J.
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31,s 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 /1000 8000 Hz
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Figure 4,41 . Measured veloci ty levei di fferences
between adjacent structural elements. Hul I olate
sections - Main lrame webs. a) Reference ship l.
Average veloci ty level di fferences, _- ai
^ranktop, --:- at pl.t...rn. b) rel-erence ship
2. Average velocity level differences, 

- 

at
tanktop, 

--- at lower, 
-.- at upper platform.
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31,5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 
'1000

Figure 4.42. Measured veiocity level differences
between a,:jjacent structural elements. Hull plate
sect ions - l'4a in f rame webs. Reference sh ip 3.
Averaqe velocity levei difference, at tank-
top 

--- 
at platform deck.
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Figure 4.41. b) Measured velocity level differences between
adjacent structural elements. Hul I plate sections - Main
frame flanqes. Reference ship 2. .- at tanktop,----- at lower platform, -. - at upper platform.
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Figure 4.41. a) Measured velocity level diffe-
rences between adjacent structural elements, Hul I

plate sections - Main frame flanges. Reference
ship 1. Average velocity level difference,
at tanktop, --- average velocity level diffe-
rence, at platform deck.

Figure 4.44. Measured velocity ievel differences
between adjacent structural elements. Hul I plate
sections - Main frame flanges. Reference ship 3.Average veloci ty level difference, _ ai 

-

tanktop, 
- 

*- at p 1e :form deck.
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31.5 63 125 250 5Oo 1ml 2000 /1000

a) ln the superstructure. 

-- 

Reference ship
1 (upper deck), --- - reference shi p 2 (upper
deck), 

-.- 
reference ship 3 (lst poop deck),

reference 9 (deck 7).

31,5 63 125 250 500 1000 m 4000

b) 0n platforms. 

- 

Reference ship 1,--- - refe-
rence ship 2, *'- reference ship 3, -"' - 

refe-
rence ship 9, ------ -. reference ship 10.

Fiq,rre 4.45. Average measured veloci ty level
differences betv/een hul 1 plate sections and decks.
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Relative velocity levels of the engine casings. Structure-

borne sound transmission from casing to adjacent superstruc-

ture.

A comparison between velocity Ievels measured on engine

casing surfaces and external bulkheads of the super-

structure on the same deck is shown in the following dia-
grams 4,47 - \.48. Since the plate thickness and the

stiffeners are on the whole the same for the engine ca-

s i ng bu I kheads as for the externa I bu i kheads, on the same

deck, these level differences also approximately represent

the corresponding modai energy relations for the bending

waves in the structures, The velocity levels of the engine

6s5inq bulkheads are general ly higher than the levels

of theexternal bulkheads and the differences are consider-
able at the uppermost decks for some of the ships studied,
where approximately a 15 dB difference seems to be the

rule. Exceptions occur, as for example the passenger ferry,
reference ship 9. Therefore, due to modal energy relations,
structure-borne sound energy flow from casing to adjacent
superstructure is expected in these cases, and this may be

one possible reason for the decrease in vertical attenua-

tion of velocity levels that generally is obtained for
the uppermost deck junctions in the superstruqture,

The energy in the bending waves of the engine casing bulk-

heads must be suppl ied from other sources than the adjacent
superstructure,since otherwise the energy flow would be in the

opposite direction,as pointed out above. There are some

alternatives to possible structure-borne sound power

sources and it is instructive to look at the spatial
distribution of particle velocities in the casings before

a discussion on possible sources. ln diagrams 4.49 - 4.51

the vertical attenuation of the veloci ty levels measured

on the engine casing bulklreads, are given. From these
diagrams it is clear that this attenuation is very smal I

in al I three ships. .ith the exception of reference ship 2,
the attenuation is even negative for the octave bands 5l -

80O0 Hz
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Figure.r.45. Average measured velocity level diffe-
rences between adjacent structural elements. Hul l
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- 125 Hz, For hiqher frequencies the attenuation is

positive but still small, with respect to the number

of deck junctions. This frequency dependence indicates

a low frequency source for the structure-borne sound.

There is a possibility of the in-plane wave "short-cir-

cuitinq" effect, see section J.l , being responsible

for the low attenuation values, although it is expected

that this effect should be more pronounced at high fre-

quencies. A comparison bettreen bending wave and in-plane

wave velocity levels could be made for M/S Boreland.

The vertical in-plane velocity levels are approximately

15 - 20 dB lower than the bending wave velocity levels

in the frequency region 31.5 - 500 Hz, and the horizontal

in-piane velocity levels are approximately the same as

the vertical. This difference in velocity levels is large

enough to el iminate the in-plane waves in the casing as

responsible for the Iow attenuation values.

Some of the obvious other possible structure-borne sound

sources for the casing are the exhaust pipe and fan duct

mountings. For reference ship '1, the velocity levels of

the auxi I iary engine exhaust pipe mounting on 2nd deck are

the only ones that are considerably higher than the levels

of casing bulkheads [83]. lt is surprising that the main

engine exhaust pipe mountinq has comparatively low velo-

city levels. lt should be Pointed out that the power

transmitted to the bulkhead is dependent on both the

velocity of the mounting and the magnitude of the real

part of the mechanical mobility of the casing at the moun-

ting point, and that power transmission due to both for-

ces and moments should be considered. Therefore it is

sti I I possible that the necessary power is suppl ied from

the exhaust pipe mountings, even if the velocity levels

of the mountings seem to be rather low. The necessary

analysis of mobilities has not been performed in the pre-

sent work.
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Another possible source for the structure-borne sound of

the casing bulkheads is still left to be discussed, na-

mely the excitation of the bulkheads by the airborne

sound, An elementary estimation of the panel response to

the ai rborne sound field, according to statistical energy

analysis principles see e,g. [14] wi I I not contradict
this possibility, if the total loss factors for the casing

bulkheads are assumed to be of the same order of magnitude

as the radiation loss factor. 0n the other hand, it is
most probable that the actual total loss factor is at
least 101 - 102 times larger, which leads to the con-

cl us ion that the contr i but ion from a i rborne sound exc i -

tation must be relatively smal l. The performed ai rborne

sound insulation measurements also indicate clearly that
the excitation of structure-borne sound in the super-

structure due to airborne sound in the casing is of minor

i mportance.

ln summary, the structure-borne sound power input from

the engine casing to adjacent superstructure is not

negl ible and should mainly affect the structure-borne
levels on the uppermost decks. The most probable sources

for this power input are the mountings for the exhaust

pipes. Vibration insulation of the mountings and/or

structure-borne sound damping treatment of the casing

bulkheads ought to reduce the influence of this unwanted

transmission path considerably. Alternatively, the

casing can be separated from the rest of the superstruc-

ture, which is practiced, mainly on large tankers, today.

Unfortunately this later measure may be hard to real ize

on smal ler vessels, due to space I imitations.
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The influence of pi I lars on.the structure-borne sound

ission in the hull.

The velocity levels in different directions, measured

wi th triaxial and monoaxial accelerometers on board

reference ship t have been compared with the velocity
levels of adjoining structural elements, especial ly mea-

surements made on the main framos. Some elementary

mechanical mobi I ity analysis has been performed in [83] '
in order to find out whether or not the transmission

paths via pi I lars are of any imPortance in this ship.

The pillars in reference ship 1 are joined to other struc-
tural elements according to one of the three models

sketched in figure4.J2. As can be seen, the pillars
are joined to the beams of the beam-plate systems that
form the decks and platforms (figure 4.52 a and b)

and to the plate of bulkhead sections (figure \,52 c).

According to t84l the influence of the plate on the

point force input impedance of the beam in the beam

plate system sketched in figure 4.53., which is infi-
nite in one direction and simply supported in the other

one, is that the beam plate system behaves like a simply

supported beam with a loss factor

m

2Pn*-T-h:
PB

and an additional mass/uni t length given by

2AmB=F mo
p

where

*B is the mass/unit length of the beam

m^ is the mass/unit area of the plate
P

OO is the wave number of the plate.

The added dampi.'g and mass arise from the waves

to the plate from the beam,

(4. I o)

(4.r1)

rad i ated
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Since the point velocities vl and v2 have not been

This is val id when the beam is much stiffer than the measured on board' the spatial mean square velocities
prate. (v,2) 

"na 
( or') for the respective pi I rar sections

are used in the estimations of transmitted power. Since
This condition is very well fulfilled in the cases a part of these particle velocities may be due to waves

studied here, at least at low frequencies. in the piilar that are reflected from the junctions,
the estimations of transmitted power wi I I be too high.

Therefore the analysis of impedances is simplified to the The following level relation is derived from (4.t2),
case of beam-to-beam coupl ing, There are two cases

that were handled separately, namely the transmission

of energy from longitudinai waves in the pillar and the Lp = Lu + Lr/Z - 60dB (4.14)

transmission of energy from bending waves in the pi I lar
to adjoining beams [g3] here L, ls the Power level rel. tO-12 \,1

Lv is the velocity level rel , lg-9 n/s
The fol lowing estimations of transmitted vibratory energy Lz is the mechanical i.mpedance level for
are based on relations between the simpie impedances cal- ne [Z] rel. I Ns/m.
culated in tB3l and will necessarily be quite crude, The

influence and coupling between individual resonances in rhe measured velocity levels on board reference ship I
the coupled beams are not included in the analysis' which and the corresponding estimated transmitted power
may lead to large deviations from the estimated behaviour levels are given in [83].
at the resonance frequencies. Some useful general trans-
mission properties will be deduced anyway' lf the steel structure on 2nd deck has the total mass

M and the number of supporting pi I lars are n, then
Transmission by lonclitudinal waves in thg pillars the mass weighted mean square verocity (ir2) or an"
The vibratory power transmi tted to adjoining deck

structuris from the longitudinal waves in the pillar
is estimated from the fol lowing expressions.

t, = l,' Re LzFr l

and

PZ = uZ' Re [ZrrJ

where the notations of figures 4.54 and 4.55 are used.

2nd deck structural elements, defined by

^2 1- . -?. uM t= f L Mi <v.->
I

where l'1. is the mass of. the i-th structural element

)and v.- is the spatial mean square velocity of it,

may be estimated as [39]

12, Pin n Fp

'uMt=--= (4.rd)
Mno Mrt 0

where Fa is the mean power input from the pillars
I is the total loss factor of the entire 2nd

deck cons t ruct i on .

or,expressed in levels

(4.15)

\4.12)

(4.l])
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'l 0 log f - 'l 0 log v1 + 52 dB (4.17)

From figure 4,f6 a typical sound oower level L, r !! dB

-l r t
rel. l0 - W is obtained for transmission due to
jongitudinal waves in the pillars. Typical values of

1 ought to be 0.5 - 1 %. At least 5 103 kg of steel

must be excited by one pi I lar, if only the weight of
2nd deck constructions is inciuded. With these figu-
res, expression (27) is reduced to

L s131 = 10 los f dB (4.r8)V"

This level has been plotted in figure 4'57 together

with velocity levels measured on the 2nd deck. From

this estimation, it is not possible to.exclude the

longitudinal waves in pillars as important paths for
the structure-borne sound of the supported structures.
One should observe that the estimations made are very

crude, and the agreement between the levels in figure
4.57 should defini tely not be regarded as any proof

that the longitudinal waves in the pillars are the main

contributors to structure-borne sound on 2nd deck.

Structure-bornS jound transmission by bendinq waves

in the pillars

The power transmitted by the bending waves in the pil-

lars to adjoininq decks is estimated from the exPres-

s ions

r,* = ii^ Re tz*J

,r,=1L^. Re [z*rl

,Mtoo - -"n
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for transmission from bending waves in the pi I lar to

torsional waves in the deck-beams, see figure 4.58

As before, the spatial mean square velocites for the

pi l lar sections are used in the estimations, and the

transmitted power levels rel, 10-12 W are computed

from

L,
Lp = Lu +j+ 20 lo9 kr, -60 dB (4.2r)

The measured velocity levels in the fore-and-aft- (x-)

direction and the thwartship- (y-) airection for the

pi I lars on l,l/S Boreland are given in [83]. The correspon-

ding estimated levels for transmitted structure-borne
sound power are presented in diagram. 4.59.

The resulting velocity levels on 2nd deck are given by

express ion (4.1 B) .

This also means that the resulting deck velocity levels
due to different waves in the pillars differ in the same

way as the estimated power levels. A comparison of
figures 4,56,and 4.59 indicates that the bending

waves in the pillar, having particle velocities in the

thwartships direction, contributes most to the struc-
ture-borne sound power transmitted to the Z.rd deck. The

contrlbution from bending waves having particle velo-
cities in the fore-and-aft direction may be neglected

due to the mismatch of monent impedances between the

bending waves in the pi l lars and torsional waves in the

deck st i ffeners,

A number of simpl ifications have been introduced in the

model usdd, and most of these will lead to an overestima-
tion of transmitted power. Firstly, the beams are supposed

to be vibrating as ideal beams according to the simple

Kirchoff-Euler benciing wave theory. This will only be

aa
= kBPr uly R" Lztt l

.2 -2= oBP, vzy ' Ke LLilzl

(4.tga)

(4.19b)

for transmission from bending waves in the pi I lar to ben-

ding waves in the deck-beams, and

,', = u3r, -,?^'*. r.r,l

,r, = oir, '-r'r^ ' ne [ZrrJ

(4.20a)

(4.20b)
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true for frequencies up to apProximately a few hundred

Hz, see e.g. [20]. Deviations from this assumption will

lead to considerably lower force and moment impedances

than the assuned for the bending waves in the beams'

Secondly, measured spatial mean square veiocity levels

for the pillars have been used in the calculations,

instead of the velocity levels of the beam joints. The

velocities used may contain considerable standing wave

components especial ly at frequencies above a few hundred

Hz. in addition to this, the lengtlrs of the beams involved

are so smal 1, compared to wavelengths of the waves carried

by them, that it is questionable to use the simple impe-

datrces for infinite beams for frequencies below approximately

500 - 'l 000 Hz.

A comparison between measured velocity levels for pi I lars

and neighbouring main frames are given in figures 4.60 and

4.61, 0n reference ship l, the thwartships velocity levels

of the main frames and pillars on platform deck are almost

equal, while the vertical velocity levels of the pillars

seem to be 2 - 3 dB higher. Since there are about three

times as many main frames as pi I lars, these level differences

indicate that the structure-borne t:'ansmission by the

trames ought to be somewhat more important than the trans-

mission by pillars. Especially when the contribution from

the hul I skin is added, the total energy transmission by

the hul I should be more important than the transmission by

pillars. lt shculd also be noted that the conclusions above

are based on only cne ship, for which pi1 lar motion was

studied in detail.

a) Platforn at reference ship l.

b) Platform and 2nd deck at
reference ship I and upper
deck at reference ship J.

c) Eng i ne cas i ngs at reference sh i p 2
and control room at reference ship 1.

Fijure 4.52. lllustration of typical
junctions, with pillars inciuded.
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Figure 4.57. Structure-borne sound transnission
by pi I lars in reference ship '1. Comparison bet-
ween estimated and measured velocity levels.

- 

Estimated mean veloci ty level on 2nd deck Wg

constructions, due to excitation by longitudinal
waves i n pi I 1 ars. Measured on ----deck iections,
2nd deck,- -bul kheads, 2nd deck, . . . . . . hul 1

sLin sections, 2nd deck.
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4.4. EHPIRICAL DATA FOR THE ATTENUATION OF STRUCTURE-

-BORNE SOUND DUE TO ACCOMODAT I ON L I N I NGS .

Structure-borne sound has been measured in about 50 cabins

on board seven of the reference ships. This chapter reports
the obtained velocity level differences between different
surfaces in the individual cabins. A comparison of these

differences with a theoretical approach using statistical
energy analysis is rnentioned in part I I of the thesis, This
comparison indicates practical possibi I ities for noise

reduction in cabins, Experimental ly obtained values for
the structure-borne sound transmission from superstruc-
ture to cabin I inings are also reported.

4.4.1" Its from fi

-30

dB

30

20

l0

31,5 63 125 2* 500 1(m zm 4000 p2

a) Reference ship 1, tanktop pi 1 lar sections,
thwartsh i ps d i rect ion. Mean val ue of the d i ffe-
rences from three measurements.

31,5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 Hz

b) Reference ship 2, 2nd platform section! of
pillars, thwartships direction. Mean value nf
the d i fferences from three measurements .

Figure 4.51. Velocity level differences betureen
pi I lars and main frames.

Res ld surements

It is iliustrative to introduce a study of velocity level
distributions in cabins with a presentation of the most

important and the second important surface in every cabin,
see fig. 4.62. lt is quite clear from this figure that the

most important radiating surfaces are the I ininos against
the external steel bulkheads of the superstructure. At

higher frequencies the relative irnportance of the radia-
tion from decks increase. Notable is the importance of
the ceiling as a radiator at 31.5 Hz. This is probably

due to trapped-air coupl ing to the deck above. A study

of differences between the structure-borne sound level
of the I inings against external steel bulkheads of the su-
perstructure and the structure-borne sound level of decks,

other bulkheads and ceilings in the same cabin has been

performed ,and the resui t is summarized as obtained mean

values of these differences in table 4.7. for the first
three reference sh i ps.

AL
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-30
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Most imPortant radiating
surface

Secondly important radia-
t i ng surface

Most important radiating
attachment area. 0nly counted
when the radiation from at-
tachments contri butes more than
the resonant rad iat ion from anY
surface

Secondly important radiating
attachment a rea.

A Linings against external steel bulkheads
B Linings against engine casing
C Pa rt i on bu I kheads
D Deck cove r i ngs
E Suspended ceilings

Figure 4.62. Relative importance of radiation from different I ining

surfaces.

N
bu I kheadsA Linings against external steel

B Linings against engine casing
C Partion bulkheads
D Deck coverings
E Suspended ceilings

Fiqure 4.62. (Cont.)
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Transmission f rom SuPerstructure tolabin I ininqs

It should be pointed out, as an introduction to this

section, that it is general ly difficult to get enough in-
formation about the details of the structure-borne sound

transmission between super-structure and cabin I inings
by field measurements on board ships, since the prac-

tical accessibi I i ty of many of the involved surfaces is

bad. This is also reflected in the relatively smal I num-

ber of obtained level differences between I inings and

superstructure. Laboratory experiments supply far more

extensive and more rel iable transmission parameters, as

shown later,

The measured velocity level differences reported here

are not only characteristic of the actual fastening methods

but also dependent of such parameters as the internal and

boundary losses of the I ining surfaces as wel I as other
secondary sound paths to the I ining. These aspects
should be considered separately in a wel I designed

prediction method for the noise levels, ln the empirical
prediction method, that results from this present work

actual measured values for the velocity differences can

however be used in conjunction with the experiences of other in-
vestigatorE as well as level differences obtained in laboratory
mock-ups, The data contains level differences measured

between decks and deck coveringg both conventional and

floating floors, between cei I ings and decks as wel I as

between I inings and steel bulkheads. ln table 4.8 these
values have been supplemented with some values publ ished

by the TNO [8] and some values from laboratory experiments

tsSl, tZ4l. Some differences of table 4.8 have been pre-
sented as functions of the frequency in figure \.63 - 4.64.
It is apparent that elastical ly mounted I inings and floa-
ting floors are superior to conventional, stiffly mounted

counterparts. lt seems to be reasonable to I imit, the maxi-
mum attainable velocity level attenuation for bulkhead

I inings at higir f.equencies to about 20 dB owing to secon-

dary coupl ing mechanisms I ike ai r cavity coupl ing and

resonances in I ining surfaces as well as the driving steel
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structure. Wel I designed elastic mountings give a velo-
city level difference rising with 4 - 5 dBloctave above

a resonance frequency determined by the mass/unit area

of the I ining and the total stiffness/unit area between

the steel structure and 1 ining. This slope, obtained

from the measured data, is much lower than the slope,

12 dBloctave, predicted by a model of the simple mass-

-compl iance system often used for vibration isolation
prediction. For rather high frequencies, where the point

impedances of lining surfaces may be approximated by the
pureiy resistive point force impedance of the infinite
plate, a 6 dBloctave slope wi l l be obtained theoretical ly.
The agreement in the measured slopes and this later men-

tioned theoretical slope is judged as fair enough,since

the air cavity coupl ing is omitted in the theoretical
model. Since the coupling-stiffness is the sum of the

stiffness of the trapped air and the and the stiffeners of
mount i ng deta i 1 s, the mount i ng resonance frequency

can.hardly be designed below approximately l0 Hz (l ining
7

mass = 20 kg/m', cavity depth = 0.2 m). All well desig-
ned elastically mounted bulkhead linings should have the

resonance frequency due to the nounting springs designed

somewhat below this ai r-coupl inq resonance, which wi I I

make the prediction of resonance frequency easy, since

the only parameters needed will be the mass,/unit area

of the I ining and the cavity depth.

Conventional ly mounted I inings (stiff mounting via wooden

or steel stiffeners) show an attenuation rising with ap-
proximately 2 dB/octave and a zero attenuation at 63 Hz.

The corresponding attenuation for suspended cei I ings

rises with 3 - 4 dA/octave and a zero-crossing at about

63 uz.
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Table 4.8. Velocity level differences AL., from steel superstructure

M/S Boreland

M/T Thuntank I :

tionalrr I inings
lsolamin

JMC bul kheads

I n I aboratory [85 ],
floating

loor coverings:

M/S Boreland

M/T Thuntank 1 :

lement floor system

floor covering
Floating floor (TN0)

Floatinq floor [85 I

conventional" I ining

Bu I kheads TNO):

In channel bars on .deck

ln channel bars on

floating floor
ugs with washers

l4lS Boreland

M/T Thuntank 'l:

conventional

Jl\,lC cab ins

hipwood cei I ing
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to cabin lininqs. AL = L - Iv v(steet) -v (l ining)

Engine casing i inings
(in cabins):

l'1lT Thuntank I ,

tai t 31 .5 63 125 250 500 I 000 2000

is the deck level in this case.
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Figure 4.51. Measured velocity level differences bet-
ween I inings and steel structure on the reference ships.
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b) Suspended ceilings:
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M/S Boreland

--- Y/T Thuntank 1, ,,conventional"

- 
M/T Thuntank 1, JMC Cabins

Figure 4.54-. Me.rsrrred velocity levei differences bet_ween I ininqs and steel structure on the reference ships.
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Table 4.7.

/elocity level differences between cabin surfaces.

f fe rence 31.5 63 rz5 z5o 5oo r k 2 k H;

L^
L.
vJ

Lu4

v5
L,

Vb

2.5 3.9 -1 .7 -1 .7 -3.1 -2.7.-1 .l
5.3 1.2 2.\ 1.7 0.6 3.0 10.0

0.r 2.7 1.1 2.0 3.8 3.9 2.5
1.9 2,\ 2.4 z.B 3.1 1.5 z.o

-4-z-z-13\S

dt

dt

dt

dt

dt

Lu'| = Veloci ty level of the I ining against an external
s tee I bu I khead

Lu, = Velocity level of hard coupled deck coverings

Lu, = Velocity level of floating deck coverings

Lu4 = Velocity level of bulkheads between cabins (except

I inings against steei bulkheads)

Lv5 = Velocity level of bulkheads between cabin and

corr i dor

Lu5 = Velocity level of cei I ings.

Examples of the individual differences, averages and stan-
dard deviations are given in e.g. [83]. from that infor-
mation it is obvious that the individual differences can

deviate a great deal from given nrean values, also on the same

ship. The deviations are, to a great extent, due to differences
in the indlv.ldual cabin design and workmanship. For the time
being, it is almost impossible to take these design dif-
ferences into consideration. A division of the differen-
ces into subgroups with respect to fundamental differ.en-
ces in cabin-design leads to somewhat diffe,rent mean

values, whi le sti I I the same rather high variations
are observed in the respective subgroups.

Prel iminari iy, the differences given in table 4.7 may be

used in a prediction scheme as a best guess, if laboratory
measurements for the actual cabin system are lacking.
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4.4.2. Resul ts from laboratory measurements

The detetermination of data about the structureborne

sound transmission between the steel superstructure

and the cabin lining surfaces, as well as data about

mutual transmission between different I ining parts wi i I

be much more rationai ly and rel iably performed in a

laboratory envi ronment than on board sh i ps. Measu-

rements on board will still be of value as a

tool to check the actual properties of a laboratory

tested design, when influenced by the qual ity of the

workmanship . Such measurements wi I I also serve ds in-
formation'channels bety,/een the design office and the workshop.

The determined values of the parameters for the coupl ing

between steel structure and I ining,of the internal losses

for different I ining parts and of the radiation efficiencies
for I ining surfaces are not only necessary for more re-
I iable prediction of noise levels in the ships accomodation

at the planning stage. They are also useful for the choice

of I ining components at this stage. For the manufacturers

of ship accomodation systems and I ining elements, the mea-

sured parameters are most useful for product development

and comparisons between alternative constructional solutions.

Since the coupl ing between steel structure and i inings
usual 1y is too compl icated for rel iable theoretical
estimations of transmission coefficients and loss factors
to be made, it is easier to determine the parameters needed

experimental ly. SEA methods for theoretical prediction wi I I

be discussed briefly in the second part of the thesis.

The measurement on board ships of the necessary para-

meters has several serious drawbacks as shown above.

The use of laboratory set-ups for the determination of
the acoustical parameters of parts or of entire accomo-

dation systems usual ly has both technical and economical

advantages, compared to field measurements, The most

important are:



a)

b)

f)
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Considerably better control of the measuring condi-

t i ons.

Considerably higher certainty, that the parameters

wanted real ly are measured, i 'e. due to the possi-

bi I ity of arranging isolated transmission paths and

most sui table excitation.

More detai led information about the properties of

accomodation systems is obtained, since the number

of parameters that can be measured may be increa-

sed cons i derab l y,

Constitutes the only Practical method by which

fai rly rel iable comparisons between different
accomodation systems or different constructional

details can be made.

No practical problems with the accessibility of

the steel-structure' adjacent to the studied

"cab in",

Usual ly better economy, especial ly when a number of

different constructional alternatives should be tes-

ted and compared.

The noticeable problems are

Problems to get a correct excitation of the mock-uP,

especial 1y the problem of obtaining the proper

relations between di fferent wave types.

Uncertainties when the measured data are transferred

to actual accomodation systems in ships. This problem

however ought to be less than the corresponding un-

certainties obtained when results obtained at occa-

tional measurements on board are general ized.
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Certain structure-borne sound parameters of ship accomodation

details have been investigated in Iaboratories in the

Netherlands 24 l, Derrmark t 861,t S7l Norway [ 83] Poland [ 25]

and Sweden ln [93] a laboratory set-up for the deter-
mination of acoustical properties of deck coverings has

been used, Simi lar arrangements have also been used in

Sweden as described below. l'leans for determination of

the transmission properties of the deck to partition-
-bulkhead junctions has also been developed and used at
TNO, and a special mock-up has been arranged in connection

to a large water tank, ln [85] a laboratory set up for
measurement of radiation efficiencies is described as

well as a mock-up for determination of transmission pro-

perties between steel structure and I ining parts. The

transmi ss i on propert i es of deck to part i t i on-bu I khead

junctions are reported for bottom as well as top con-

nections. ln [87] tire effects of different practical
structure-borne reduction measures on the airborne noise

levels in two test cabins, built up in the same mock-up

are d i scussed.

Floating isgk coverings: have been investigated, both

theoretical ly and practical ly in [88], and measurements

of structure-borne sound transmission and radiation
properties of a cabin system buiit up in a mock-up are

reported in [26].

ln this section only a brief summary will be given of
the theoretical considerations which determine the

choice of structure-borne sound parameters to be mea-

sured. This wi I I be developed more in detai I in the

second part of the thesis.

Due to the many structure-borne sound transmission paths

from the steel structure to I ining surfaces and the

number of mutual coupl ings between the I ining parts, a

practical theoretical approach should be based on energy

balance considerations, and a SEA formulation is chosen

here.

c)

d)

a)

b)
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Consider the plate-l ike structures of the steel structure,
surrounding the cabin, and the elements of the I ining

as substructures coupled to each other by point, I ine

or surface coupl ing elements. The set of energy balance

equations obtained may be expressed as [391
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n i number of modes in the frequency band considere4

n .. the intern.l loss factor of the i-th substructure,', t l

including radiation losses,

n ik th" coupl ing loss factor of the i-th substructure due

the energy flow to the k-th substructure.

The number of modes in each frequency band can easily
be calculated for homogenous isotropic plates. For

ortotropic plates and rnul ti layer plates the modal den-

s i ty may be est imated by experimental methods.

The internal loss factor 0,. represents the sum of in-
ternal mechanical losses and radiation losses. The in-
ternal loss factor may be determined experimental ly by

different methods extensively treated in the existing
I iterature. The radiation losses are given by a measured

or calculated radiation efficiency for the plate.

The 1.. may also be obtained directly by the measurement

of bending-wave reverberation time of the substructure,
whereby the coupl ing losses to other structures should be

negl ible,

The coupl ing loss factors n,O are measured indi rectly by

determination of the velocity level differences between

appropriately coupled substructures and by appropriate

choice of a single input Pln The average modal energy

of a substructure is easi 1y determined from the mean

velocity level if the number of modes and the total mass

of the subsystem is known.

For some I ining elements, e.g. the sandwich panels with
mineral wool cores, the determination of modal density
and loss factor may be troublesome or even impossible to
carry out at present,as discussed later. For that type

of I ining elements it is probably necessary to use a
simpl ified transmission model for the calculations, where

only the velocity level differences obtained in the mock-

-up will be used. Since the 'lining element is used as one

where Pln is the power input to subsystem it'
E-. is the average modal energy of subsystem i

ml

nit is the couplinq loss factor from subsystem i

to subsystem k

is the modal density of subsystem i

is the internal loss factor of subsystem i

n.
I

ni i

0r

co tAl xE*=p (\.22)

The estimation of the vector p is the object of predic-
tion methods for the structure-borne sound transmission

throuqh the ships hul I and F is therefore assumed to
be known.

One can see from the matrix[A]that the following para-

meters for the accomodation system, coupled to the steel

structure, must be determlned by theory or experiment if
the average modal energies 8.n. of the N different substruc-

tures should be determined:
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of the receiving systems, the velocity level difference

between the steel structure and I ining element for a given

configuration of coupl ing elements wi I I essential ly be

influenced by the variations in mutual coupl ing to other

I ining parts as a result of variations in the totai loss

factor of the I ining element studied, see Part I I of the

thesis for further details.

Thus, in summary' the following necessary practical measure-

ments are to be carried out in the laboratory:

a) Determination of structural loss factors, e'g. by rever-

beration time measurements, for certain substructures.

b) Determination of veiocity level differences of coupled

subsystems for a number of excitation cases'

c) Determination of modal density for certain subsystems.

ln general the number of subsystems surroundihg a cabin is

approximately 10. 0f course most of the nik-s are zeros

since the corresponding coupl ing is absent, but sti I I a

'large number of data should be collected for a single

accomodation system' in order to describe i ts structure-

-borne sound properties completely, even with the given

simpl ified energetic model. ln most Practical cases a

selection is necessary, whereby the couPl ings that are

:onsidered to be most important are investigated, and the

others are neglected.

The analysis above and the parameters determined concern

only the resonant responses of the subsystems' Non-resonant

resPonses of I inings at the 61166fiments influence radiation
at low frequencies [ 391. The impedance parameters control -

I ing this part of the response may also be studied in the

mock-up described below. For some types of I ining bulkhead

elements, I ike the sandwich panels pleviously mentioned

and also panels with high loss factors e.g. due to visco-

elastic damping treatment, it has been shown that most of

the radiated sound power is due to non-resonant near-field

radiation t3f I t891. Some suggestions about practical

measurement procedures in the mock-uP for these tyPes of

De
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I ining elements are given later.

rt of the rement facilities

tlogk- ug f o r mea s u remenls_o! :tlr9t9t9-9"In9 . ou ng : t1n. -_

mission into accomodation.

A test mock-up, consisting of three separate, rectangu.lar

stiffened 8 mm steel plate sections, has been built up

i n the I aboratory, as shown i n fi gure 4 .6\. The two i den-

tical steel deck sections have the dimensions 3.20 x 5.40 m

and the corresponding dimensions for the steel bulkhead

section are 2,10 x 5.40 m2'

The stiffeners, made of 100 x 50 t 8.t3 angle beams, are

spaced 0.77 m apart and oriented paral iel to the short

side of the plates. ln addition to these stiffeners, the

deck sections are also stiffened along all edges by

200 x 100 x l0 mm3 angie beams. All welding is continuous.

The upper deck section is stiffly tnounted to the concrete

ceiling, which also is the floor of the reverberant test
room of the laboratory. Since this test room is vibration-
isolated from the rest of the bui lding, as indicated in
figure 4.6! elastic mounting of the upper steel deck was

considered to be unnecessary. Both lhe lower steel deck

and the steel bulkheads are mounted on standard vibration-
isolators (Trel leborg type M603-A) , which resul ts in ver*

tical resonance frequencies wel 1 below 10 Hz. The steel

bulkhead is separated from the steel debks by rubber

pads. lt is possible to convert the mock-up into a clo-
sed box by suitable wal ls made of e.g. gypsum boards.
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Foam-rubber plates

Vibration isolators
(Trel I eborg M600-A)

Reverberat ion rocm

the sleel nock-uP and its sur-
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S tqe! {egf _fqr jnealu remelt s of _acou s t i cal_ p rop". ! i I,
gf_d1ck govelilSs.

A section of a typical B mm steel deck, stiffened by

angie beams spaced 0,/! m apart is used for the mea-

surement of some acoustical properties of deck cover-
ings. The deck section is mounted in a horizontal test
opening between two sound transmission laboratory rooms.

The volume of each of the test rooms is approximately
100 mJ and the area of the steel deck is 1l.l n2. Some

detai ls of the deck are shown in figure 4.66.

.'

The combined structure-borne sound insulation and sea-
I ing at the edges of the steel deck is used to avoid
flanking radiation from the adjacent concrete floor and

walls of the test room at high frequencies, when efficient
floating deck coverings are investigated, One example

of the effect of this flanking radiation on measured ra-
diation efficiency for the deck covering is shown in
figure 4.6/.

Usual ly a standard set of measurements is performed, and

the deck wi th the cover i ng to be i nvest i gated i s exc i ted
i n three d i fferent ways; by a i rborne sound, by the stan-
dard tapping machine (as specified in lS0 Rj40), and by

an electrodynamic shaker, The measured quantities at
each exci tation mode appears from figure 4.53 and the
fo1 lowing acoustical properties of interest are com-

puted from the measured data:

I )_ I i:b:'1"* TTd_"l.lT!l"j
a) the reduction index R (according to lS0 R 140) and

the airborne sound insulation index l" (according to
ls0 R 717)

b) the rad i at i on eff i c i ency i nto the upper room for the
deck crvering.

Figure 4.65. Sketch o{
round i ngs .

I

Upper steel delck

Lower steel
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2)_ _!I9 'teJl9L!.1 !I' ttlg_tqlp_]Lg j"J!]l9
a) the normal ized impact sound levels L. (according

lS0 R 140) and the impact sound insulation index
(accord i ng by I S0 R 7l 7) .

to

t.
I

b) the radiation
steel deck,

efficiency into the lower room for the

t) Lxcttatton wtth the shaker

the velocity level difference A Lu, b"t"""n the deck

covering and the steel deck (25 - 3150 tlz).
the radiation efficiency into the upper room for the

deck covering (100 - 3150 Hz) .

(optional ly) the radiation efficiency into the lower

room for the steel deck (100 - 3t5o ttz).

The measurements are entirely controlled from the mini-
computer used f<lr on-l ine analysis with the Brijel a Kjaer

3347 real-time third-octave band analyzer, The operator
makes only the necessary shift of positions for the

eiectrodynamic shaker and the accelerometers. The equip-
ment and set-up for the deck-covering measurements appears

from figure 4.5!. A correspondingly simpler equipment set-
up is used for the measurements in the mock-up, since

esse.rtial ly only velocity level differences for shaker

exci tation are measured in that case.

a)

b)

c) T
=l

=I
Figure 4.66. Sketch of rhe
edge isolation.

l0 loq o

dB

laboratory test deck and

I m rl, @ 100 t, nt & 500 .n & tom r2S SlO0 ls M &r0o0.s _mm HZ

Figure 4.6/. I I lustration of the effect of flankingtransmission on measured radiation efficiency, due toinsuffucient strLct,rre-borne sound isolation'b.t"eenthe test deck and the test room floor, - Mea_sured, --- expected behavior.
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8 mm steel
L 100 x 55
cc 750 mm.

plate,
xTmm

I atex-cement

steel plate

foam-rubber (joo Str)

50



Upper test

Steel deck

L
p

Lower test room

I . Ai rborne sound exc i La L ion _20\_

2. Excitation with the tapping machine

Figure 4.68. Quanti ties measured during the deck cove-
ring tests. L- = Sound pressure level, L. = Veloci tyDV
level. I -= ReVerberaLion trme

Rea I t ime
a na I yzer
8tK3347

Figure 4.6!. lnitlinentation set-up for the measure-
ments of deck coverinq properties.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Some mea s u red p r9 p".jj!j-e s__gl_t!g.l e s.!_moc k-

Some fundamental acousticai properties of practical

interest for the use of the test mock-up were investigated

after the instal lation. During these tests, also some

minor modi fications of the faci I i ty were made. The

fol lowing properties were measured [ 31].

t. The vertical resonance frequencies for the vibration-
insulation of the lower steel deck and the steel
bu I khead.

The modal density of the steel bulkhead.

The loss factor of the lower steel deck and the steei
bu I khead.

The response of the steel plate sections to airborne
sound in the surrounding room.

The reverberation time for the surrounding room,

with and without additional sound absorbing baffles,
The velocity level difference between the steel sections.
The velocity level attenuation in the steel plate sec-

tions due to the stiffeners, when the steel sections

are unloaded as wel I as loaded by 1 ining elements.

The results of some of these measurements are presented

briefly below.

The resonance frequencies were estimated from the responses

to impulse excitation of the stee'l elements. The fol lowing

resonance frequencies were obtained:

a) Lower steel deck 4 Hz

b) Steel bulkhead 6 Hz

The modal density of the bulkhead was estimated by coun-

ting of resonance peaks in the acceleration response

curve obtained, when the test object was excited by a

shaker at one corner with a slowly swept sine-wave force.
The response was registered at 5 different accelerometer
positions, and the frequency-response curves obtained for
each position we;e conpared with each other. The greater
modal overlap at higher frequencies made this; kind of coun-

ting meaningful only for octave bands up to 25C Hz.
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For the lowest octave bsnds of interest, the modal densi-
ties were obtained experimental ly, and are presented in
the fol lowing table, For frequencies above approximate-
1y 100 Hz, the wei l-known theoretical, asymptotic formu-
las for modal densities should give quite accurate results,
as ear I i er pract i ca I exper i ence shows [ 39] .

0cta're-band l
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shown in figure 4.71.

It is obvious that the edqe losses are considerable for
the unl ined steel sections when mounted in the mock-up,

in spite of the vibration insulation, ln comparison with
the edge losses usual 1y obtained for a deck section in

an actual ship they are however still rather small. lt
is also clear that the additional losses due to the

floating floor are quite large at low frequencies. This

frequency dependence of the loss factor for steel decks,

loaded by floating deck coverings has also been repor-

ted by other authors [ 8B] .

It is obviously possible to use the mock-up for measure-

ments of internal loss factors for steel decks and bulk-
heads, loaded by different I ining arrangements, This

information is essential when structure*borne sound

transmission in the steel structure of a ship is pre-

dicted by energy methods, e,g, Statistica'l Energy Ana-

tysis (srn1.

An elementary theoretical analysis of the airborne sound

coupl ing problem was done []1], and the response of the

steel sections for excitation with a reverberant air-
borne sound field in the surrounding room was measured.

Also the average sound pressure level obtained in the

surrounding room due to radiation from steel sections,
when shaker excitation was used, was recorded.

The theoretical estimate fits weli to the level difference
obtained for loudspeaker excitation without additional
absorption in the room. I,/hen additional absorbers were

introduced in the room, this agreement was not so good

t 311.

A simpl ified analysis of tlre response of the steei decks

to a nonresonant ai rborne sound field. showed [31 ]that the

31 .5 Hz

63 Hz

125 hz

254 Hz

500 Hz

9

19

41

B3

167

14

18

36

(48)

The theoretical estimates were obtained from the formula

for eigenfrequencies of a rectangular, homogenous plate
with simply supported edges.

one may conclude that the theoreticai estimate for the
homogenous, unstiffened plate seems to be useful and

accurate, except for the 31.5 Hz octave-band. The in-
fluence of the stiffeners leads to an increase in the

number of modes in this frequency band, since the first
resonances of the unstiffened plate areas between the stif-
feners wi I I occur there (the fundamental resonance fre-
quency of a simply supported 0.77 x 2.1 12, B mm steel
plate is approximately 35 tlz,)

The loss factor for the lower steel deck has been mea-

sured for three different edge and loading conditions:
I . Freel y suspended steel deck sect ion.

2. The steel deck, mounted in the mock-up, wichout any

deck covering.

3. As case 2, but with a floating deck covering.

The loss factors for the steel deck, obtained from re-
verberation time measurements, are reported in figure

\.70 .

The loss factor for the steel bulkhead, mounted in

the nock-up, and not Ioaded by any I ining elements is

tlumueroi@
Theoretical estimate Counted from responsei
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excitation due to nonresonant coupi ing should be an order

of magnitude weaker than the excitation due to resonant
excitation. Therefore it was reasona5le to believe that
the response of the steel decks, obtained when the steel
bulkhead is excited by a shaker, is a result of trans-
mission via either the resonant airborne sound path or
via structure-borne sound paths.

The resul ts from the theoretical estimations and the loud-

-cpeaker tests lead to the conclusion that the resonant

airborne sound path should be of negl ible importance for

the transmission, especial ly at the lower frequencies.

Thi s concl t:s ion was howevei- erroneous as poi nted out i n

[3t], since adCitional sound absorbers put into the room

did increase the velocity levei differences between an

excited steel structure and the other steel sections, which

shows that the resonant a i rborne sound transmi ss ion path

was the most important one. No detai led analysis has been

carried out to explain why the eiementary theoretical ana-

ly5r5 rdtr5.

ln figures 4.'lZ and 4.73 the velocity level differences

between the steel bulkhead, excited by a vibrator, and

the steel decks are presented, before and after some

rninor modifications of the test facility:

2)

i) Adoiti,)nal airborne sound absorbers in the surrounding

room .

Changing to softer vibration-isolators between the bulk-

head and the upper deck.

It is rather surprising, trs pointed out earl ier that the

velocity level difference between the bulkhead and the

lower deck shows a marked increase after the above rnen-

tioned modifications, since no changes in the structure-
-borne sound transmission paths between these steel ele-
ments has been made. The increase in velocity level dif-

ference must therefore be a resuit of the increased ab-

sorption in the room.
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Velocity level differences between the steel elements

when the lower deck rnd the upper deck respectively are

excited are given in [3t ].

The velocity leve1 differences between steel elements are

considerably larger than the corresponding differences

obtained in an actual ship. They are also sufficiently
large to permit the determination of the transmission con-

tributions to a I ining element from each path separately,

as exemplif i.ed below.

lf the steel sections are excited in single poinis by

a shaker, the differences between the velocity levels

of the plate sections between stiffeners may become

quite large if the loss factor of the steel sections

is increased due to the loading by attached I inings. But

an approximately uniform velocity level over the plate

sections is an essential condition for useful and accu-

rate measurements of velocity level differences between

steel sections and I ining elements.

The differences between the velocity leveis of the dif-
ferent unstiffened plate sections of the steel bulkhead

and the lower steel deck has been measured with / accelero-

meters at each section and one shaker position according

to figure 4.7\.

Excitation via a point attached beam leads to much less

velocity level differences than Jirect point excitation
of the lower deck, loaded with the floating deck cove-

ring, and should be used normal Iy. A simi lar arrange-
ment for the excitation of ihe bulkhead will be used.
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tt'4

3150 Hz

Figure 4.70. Total loss factors of the lower steel
deck. 

-Deck 

with floating deck covering. --- Un-
loaded deck in the mock-up. .------- Unloaded deck,
" l ree ly" suspended

10

i'-r : i i
6 i r i r --.;_.-- - , I

100 .,00 .l(i(i 800 16ai(l 315C Hz

Figure 4./1, Total loss factor for the steel bulk-
head in the mock-up. Note the difference in scale
factors between fiqures \,10 and \.71 .
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Figure \.J2. Velocity level differences between the
unloaded steel structures of the mock-up, with exci-
tation of the steel bulkhead.ALu = Lu(OUffH) - Lu

(UPPER DECK) AL, after modif ications. --- be-
fore modifications. -.i lf , estimation according to
/25/ (resonant ai rborne souXd coupl i ns) . -------- ALu,
estimation accordi ng to /25/ (nonresonant ai rborne
sound coupl ing).

r *-l
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a) Steel bul khead

xc. position
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AL (dB)
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Figure 4.73. Velocity level differences between the
unloaded steel structures of the mock-up, wi th ex-
citation of the steel bulkheao.ALu = Lu (gULfH) - Lu

(L0WER DECK) 

-41.. 

af ter modif ications. - - -AL
before modificationsY 

--- 
4L.,, estimation accoYding

to /25/. .-....-- ALu, estimation'according to /25/.

c) Lower steel deck, with point
attached excitation beam, The
beam wi I I distribute the struc-
ture borne sound power input to
al I plate subsections.
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Some suqqest.ions. for Lhe pracLical use of. the nock-up

As pointed out during the introducing theoretical dis-
cussions concerning structure-borne sound transrnission

between the steel structure of a ship and the I ining

elements, the fol lowing quantities were to be determined

by practical measurements:

a) Determination of structural loss factors.

b) Determination of velocity level differences.

c) Determination of modal densities for certain sub-

systems.

It was also mentioned that special care and procedures

should be used when components are tested, for which

non-resonanl bending-wave fields are of importance for
the sound radiation and structure-borne sound transmission
properties, In this section, some suggestions for prac-

tical measurement procedures are given and explained,

Determination of structural loss factors

The mock-up may be used to determine the losses of dif-
ferent i ining elements for different real istic edge

conditions, mainly in order to determine the influence
..f different edqe connections on the total ioss factor
oi the element. The actual method used for the measure-

ment of the loss factor depends on the test object but

usual ly either a reverberation time measurement or a

measurement of power input to the test object wi 1 I be

used, lt may be mentioned that none of these methods

is easy to use IJ9], and may lead to serious errors if
usecj without necessary ski I i. Also considerable

research is needed for further development and improve-

ment of methods for loss factor measurements.

As demonstrated earl ier, also the loss factor for steel

plates loaded by different I inings may be determined

conveniently in the mock-up, since the rest of the steei
structure is absent.
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Determination of velocity level differences

The practical prccedure for the determination of veloci ty

level differences between different plate-l ike elements,

e.g, steel sections or I ining parts, is quite obvious, if
the resonant bending wave fields of the structures invoived

may be .considered to be of main interest. The average

velocity levels of each element involved should be deter-
mined from measurements with a sufficiently larqe number

of accelerometer positions and compared with each other.
The recommended number of accelerometer positions at

each measurement surface should be at least 10 - 15 ac-

cording to prior experience, if rel iable average veloci-
ty levels should be obtained, Average velocity levels
obtained for at least 2 - 3 different shaker positions

should be used. This amount of averaging should give

sufficient accuracy when product data are determined.

Somewhat less averaging may be used when the measure-

ments are used in product development work.

ln principle, the measurements are performed according to
the examples given in t251, t851. To sum up, the entire
accomodation system may be completed in one step prior

to the measurements. Then the d i fferent substructures

are excited by a shaker one at a time and the velocity
levels for the subsystems that are coupled to the excited

one are determined for each exci tation case.

The number of necessary velocity level measurements may

be reduced by using a step by step procedure when the

accomodation system is bui 1 t up. Figure 4.75 shows a

possible step by step bui lding procedure, at which mea-

surements are carried out between each step. The steel

elements of the mock-up and the I ining substructures are

represented by rectangles lnd the coupl ings are represented

by connecting 1 ines. The numbers on the I ines indicate
a possible step by step build up of couplings, with inter-
vening measurements of velocity levels, using appropriate
excitation po.itions.
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It is obvious that no generally applicable detailed
measurement procedure could be settled. Different
accomodation systems use di fferent ways of attachments,

and the number of transmission paths of importance

may vary considerably. ln addition practical and

economical aspects wi I I usual ly deterrnine to what

extent a step by step bui lding procedure wi I I be

used, even if a large number of bui lding steps wi I I

be advantageous for a rei iable determination of the

structure-borne sound coupi ing properties.

ge!erli !e!ier-9f-y9 lssi !y-lcvc l: -wbel-19!: te e9!e!!
berd! lg:wcvc- I!el d:- !r - lil irs: -rbqcld,be -eet:!de Ieq

\.lhen the internal losses of I ining elements are high,

so that no meaningful average velocity level may be

defined for the surface, or that the sound radiation
from the 1 ining mainly consists of near-field radia-
tion from exci tation areas (attachments), then the

above mentioned energy baiance equations wi I 1 no longer

be useful for the prediction of relevant average

velocity levels of Iinings. Even if the average velocity
level s of the highly damped substructures may be

predicted reasonably wel I from the energy balance

equations, these average veloci ty 1evel s may not be

useful for the determination of radiated power from

the I ining surface, if near-field radiation dominates,

see section 4.5. Efforts are made to develop methods

for determination of radialion properties of I ining

elements that exhibit dominant near-field radiation
131 I , t89l , t32l . The veloci ty level of the exci tat ion

areas ought to be more relevant for the radiated power

than the spatial average of the velocity over the

1 ining surface. Therefore it is recommended that the

velocity levels of the areas close to coupl ings to
other driving substructures should be measured in

addition to the average velocity level for this kind of

I ining elements. The detai led choice of measurement

positions should correspond to the equivalent positions

used for measurements of radiation properties,

Figure 4.75. An example of step to step bui ld-up of
the accomodation. 

- 

Couplings between elements.
The numbers corresponds to a suggested order of bui l-
ding steps. Measurements are supposed to be carried
out between the steps.
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Stel deck llSteel bu i kSteel deck I

Suspended
cei I ing

Bu I khead
lininq

Floatinq fl

Partition
bu I khead
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An example, lnvestigation of the relative lmportance of
Transmi ss ion Paths.

The possible influence of the design of steel mock-ups

for measuring the structure-borne sound transmission into
accomodation bulkheads on board ships was investigated, as

a . M,Sc- project at CTH [85]. A number of measurements

on a test cabin performed in the steel mock-up at CTH,

were compared with similar neasurements carried out at
the TNO [24] . These tests were performed wi ih a cab i n

installed both on a bare steel deck and on a floating
floor.

The resu I ts of d i rectl y comparabl e measurements showed

good agreement with the results obtained at TNo. lt was

concluded that differences in the two mock-ups did not

affect the measurement results significantly. l,1ore impor-

tant are the details of the construction of the cabin I8ll.

in addition to these measurernents the relative importance

of different transmission paths has been investiqated for
a number of cabi n support arrangements,

As described earl ier, the steel surfaces were all excited
one by one in the primary measurements and the velocity
!evel differences between the steel surfaces and the cabin

bulkheads were measured and recorded. Later when these

velocity level differences were used for superposition of
the different contributions, they were'wdiEhted with respect
velocity level relations between the steel surfaces mea-

sured at TN0, and presented separately. The veloci ty level
differences obtained after the superposition are cal led

"total weighted velocity Ievel difference" in the figures
beiow t851.

Thus it is possible to see which steel surface that gives

the main structure-borne sound contribution at each frequency

for each bu I khead .

to the
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Due to the excitation by airborne sound and unwanted

ex.-itation via the contact points between the steel
surfaces, there are upper I imi ts for the possible velo-
city level differences obtainable from each steel sur-
face, However these are sufficiently high not to be

of any pract i ca I importance for the resu I t obta i ned

in t851 .

Examples of the measurements are shown in diagrams 4.75

and \,77. The cabin instal led on bare steel deck and

the cabin instal led on a floating floor are exampl ified.

Some interesting conclusions could be drawn from the
measurements I g5].

a) The velocity level differences between the surroun-
dingrprimarily excited steel surfaces and a cabin
installed on a bare steel deck, designed as the test
cabin at CTH, is practical ly determined only by the
transmission from the iower steel deck via the U-

-frame into the cabin bulkheads, lt is therefore
sufficient in these cases to consider this trans-
mission path only.

b) When the cabin is instal led on the bare steel deck,
point connections between the steel surfaces and the
bulkheads has no or a very small effect on the total
velocity level obtained for the bulkhead. lt follows
that vibration isolators are ineffective detai ls
in this case.

c) The fianking airborne excitation is of no importance,
when the cabin is instal led on bare steel deck.

d) VJhen a floating floor is appl ied, al I contributions from
steslr surfaces are important fof the.total welghted
veioci ty level difference. I t is hence not interes-
ting to improve the effectivity of a floating floor
too much unless some reduction steps on the other
transmi s.s ion paths are taken.



e)

f)
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Th: transmission via the air gap between the steel bulk-

lread and I ining bulkhead is of considerable importanie
when floating floors are appl ied and may I imit the

insertion loss obtainable with self-supporting cabins.

When floating floors are used, stiff point connec-

tions may be important transmission paths.

For higher frequencies, flanking air-borne sound

excitation has a considerable influence on the velo-
city level of the buikheads measured in the mock-

-up, when floating tloors are appl ied,

The conclusions presented above are derived for
the veloci ty level relations actual ly.chosen for the

steel surfaces. 0ther assumed relations between the steel
surface leveis will aiter the relative contributions fron
different steel surfaces, but as long as real istic ievels
are chosen, the conclusions above wi I 1 sti I I be mainly
val id.

-zz)'

500 I 000 2000 4000 Hz

Figure 4./6. Velocity level differences between lower
steel deck and different 1 ining surfaces. The relative
importanceof different transmission paths is shown.
Cabin instal led on bare steel deck, without structural
connections to other steel surfaces. 

- 

Total,
weighted velocity level difference. Contribu-
tion from lower steel deck. -.-.- 

Contribution fron
steel bulkhead. --..-.- --- Contribution from upper
steel deck.

s)

Cei I ing
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63 tz5 zso 500 I ooo zooo looo Hz

Figure \.77. Velocity level difference between lower
steel deck and different lininq surfaces. The relative
importanceof different transmission paths is shown.
Cabin instal led on floating f)oor, without structural
connections to other steel surfaces. 

- 

Total ,

weighted velocity level difference Contribu-
tion f rom lower steel deck. 

-.-'- 
Contribution f rom

steel bulkhead. - Contribution from upper
s tee I cieck .
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4.5. EI'IPIRICAL DATA FOR THE RADIATION OF SOUND INTO CABINS

Tire last step of sound transmission to the accomodation

and the service spaces in the engine room, is the radia-
tion of air-borne sound from the vibrating,surrounding
surfaces, Although the theoretical basis for radiation
estimations is rather wel I developed, see e.g. t2B I , t29 I,
certain aspects, especial ly the radiation from attachments
and junctions to driving structures, I ike steel deckq

steel bulkheads and, deck coverings, is hard to predict
with sufficient accuracy. This later problem is of impor-
tance, especial ly when e.g. buikheads with rather high
i nternal losses are used.

The radiation properties of bqlkheads and deck coverings
have been investigated in connection to the SSF-projects,
both in connection with measurements on board reference
ships B0 l, and by laboratory experiments Bi I , tB9 I , p0

I3z) .

4.5,1. Results from field measurements.

ln a number of cabins aboard the three first reference ships
sound levels and reverberation times have been measured and

analyzed in 1/3-octave bands, On the same occasion the
velocities of the I inings of the cabins were measured with
5 - 7 mono-axial.accelerometers for each surface, also
analyzed in 1/J-octave bands; These velocities were then

averaged over the respective surfaces

The sound levels in these cabins wefe calculated
and compared with the sound levels measure(!, t-or those
I i n i ngs cons i st i ng of l.ami nated pl ates, wh ich for our pur-
pose can be considered to be homogeneous, calculated
radietion efficiency was used. Also the influence on the
sound levels of the attachments were considered for this type
of I ining. For the I inings of sandwich-construction
experimental ly determined radiation efficiency was used.

8u I khcad
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The rnethod of calculation of the sound levels and the results
of the calculations are discussed shortiy in t301.

Calculation of radiated sound r from

-227 -
frequency range below the critical frequency. The range of
the radiation efficiency for al I stiffness control led edges

lies between that for simply supported and clamped edges.

Since some of the plates of the I inings are attached direc-
tly to the hull, one also must take into accountthe contri-
bution to the radiated power which depends on the near field
(non-resonant, fast, acoustical modes) around the point and

I ine attachments of the plate, PO and P, are the contri-
butions due to point and I ine excitations of the panel,
The expression for P, below is val id for a panel with the
line attachment placed so that sound power can radiate from

parts of the plate on both sides of the attachment. The sound

power radiated per unit length, from a I ine attachment.

along the edge of a plate was assumed to be half of the power

given by the expression for P., below, in the calculations*\
performed in [30] '

The theory for calculating PO and P' is developed by Heckl

t2B l.

ls.

The power radiated from the I inings is given by the equation
tsil.

P-i
rao

where

-)S ' <v-> (\.23)

(4.24)

P."O = the radiated power

Z^ = the characteristic impedance of the airo
S = the area of the radiating surface

o = the radiation efficiency of the surface

The sound pressure level is given by

Lpob - ro tosf, aa

where

P = 0.003 . n2 '.? .12p-L

Pt = 1.39 h'c, v-

(\.26)

(4.27)

LO = sound pressure level in reverberant fieid
Lp = sound oower level rel. 10-12 W

A = equivalent area of absorption of the receiving room.

The total sound power, Paoa, radiated from a homogeneous

plate may be expressed as

P = P + P + P.totrpl (\.25)

Pr is the contribution to the sound power radiated by re-
sonant modes of the plate and is calculated from (4.23)

using the expressions for the radiation efficiency given
by l*4aidanik's theory [29J. These expressions apply to stiffened,
simply supported plates. For plates with clamped edges

the radiation efficiency shouid be increased 3 dB in the

Po = the power radiated due to point excitation (indepen-

dent of frequency) W/point

Pl = ah" power radiated due to line excitation (independent

of frequency) W/unit length

h = thickness of the plate
ca = velocity of longitudinal waves in the plate

i2 = r."n square velocity of the attachment

ln eqs. (4.26) ana (4,27) ti'" velocities are those of the

attachment. Hostly, measured values for the velocities of
the attachments were not avai lable, Therefore, in our cal-
culations, space average velocity of the I inings was used.

The expressions for PO and P., are val id for frequencies

much less than the critical frequency of the plate.

*) Due to the reflection from adjacent surfaces, the I ine
source should be represented by an additional image source,
which rneans that the original assumtion above is in error.
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Di scuss ion of resul ts.

The measurements were analyzed in 1/3-octave bands between 25

and 3150 Hz. The reverberation time of the cabins has been

measured in 1/3-octave bands in the frequency range 100-11!0 Hz,

ln the calculation of radiation efficiencies, we have assumed

the reverberation time below 100 Hz to be the same as for 100

Hz, which is a ratherarbitrary choice,

ln calr:ulatinq the contribution from the attachments,only 1 ine

atiachnrents were considered. Those panels, which are attached

to the exterior bulk-head of the deck-house, were assumed to
have line attachments at two edges and at the middle of the

pane I .

Since the actual boundary condi tions for the I inings usual ly
are rather compl icated and probably neither clamped nor simply

supported, the increase of the radiation efficiency due to boun-

dary conditions were set to be I - 1,5 dB.

Some cabins have floating floors consisting of plaster plus

cork on top of the steel deck. The accelerometer measure-

ments have been made on the steel deck in the cases when the

floor was covered with a soft carpet. The coupl ing between

the floating floor and the steel deck was not known,

ln most of the cabins aboard reference ship 3 measurements on

the floor could not be carried out due to soft carpets, ln

these cases the velocities obtained from measurements on the

floor of the corridor outside the cabin were used.

For some cabins aboard reference ship 1 no sound pressure level
measurements have been made. ln such cases the sound ievel
measured in a simi lar; neighbouring cabin have been used.

Figure 4.73 1:st engineer's cabin, 2:nd poop deck aboard

reference ship l.
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ln the l/3-octave bands 25'50 Hz the difference between the

measured and the calculated sound level will be about 5 dB grea-

ter if we do not take into account the contribution from the

near-field around the I ine attachments. ln the frequency

range up to 1 000 Hz the calculated and measured sound Pres-

sure level agree very well excePt at 125 Hz. ln the highest

1 /3-octave bands the d i fferences become rather great. At these

frequencies (above the critical frequency of al I the panels of
the I inings) one expects a better agreement between calculated

and measured sound pressure level. The large differences are

due to contributions from rattl ing to the measured sound pres-

sure I evel ,

Fiqure \,79 Officer's cabin, l:rd poop deck aboard reference

ship l. The velocity levels of the floor used in the calcuia-
tions are those measured in the corridor outside the cabin.

We can conclude that the differences become less when

taking into account the radiation from line attachments in the

1/3-octave bands belovr 250 Hz,

ln the frequency range between 25 and 2 500 Hz the differences
are small except at 800, 1 000 and 1 250 Hz where the calcula-

ted sound levels are too great,

!n these 1/3-octave bands the floor dominates the sound radia-

tion and the velocity levels used are those measured in the

corridor, which probably explains the deviations.

Summary of the caiculaled rg.sults, ln Table 4.! we give the mea-

sured and calculated total sound pressure levels, expressed in

dBA, together with the differences between these for the

sixteen cabins and rooms. The agreement is rather good except

for the crew's dayroom aboard M/S Boreland.

Discussion. Before drawing any conclusions about the cal-
culated results,some comments about the basic data used in

the calculations are given:
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a) The measured velocity and sound pressure levels have an

uncertainty mainly due to the incomplete space-averaging. The

standard deviation of the space-averaged octave-band velocity
levels are approximately 1,5 - 2 dB when measured with 5 - 7

accelerometers. The standard deviation of the measured sound

pressure levels is of the same order of magnitude.

b) The velocities of the attachments of the I inings have not

been measured separately. The errcr made by using the space-

areraged velocities of the linings has not been investigated.

c) Detai led information about the attachments, has not been

available.

d) For some cabins the velocities of the floor have not been

measured directly,

e) For a couple of cabins the calculated sound pressure levels
are compared with sound pressure levels measured in a neigh-
bouring cabin,

f) The acoustical absorption at frequencies below 100 Hz has

been assumed to be the same as that one at 100 Hz. Very often
the absorption in the cabins is greater at low frequencies than

at high frequencies in the frequency range 100 - 3 150 Hz, pro-

hably due to the great number of membrane absorbers. We esti-
mate the resonance frequency of these membrane absorbers to
be between 50 and 100 Hz, This will perhaps also lead to an

overestimation of the acoustical absorption at frequencies below

50 Hz and thus too low calculated sound levels will be obtained,

S) The sound pressure levels and the velocities of the I inings

have not been measured at the same time, but at the same nominal

service conciitions. The reverberation time measurements have

been performed long before the velocity fireasurernents. For in-
stance the cabins aboard reference ship I had no soft carpet
when these measurements were performed. Thus it is possible
that the acoustical absorption for higher frequencies is
somewhat too low.
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It is difficult to say to what extent the factors mentioned

above affect the calculated resul ts. However, from point

a) above we estimate the basic standard deviation of the

calculated sound Pressure levels to be 2 ' 2,5 dS.

The following can thus be said about the results:

1, The sound pressure level at frequencies below about 50

Hz is often dominated by the power radiated from the near-

-fields about the attachments.

2. The sound pressure levels calculated with the aid of
radiation efficiencies according to Haidanikrs and Hecklrs

theories agree well with the sound pressure levels measured.

t.,e see from Table 1 that for 10 of the 12 cabins, for which

the radiation efficiencies have been calculated, the diffe-
rences between measured and calculated A-weighted sound

pressure levels are iess than + 2,5 dBA.

It is possible that the assumed velocities of the line attach-
ments are too low and that therefore the sound power radiated

at frequencies below about 1 00 Hz was underestimated. A grea-

ter contribution from the I ine attachments in this frequency

range would give an even better agreement between the cal-
culated and measured sound pressure levels.*

l,/e can conclude that the part of a calculation method for
predicting noise in ships, which concerns the calculation of
the sound pressure I evel s i n cab i ns from the structure-
-borne sound levels of the linings, will probably.cause no

serious trouble, when simple, acoustical ly homogenous pla-
tes are used for bulkheads or deck coverings [BB].

ln this context it is also interesting to notice that the

unwei ghted sound pressure I evel s at the lowest octave bands

are very high (80 - 100 dB) and much higher (20 - 40 dB)

than those at for example !00 and 1 000 Hz. An A-weighting
of the levels of the lowest octave bands will decrease

their contribution to the total sound level significantly.

also compare the note at page 227.
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But since the sound levels of these octave bands are so hi-oh'

the suitability of using A-weighting of the sound levels is
doubtful and wi I I probably lead to an under-estimation of

the annoyance of the noise aboard ships t 911,

Very little is known theoretically about the radiation and

structure-borne sound transmission properties of the sand-

wich panels that are used aboard ships as bulkheads. Some

experir,rentai work wi I I be summarized in the next section.
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Table 4.9

-

t) ln the octave bands 250 - 2 000 Hz the meastrred sound levels are about l0
dB greater than the calculated values, lt is possible that the air condi-
tioning system and activities in the galley have contributed to the sound

I evel measured.

The differences between the measured and calculated A-weighted sound pres-
sure levels are less than j 2,5 dBA for about 90 Z of the cabins, for
wnich the radiation ratios are calculated, if the Crew's dayroom is ex-
c I uded.

Sh i p/ room Radiation
efficiencies
used

Sound,level.ln dEA (1oo - 3 150 Hz)

Measured Calculated Difference

Reference shiP 2

calculated 57,6 56,6 r ,oMotorman cabin

Reference ship 1

calculated
il

58,8 51,r -2,3

54,2 54,2 o,o

57 ,5 55,1 2,4

57 ,5 56,2 1 ,3

62,7 59,3 3,\
7O,O 50,9 g,r 1)

Owner's dayroom

I : st eng i neerrs dayroom

Motorman cab i n

Motorman cab i n

Deck office
Crew's dayroom

Reference ship J

calculated
lr

lt

lr

measu red

50,0 60,5 -o,5

58,1 56 ,0 2,1

56,\ 57,\ -t,o
56,2 58,6 -2,4

56,6 58,B -2,2

62,5 65,5 -3,0

57 ,5 58,6 :1 ,1

61 ,5 57 ,5 4,1

5r ,1 57 ,5 3,7

Rad ioroom

Capta i n's dayroom

0fficerrs cabin

Chief engineerrs dayroom

1:st engineer's cabin

3:rd officerrs cabin

Stewardrs cabin

Crew cabin

Crew cabin
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Figure 4./8. Sound pressure level in captain's day-
TOom, on 3rd poop deck aboard Reference ship 3.
- .---" Calculated, excl. contribution from line
attachments Calculated, incl. contribution
from line attachments. 

-- 
l'leasured

Difference between measured and calculated (incl.
I ine attachments) sound pressure level.

J0 .r e m ru s Im 2r lr5 .m 500 In & tom tr! e2m0 tn ns @ 5000alo l@toom Hz

Figure 4.Jj. Sound pressure level in 1:st engineerrs
cabin, on 2:nd poop deck aboard Reference siiip 1.

Calculated, excl. contribution fro;n I ine
attachments Calculated, incl. contribution
from l ine attachments l,leasured
Difference between measured and calculated (incl.
I i ne attachments) sound pressure level .
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\.5.2. Results of laboratorv measurements'

Rather extensive measurements have been performed in the

laboratory in order to determine the radiation ProPerties
of deck coverings, both fioating f'loors and directly apPlied.,

level I ing compunds. Measurements of simi lar kind have also

been reported from TNO [93 ] and Norway [88 ]. These measure-

ments were performed in connection to the measurements of

other ai r-borne sound and structure-borne sound transmission

properties of the deck constructions.

The measurement of radiation efficiency for bulkheads is

more compl icated, since both the excitation methods and

the method of mounting the test object will influence the

result more. Therefore a project, with the aim of deve-

lop.ing an acceptable measurement method was initiated [31 ].
The results of this project was later used when a ProPosal

for a nordic measurement standard was worked out [32 ].
The main problems and measurement results are discussed in

this section,

Some attempt have been reported [92] to measure the radia-

tion properties of porous, suspended ceil ings. Also these

measurements are commented briefly.

Measurements [31 ]

The radiation efficiencies for the different bulkheads, each

one representative for a certain design philosophy, has been

measured. A number of excitation conditions were proposed

in the project program, according to figure 4.80.
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F i gure 4 .80. Proposed exc i tat i on methods :

1. Through a point-attached beam, fastened in bulkhead studs.
2. Through a point-attached beam, fastened in the partial sur-

faces of the bulkhead.
3. Five independently excited, randomly selected points on the

partial surfaces of the bulkhead.
4. Through a beam along a vertical edge.
5. Through a beam along a horizontal edge.

After the measurements on the first two bulkheads in the test
program, the excitation methods 1, 3 and 4 were omitted, since
they were not general ly usable for different buikhead construc-
tions. l'lethod I presupposed some kind of studs or other stiffe-
ners at the junctions between the subpanels of the bulkhead.

Method 3 was excluded since a very irregular velocity ievel
distribution in the horizontal direction was obtained with the

shaker excitation in one single point, see figure 4.81. Method

4 w.s.rlitted due to the same reason. The arrangement of the re-
maining two excitation methods is slcetched in figure 4.82.
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Figure 4.81, Measured velocity level differences bet-
ween partial surfaces on test bulkhead number l.
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Figure 4.82. Test arrangement for the radiation effi-
ciency measurements

1. Test frame of the sound transmission laboratory.
2. The bu I khead tested -

l. Top U-profi le.
4, Bottom U-profile.
5. The U-beam used for vibrator excitation. The

beam is point attached to the bulkhead panels.
6. The bottom edge excitation arrangement, bui lt

as a ladder of L-beams (40 x 40 x 5) on a 2 mm
steel plate.

7. The 7 mm steel plate on which the ladder is
popr i veted.

8. Soft rubber 1! x 200 rnm,

!. Exci ter posi tions for the bottom edge exci ta-
t i on case,
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tlegsgrlng gqigmgn3

The measuring equipment used is shown in the s€hematic dlagram

in figure 4.83. The loudspeaker excitation was used for the

measurement of the transmission loss and the radiation efflciency
with airborne sound excitation of the bulkhead; since the radia-
tion efficiency measurements were carried out in the sound trans-
mission loss measurement laboratory according to the require-
ments in lS0 Rlq0, the possibi I ities of measurfng both the

transmission loss of the bulkhead and the radiation proper-

ties using the same mounting of the bulkhead was investlgated.

The loudspeaker as well as the shaker were fed with a broadband

white noise signal. The sound pressure levels in both rooms

were measured with a rotating microphone along a path correspon-

ding to at least 7 statistical ly independent discrete microphone

positions at 100 Hz [94] and correspondingly larger number of
independent positions at higher frequencies (n - f). Groups of

7 accelerometers were used for the velocity level measurements

on the bulkhead. The signals from the microphone and the acce-

lerometers were sampled 50 times each at every measurement

using the "fast random" time constants of the Briiel € Kjaer

real time analyzer 3347. The multiplexor shownwas used to

switch between the different accelerometers automaticel ly.

At the reverberation time measurements, the noise was interup-
ted 20 times and the reverberation signal was sampled by the

real time analyzer each time using a 20 ms time constant. The

microphone was constantly moving during the reverberation time

measurements.

The accelerometers used were mounted with cementing studs to

the bulkhead surface with a thin layer of epoxy. Briiel 6 Kjaer

type 4344 accelerometers (2 gram) were used on bulkheads 2,3
and 4 and Brijel E Kjaer type 4343 accelerometers (12 gram)

were used on bulkheads 1,! and 6.
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Figure 4.Bl The equipment
ciency and transmission loss

used for the radiation
measurements.

-2\1 -

A I imited study of the precision of the measurements and the

reproducabil ity is reported ir, []1 l. ln order to get reason-

able accuracy, at least l0 - 15 accelerometer positions, 3 - 5

shaker positions and at least ! - 10 microphone positions for
each shaker pos i t i on shou I d be used .

The rnounting and detai led description of the test objects
are also given in []1 ]. Aiso sound transmission loss and ra-
diation efficiency measurements were performed with Ioudspea-

ker excitation [31 J. Cnly the radiation efficiency measurements

made with shaker excitation are surnmarized here.

The radiation efficiencies for different bulkheads were mea-

sured with the two shaker excitation methods. Some of the

measurement results are given in figures 4.84 - 4.89. Three

random shaker positions were used for the excitation case 2

and five random shaker positions were used for the excitation
case 5. 14 random accelerometer positions were used at each

shaker position in both cases.

It is evident that the agreement between

the measured radiation efficiencies is very good only for the

test bulkhead number I, that is the gypsum double wall. For

this bulkhead even the result from single point excitation ag-

rees fair'ly well with the results obtained with the other ex-

ci tation methods.

For the other double leaf bulkhead tested (mineral wool sand-

wich type) that is bulkhead number 2, the agreement from results
between the two excitation cases are still fairly good, and may

be considered as acceptable for practical use in prediction and

product compari son work.

The differences obtained in radiation efficiences between the two

excitation cases f,er bulkheads-3,and /r, that is single leaf sand-
effi- wich bulkheads with stiff mineral wool cores and thin surface la-

yers, are on the other hand distressing, and possible explana-

tions are given below'

M i crophone 1

Accelerometers

lmpedance converters

l'4icrophone 2

l exor

ampl ifi

Graphical
display

Compu t e r
var ran blul I
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The agreement betvreen the results from the two excitation cases

are good for the test bulkhead number 5, which is a bulkhead

with a 22 mm homogenous core and surface layers of laminated

plastic.

The differences for bujkhead 5 are rather large at high frequen-
cies. This bulkhead consists of two rather heavy and stiff sur-
face i ayers and a st i ff gl asswool core.

No resources could be spent in this project on a Cetailed study

of the reasons for the large differences obtained in measured

radiation efficiencies for certain bulkheads. Sti I I some addi-
tional checks were carried out.

The velocity levels at the excitation points for. the excitation
case 2 and the velocity levels approximately 0,1 m above the bot-
tom edge of the bulkhead for the excitation case ! were measured

w;th one group of 7 accelerometers and the same shaker positions
as qiven above. These velocity levels were compared rrith the

levels obtained with the l4 random accelerometer positions on

the bulkhead surface in the way exampl ified in figuies 4.?3 -
- 4.92 ,

The resul ts are presented as radiation efficiencies (10 log o )

but it should be pointed out that all the results does not cor-
respond to the usual radiation efficiency of the bulkhead defined

by equation (4.23). The presented radiatirn efficien:ies are
just formal ly obrained hy appl yinC equatlon (4.23) to the measured

radiated sound power level and a measured velocity level, obtained

by a selected set of accelerometers on the bulkhead. The presen-

ted radiation efficiency differences in figures 4.90 to k,95 wi I 1

therefore just reflect the velocity level differences obtained

with different sets of accelerometers, The rrnorrlral izationn of

velocity levels with the aid of equation (4,23) is useful for
some phys i ca I reason i ng.

-1L"-

From figure 4.90 i t is eviden' that a uni form spatial veloci ty
level distribution is obtained for bulkhead 3 except at fre-
quencies above approximately 1 kHz, when the edge excitation
i s used.

The corresponding velocity level differences with edge excita-
tion lor bulkhead 6 are given in figure 4.91.

ln figure 4.92 rhe differences between velocity levels in excita-
lion points and average velocity levels over the bulkhead sur-
face for the excitation case 2 are seen. The velocity levels
of the excitation points are general ly somewhat higher at higher
frequencies, Since the contribution to radiated power from ex-

citation points should become less important at higher frequen-
cies, it seems reasonable that this contribution from non-reso-
nant vibration is of much less importance than the corresponding
contribution from non-resonant vibration when edge exci tation
is used, which also may be seen from the measured radiation
efficiencies,

The working group of Nordtest project l0-l5 [32] starred working
a proposal for a recommended nordic method for measurement of
sound rad i at ion propert i es of sh i p accomodat ion bu l kheads imme-

diately after the project described above. During this work

it was decided that a particular investigation of the radiation
properties of a panel wi th damping treatment should be made.

The investigation et the department of Bui ldinq acoustics toqet-
her with information from I i terature, led to the assunption that
the common radiation dfficiency concept might be insufficient
to define the sound power radiated from a panel with rather
high internal losses or an acoustical ly compl icated structure.
ln those cases, the contriburion from excitation near-fields
could dominate the radiated power, and the details of excitation
may considerably influence the radiation resistance of the
excitation areas.

The results of a number of measurements of radiated power from
a gypsum board panel with a viscoelastic damping treatment,

with
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suppl ied by REDUC AB, are presented and discussed in t891, see fi-
gure 4.93 The excitation method has been varied in a number ol ways,
Theoretical formulas concerning near-field radiation were also
given and compared vrith the measured data.

As pointed out e.q. in [53], this radiation efficiency is a

meaningful quanti ty only when some fundamental assumptions are

fuifilled:

a) The velocity distribution over the surface shall be rea-

sonably uniform, so that a meaningfuJ average velocity
I evel may be def i ned.

b) Modes which have their natural frequencies near the exci-
tation frequency shal I dorninate the response,

c) The excitation shal I be chosen so that tiae assumption b) is

fulfilled. This is n'tost easily obtained by using point force
excitation.

The effect of added damping is that deviations from assumptions

a) and b) are larger. The velocity level distribution over the

surface is more irregular due to the spatial attenuation, and the

non-resonant near-field part of the bending-wave response wi I I be

rlrger relative to the resonant bending wave field, since only the

latter is attenuated due to the increases losses.

The radiation from excitation near fields has been treated theore-
tically, mainly by Heckl [28], t63l and extended to fluid loading

in 1651. The cases of excitation by a point or a line force
of infinite and finite rectangular plates have been treated with
the aid of one-dimensional Fourier-transforms, SkLrdrzyk [55] pre-

sents generalized formulas for treatment of the two-dimensional

case by the sarne Fourier-transform method, but no calculations for
any concentrated one-dimensional driving force distributions
are presented e.q. for a I ine force with spatial variation along
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its length. Although it has not been possible to include any

theoretical analys.is of such cases in this present work' it is

obvious that such analysis would be valuable for a better know-

ledge about the Parameters influencing radiation from practical

I ine excitation of plates. Such an analysis is also in progress

by the author, but has not been carried out yetl9Tl '

The formulas given in t 2Bl ' t 531 ' t 651 and t 951 fot the one-

-dimensional analysis of excitation cases are summarized in a

appendix to t 891 together with a corresponding derivation for

the case with I ine moment excitation along an edge' ln reference

t 961, tfre case of point moment exci tation is solved'

It is obvious f;6rn the result in [ 3Z], tnat the spatial attenuation

of the velocity level is considerable in the vertical direction,

when the bottom edge excitation arrangement is used' This atte-

nuation is most pronounced between accelerometer group A and

accelerometer groups B, C and D for frequencies up to approxi-

mately 500 Hz' The spatial attenuation for higher frequencies

corresponds approximately to a loss factor n F 0.1. This non-

uniformity in the vibration field makes the definition and use

of the radiation efficiency concePt somewhat doubtful in this

frequency range as pointed out earl ier. The general sPatial

attenuation properties of thi s damped bulkhead corresponds wel I

to the behaviour of one of the sandwich-tyPe bulkheads tested

in t l1l, which indicates that the problems of defining a unique

radiation efficiency for that type of bulkheads may be due to

high losses in the bulkhead for transversal wave motion'

Some comparisons of results obtained for different excitation ca-

ses are of interest, ln figures 4.94 and 4.9! comparisons are made

between results obtained with bottom edge arrangements oi diffe-
rent stiffnesses, ln figure 4.94 the radiated power is related

to the velocity level measured with the accelerometer group A,

situated nearest to the excitation I ine. Figure 4'!! shows the

radiation efficiency referred to all accelerometers except those

of grouP A.
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The results of figure 4,94 corresponds roughly to a radiation
resistance/unit length for the excitation area, since most of
the radiated power originates from the non-resonant excitation
nearfield, for this wal l, see figure 4.!5. This ',radiation re_
sistancer' seems to be dependent of the stiffness (the forced
horizontal wavelength) of the excitation frame, although it
is herd to see any systematic dependence, except at the lowest
frequencies, where the lowest stiffness (shortest horizontal
wavelength) leads to the lowest radiation as may be exDected.
ln the frequency range 100 Hz - i 000 Hz the stiffness of the
frame seems to create a second coincidence frequency,characte-
ristic for the typical forced wavelength at the edge, al though
this critical frequency does not seem to vary systematical ly
with the frame stiffness. For frequencies above 800 Hz the
results for the mediurn stiffness frame deviates.considerably
from the others, No other reasonable expianation has been
possible to find at this stage, than the influence
of frame clarnping. Also the relatively large influence of the
additionai 2 mm steel plate welded to the excitation frame
shows that the torsional stiffness of the frame is of large
importance.

The influence of the excitation frame stiffness is considerably
less and practical ly almost negl ible for the averaqe radiation
efficiency obtained from measurements by accelerometer groups
B io D as shown in figure 4.9!- The influence ar low frequencies
is as mcntioned above.

ln figure 4.95 th" radiation efficiences obtained urith and without
the cover (see figure 4.93) are compared with the radiation effi-
ciency obtained with the excitation through the point attached
beam (case 1). lt is obvious that the near-field radiation is the
dominatinq contribution at frequencies above approximately 200

Hz. The excel lent agreement between the radiation efficiencies
obtained with the cover and the excitation case with the point
attached beam shows that near-field radiation is of much less
importance when the bulkhead is point-excited.

-2\7 -

The problems involved with tie description of nearfield radiation
in a practicaliy usefui way' that is e.g. by standardized measure-

ments, could not be solved by the work in the NoRDTEST project [32 ],
why the proposed standard for bulkhead radiation efficiency measure-

ments were restricted to cover only the resonant vibrations of
the bulkhead. Theround robin test performed and reported in [32),
showed additional practical problems in connection to the rePro-

ducabi I ity of near-field radiation measurements. E.g' the attach-
ment method and the amount of clamping the frame to the bulkhead

were rather critical factors.

It is evident that the choice of shaker excitation method has a

considerable influence on the measured radiation efficiency for
the kind of bulkheads that consist of a mineral-woo1 or glass-

wool. core with the fibres perpendicular to thin surface layers

of steel or laminated plastic. Since the use of this type of
bulkheads has increased considerably during later years, it is

important that the reasons for the measured differences shouid

be examined careful ly.

The knowledge of the wave propagation mechanisms for this type

of layered plates is very I imited in general. A great deal of
experimental and theoretical work wi I I be necessary before a

sufficient basis for any rel iable theoretical treatment of
the radiation properties of these bulkheads is obtained.

An experimental pilot study has been initiated [99]on the wave

propagation properties, and some confusing results have hitherto
been ob ta i ned .

ln the meantime it ought to be possible to investigate more

exhaustively the influence on radiation from variations of the

area of the test bulkhead, of the edge conditions and of ex-

citation arrangement details. By using the method proposed in

[95] to measure radiated sound power directly, it should also
be possible to determine the amount of radiated sound power

from different parts of the test bulkhead,

ll
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Figure 4.34. Measured radiation efficiency for the test
bulkhead number 1. (Double gypsym board) Excita-
tion through point attached beam (Exci tation case 2) .

--- Excitation through the bottom edge arrangement
(Excitation case 5) Excitation at random, single
points on the partical surfaces of the bulkhead. (Exci-
tation case 3).
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Figure 4.85. Measured radiation efficiency for the test
bulkhead number 2. (Double steel-mineralwool bulkhead).

Excitation through point attached beam (Excita-
tion case Z) . ---- Exci tation through the bottom edge
arrangement (Exci tation case 5) .
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Figure 4.86. Measured radiation efficiency for test
bulkhead number 3. (Steel-mineralwool bulkhead).

Frci tation through the poi nt attached beam.
(E;<ci tation case 2) Excitation through the
bottom edge arrangemeTit, (Excitation case 5).
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Figure 4.87, Measured radiation effitiency for test
bulkhead number 4. (St.el-mineralwool bulkhead).

Excitation through the point attached beam.
Exci tation through the bottom edge arrangement.
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Figure 4.88. ltleasured radiation efficiency for test
bulkhead number 5. (Laminated, homoqenous core).

Exci tation through point attached beam (Exc.i ta-
tion case 2) -- Excitation through the bottom edge
arranqernent (Exci tation case 5) .
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Figure 4.8!. Measured radiation efficiency for test
bul khead number 6. (Lami nated st i ff panel s wi th sti ff
glass-wool core). _- Excitation through point
attached beam (Excitation case 2). - Excitation
through the bottom edge arrangement. (Excitation case
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Figure 4.90. Measured radiation efficiency for test
bulkhead number 3. Excitation through the bottom edge
arrangement. 

- 

Mean value for accelerometers on
the bulkhead surface. Measured wi th accelero-
meters on the bulkhead approximately 0.1 m above the
bottom edge. --'--' Measured with the 7 accelerometers
of the lower group on the bulkhead surface.
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Figure 4.!1. Measured radiation efficiency for test
bulkhead number 6. Exci tation through the bottom edge
arrangement. l,lean value for accelerometers on
the bulkhead surface Measured with the acce-
lerometers on the bulkhead approximately 0.1 m above
the bottom edge.
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Figure 4.93. The mounting of the test Danel in the
laboratory test openi nS (high loss factor gypsurr panel ) .
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Figure 4.!2. Measured radiation efficiency for test
bulkhead number l. Excitation through the point at-
tached beam. l'tean values for accelerometers
on the bulkhead surface Accelerometers at
the exc i tat i on po i nts .
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Figure 4.!4. fleasured ailparent radiation efficien-
cies for the high loss factor gypsum panel, with the
velocity levels measured with the accelerometer group
A. 
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Excitation case 3. (Medium stiffness steel
framework) Excitation case 2 (Low stiffness
steel framework) . 

---Excitation 
case 4. (High stiff-

ness steel framwork) Excitation case 5. (t"ledium

stiffness steel framework, with added steel Plate).
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Figure 4.95. Measured radiation efficiencies for the
high loss factor gypsum panel, obtained from the aver-
age velocity ieveis for accelerometer groups B, C and
D. 

- 

Excitation case 3 (ueaium stiffness steel
framwork) Exci tation case 2 (Low stiffness steel
framework). --- Excitation case 4 (High stiffness steel
framework.
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Figure 4.96. Measured radiation efficiencies for the
high loss factor gypsum panel obtained from the aver-
age velocity levels for accelerometer groups B, C and
D, 

- 

Excitation case 1 (Point beam). --- Ex-
citation case 5 (Medium stiffness steel framework with
added steel plate). 

-'- 
Excitation case 5 (Same as

excitation case 5, but with the excitation area covered
to surpress near-f ield radiation).
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\.6 DtscusstoN oF Et4PtRlcAL PRED I CT I'ON HETHODS .

\.6.1 Estimation of uncertainties c e n e rc,1_d-1_!-q-q!_9j_91

Returning to the introductory figure 1.2 in chapter 'l it wouid

be attemting to base an estimation of prediction uncertainty
for a calculation method based on emperical data, on a simple

error analysis of the cascaded four transmission steps. This

would lead to a rough estimation of the variance of estimated

levels according to

whe re

t?".=t3*sfr*sl*sfr*sl

^25 rs the total mean
to t

cul ated SPL i n the

(4.28)

of the cal-square error
cabin.

S3
L

?
S; is the mean square error of the structure-

borne sound source velocity level estima-
tion.

?
S- i s the mean square error of the estimationH'

of velocity level attenuation in the steel
s t ructu re .

i s the mean square error of the est imation

of velocity level attenuation between the

steel structure and the cabin I ining sur-
faces-.

)
S: i s the mean souare error of the est imat ionK'

of .radiation efficiency level of the I ining
su rfaces .

^2S; is the mean square error in the estimation

of 10 log A, where A i s the absorpt ion

area of the cabin.
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As pointed out in previous sections, the variance of source

levels, attenuations in the steel structure, attenuations to
cabin I inings and, in some cases, radiation efficiencies, obtained

{or possible prediction formulas or average data may be

quite considerable. This, in conjunction with the error summa-

tion formula (4.28), would lead to the conclusion that noise
level prediction for ship cabins by empi rical methods must be

judged as quite meaningless, since errors of the order of 10-20 dB

will be quite frequentiy obtained in individual octave bands.

The practical experience of the appl ication of empi rical pre-
diction formulas, also methods that are less detai led [8],
[100] than the one described above, indicates however that
the typical errors obtained wili be considerably smaller
than l0-20 dB. The reason for that may be explained from this
principai figure

The level L2, representing e.g. the sound level in a cabin

wil I be bui 1 t up from a number of contributions obtained

from "paral 1el" transmi ss ion paths.

tco-

The total level of the receiving system may be expressed as

whe re

Path i onlY'

and the variance of the total level may be calculated from [35]

L. is the level obtained for the contribution of
I

N L./10
L = lc loc(r]0 | ttot

^aL2^2^l tot\ 5.5 Flt-, Itot 'dL.
I

(\.29)

(4.30)

(4.31 )

(4.32)

if the contributions from each of the paths may be considered

as statistical ly independent, and the variation of Ltot on the

L.:s is approximately I inear.

The second assumption wi I I only be ful lfi I led satisfactori ly

when the individual variances L, are very small (? 1 dB), but

wil I be necessary to get a rather simple principal discussion

Variances of the powers corresponding to the levels should be

used instead, when quantitative investigations are important.

The resul ting formula for the variance of the total level wi I l

be obtained by combining eq. (4.29) ana eq. (4.30) into

s2tot

N t./10 2 
^2r (ro | ) ti

N L./10
(r1o | )

This may further be simpl ified by considering the case of
equal contributions from the paths, that is equal L.:s,

N

LS?
\z ryi=l I

ro t ---t-
N'

which for approximately equal S.:s lead to

S?
I

N

TRANSI'1 ITT I NG

SYSTEM

I ON PATH

TRANSM I S-
5 I ON PATH

IRANSM I S-
S I ON PATH

RECI-IVING

SYSTEM

Figure 4.jl

t
to t

(4.33 )
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This shows that the uncertainity to predict the transfer
function of one single transmission path will influence

the level predicted in the receiving end considerably less,

when a large number of transmission paths urill give

approximately equal contributions to the overal I leve1.

The complexity of a structure will, in that respect, be

an advan tage .

Also the error obtained in predictinq the overal I level
obtained by a number of approximately equal iy important

sources wi I I be less, the larger the number of sources.

Therefore, the error in the prediction of the total, octave-
band sound pressure level wi I I not necessari ly reveal much

information about the problems of predicting the detai ls of
the sound transmi ss ion i n a compl icated structure wi th many

vibration or sound sources. Still, the errors obtained in

the prediction of overal I SPL:s in receiving spaces are

usually presented in most papers as the only measure of the

qual ity of the prediction method used, although the real

physical quality will be dependent on the method's ability
to predict, at least to some extent, the details of the

transmission properties of the system studied, which is a

much more demanding task. This discussion wi I I be continued

in the second part of the thesis in connection to the SEA-

calculations.

A note or) Ehe highest possible accuracy for prediction of
noise levels in ships.

A I imited study on three of the reference ships were made in

[101], in order to find out what differences may occur in dBA

levels measured on the same deck and in cabins situated in

comparable regions of the deck. This kind of rather simple

in.restigation of level differences measured, wil I give us an

indication of the highest possible accuracy that may be acieved

wi th any kind of practical ly manageable prediction method. Uhen

simi lar checks from other reference ships and a few commissions

are added to the original study f01 I, it may be concluded that
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the highest precision of any prediction method, expressed as

95 Z-confidence intervals, for an assumed normal distribution
of the sound levels wiil be approximately t 2 dBA, which

is a somewhat more optirnistic value than the one given in

[101]. This is believed to be a lower limit for the uncertainty,
made upp by level differences, which are impossible to explain
from drawings or differences in location of cabins. As an

example, the sound levels in the same cabins on two sister
ships were found to differ as much as I dBA, a difference
definitely impossible to predict at the design stage.

The conclusion of this is that the aim of prediction method

precision should not be set too high. Probably a prediction
method, capable of giving an uncertainty in predicting dBA-

levels in cabins within t 3-5 dBA will be the best obtainable.
This alsomean3 that prediction of octave band levels wi I i

necessari ly include an uncertainty of about 5-10 dB even wi th
good calculation methods, since usrlal ly at least two or three
octaves will contribute to the dBA-level. This ought to be

rel istic demands on a prediction nethod designed for dBA levels.

The problem is more compl icated when the noise level specifications
are expressed as NR-curves or equivalently, putting specific demands

on individual octave bands. This is the case, when the Swedish

regulations t1021, t1031 are to be fulfilled, Although the desire
on the prediction method should be that individual octave band levels
could be ca'lculated within e.g. t 3-5 dB, it should be clear that
this will be the amount of only those errors that will result from
factors, very much out of control for the designer, like variation
in workmanship, influence of small details and so on. This certainly
is a compl ication involved with noise level specifications in octave
bands, although some investigations [104] seem to indicate that speci-
Fication by NR-curves is superior to specification in dBA, for
the judgement of the subjective disturbance from noise in ship cabins.

Estimation of the precision for the FdRBER 2 prediction program.

The first version of the prediction program F'dRBER, presented
previously, was used to calculate the structure-borne sound

levels and airborne sound levels in most of the reference ships.
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This was done, as also mentioned in section 4.1, in order
to check the empi rical data for the attenuations of decks

and frames, and the resul ts from the fi rst attempts were

also used to add smal I corrections to these attenuation
figures, in order to minimize the errors of the calulation
of structure-born sound I evel s oF the steel structure
adjacent to the receiving spaces. ln addition to this the
program lras been used for the prediction of sound levels
on a few other ships than the reference ships [101], [105:1.

ExamDles of these caiculation resul ts are given in the next
section.

The FdRBER 2 program, which is the second version of the

ernpirical prediction program, presented in section 4.1, has

not yei been used for real prediction purposes, due to time
I imitations. Therefore no practical experience have yet been

col lected about the precision of prediction, when e.q. the
implicitassurnptions described in section 4.1 are used. The

precision is, however, estimated to be significantly better
than the precision of FdRBER 1, which was estimated to be

typical)y about + 10 dB for SPL in individual octave bands

and about f 5 dBA for noise levels, Estimated figures for
the FdRBER 2 -program, whenilnpl icit assumptions are used

will be about the sane, whiie an experienced user, with a

good sense for the acoustical detai ls influencing the trans-
m i ss i on, may get the 95 '/. conf i dence i n te rva I down to
about: l-8 dB for individual octave bands and about I
3-5 dBA for noise level predictions. As long as the
uncertainty of prediction of the source data is as

large as at present, the precision of calculations
wi I I not improve very much more above the presently
obtainable.

4-6_2 Ex les of cal cuiation resul ts.

ln order to check the accuracy of the calculation method and

the structure-borne sound attenuation parameters obtained from
measurements, the sound pressure levels were cajculated with
the prediction program F'O'RBER 1, in a number of cabins and
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other compartments on board some of the reference ships,
see e,g. t106]. The mean attenuation figures for structure-
borne sound transmis3ion in the hull and between hull and

the appropriate kind of I inings were used as initial values.
Systematic errors found in the computed levels may be

el iminated by smal I corrections to these initial attenua-
tion values and this has been done to some extent. As

pointed out in [83], tire transmission'rmodelsrtfor different
kinds of sourceg obtained from the measurements must be

extrapolated in a very rough way to those frequency ranges

where the structure-borne sound from the actual source is
masked by contributions from other sources. Therefore the

assumed vaiues in these frequency ranges must be considered

as a kind of qualified quesswork, and the quantitative
information obtained about the relative importance of
different sources wi I I necessari ly be uncertain in these

frequency ranges.

Some resuits of the calculations and corresponding measured

sound pressure levels are plotted in the figures 4.98 - 4.99.

Calculated sound pressure levels sti I I indicate some possible
modifications of the models. It should thereby be pointed

out that the corrections in propagation models, made during
the test calculations, are based on comparisons between

measured and calculated structure-borne sound levels of the

steel bulkhead or hul I section adjacent to the cabins. The

errrors indicated by the comparison of sound pressure
'levels seem to be due to errors in other transmission steps,
than the propagation through the hul I

ln figures 4.100 and 4..101 the calculated and rneasured velocity
levels of the outward steel bulkhead or hul I skin section
immediately adjacent to the compartments studied are presented,

These velocity level differences are generally quite small,
and not necessari ly ful ly correlated with the corresponding

differences in sound pressure levels in the compartments.

The errors in the calculated sound pressure levels are

therefore mainly duc to either 1) errors in the predicted
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veloci ty level s of other steel plate structures than the

outward bulkhead/hul I skin section that surTound the cabins,
2) errors in the predicted coupl ing properties between steel
structure and I inings, or l) errors in the supposed radiation
properties of the I inings. 0nly a minor part of the error
is generally due to the uncertainty caused by the used rffi
values for structure-borne sound attenuation in the hul 1 and

the obviously very simpl ified rcdel for the structure-borne
sound behaviour in the ship structure. As an example the sound

pressure level in certain cabins on reference ship I has been

calculated with the correct 1 ining velocity leveis. These sound

pressure ievels are marked with ..... in figurer 4'99.

For certain compartments, a sound power contribution due to
airborne sound transmission has been included in the calculations
of sound pressure levels. ln fiqures 4.98 and 4.99 the sound pres-

sure levels calculated without this contribution have been plotted
(curves rrrarked as - -). lt is evident that in some cases

this contribution due to ai rborne sound transmission is

responsible for the resulting sound pressure levels. The

agreement between measured and calculated sound pressure

levels is dependent on the rel iabil ity of the prediction of
airborne sound transmission in these cases. ln most cases,

this contribution makes the agreement better. An exception

is the sound pressure level of the control room at reference

ship 3 at low frequencies,

ln addition to the examples above showing the results of the

calculations on the reference ships with the transmission
models derived from the very same ship, a couple of results
of calculations [105], made for ships other than the reference

ships, are included. These are shown in figures 4.102 and 4.103.

The first of the ship.s, (ship A), is a shelterdecked dry-cargo
carrier of 1500 Brt, built 1912-73 and equipped with a medium-

speed diesel engine with 16 cy) inders and a shaft power of about

2100 kli at 7B0 rpm. Transmission models similar to the models

for reference ship J was used, that is, with some minor nodifi-.
cat ions [ 1 05] .
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The second ship was a product carrier of 5000 Brt, equipped

with two l2-cyi inder medium-speed diesel engines with a

shaft power of 1800 k!/ at 900 rpm each. The reduction gear

was situated in front of rire engines, in order to make it
possible to use the main propuision machinery for driving
the cargo pumps. Transmission models desigrred as averages

of the models for reference ship 1 and 3 was used.

A visual comparison between the diagrams, given in this
section, resul ts in an estimation of errors of rouqhly the
same order of magnitude for the reference ships as wel I

as the other ships. The mean value of the error in octave
bands between calculated and measured octave band levels,
as wel I as the standard deviation and the 95 Z confidence interval
are given for the two ships A and B in the foilowing table.

Ship Mean error tand, dev Conf. interval, 95 Z

A

B

+ 1,8 dB

+ 1,7 dB

3,9 dB

3,9 dB

6 dB to + 9 dB

6 dB ro + 9 dB

From the test calculations made above on

ships, sonre conclusions may be made:

two of the reference

1) The structure-borne sound propagation models used, which

are based on extensive measurements of monoaxial structure-
borne sound levels in the respective ships, are preferably
modified by smal I corrections during test calculations unti I

the best practical aqreement between measured and calculated
structure-borne sound levels is obtained for a reference

2)

surface adjacent to the compartnent studied.

It is shown that the agreement between measured and calculated
structure-borne sound levels is fai rly good, which proves that
the differences in propagation properties presented by the

used propagaticn models for the ships real ly exist. This has

been additional ly tested for most of the other reference

ships in the same way.
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The nain part of the errors obtained between measured

and calculated sound pressure levels in the compartments

is usual ly due to errors in assumed properties of other

transmission steps than the propagation of structure-
borne sound in the steel structure. Especia) ly the

structure-borne sound transmi ss ion between steel

structure and cabin I ininqs is hard to predict with
sufficient accuracy with the information avai )ab1e,

as wel I as the mutual coupl ing properties of I ining

parts. Also erroneous assumptions on the radiation
properties of certain cabin bulkheads and deck coverings

are responsible for part of the error obtained. fhe use of
laboratory methods discussed in section 4.4 and 4.! could

help up this situation, in future predictions.

The calculation method requi res a rather extensive
knowledge about the structure-borne sound propagation

properties of the ship studied, a knowledge obtained
by measurements. lt is therefore not especially
efficient as a method for the prediction of sound

levels in entirely new ship designs. lt should rather
be considered as a calculation method that enables
measured structure-borne sound data front ships to be

used in a comprehensive way e.g. for predictions on

new ships of the same basic designs as a previously
measured ship, which the calculations for the two ships
A and B abo.re show. This may be especial 1y useful for
shipr bui I t in long series.
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APPENDIX I. THE ATTENUATION I'ICDELS FOR PROPELLER AND MAIN ENGINE

Reference ship I

Propel ler model:
Velocity level differences

Discontinuity 31.5 63 125 250 500 I 000 2000 Hz

Tanktop - platform 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Platform - 2nd deck 2.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

2nd deck - Upper deck 2.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 6.0

Upper deck - lst poop dk 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 6,0

lst poop dk - 2nd poop dk 1.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0

2nd poop dk - 3rd poop dk 0.0 1.0 t.0 1.0 1.0

3rd oooo dk - Nav. deck 0.0 0.0 0.0 L0 1.0

0.0

5.0

7.0
6.0

4.0

1.0

1.0

0.0 dB

5.0 dB

8.0 dB

6.0 dB

4.0 dB

1.0 dB

1.0 dB

Attenuation,/frame 0.? 0.5 0.5 0-6

Main ine and reduction r model:

Discontinuitv 31.5 61 125 250 500 1000 2000

Tanktop - platform 10.0 12,0 13.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 15.0 dB

Platform - 2nd deck 0.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 dB

2nd deck - Upper deck 5,0 5.0 7.0 10.0 ll.0 10.0 10.0 dB

Upper deck - lst poop dk I.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 6,0 dB

lst poop dk - 2nd poop dk 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 dB

2nd poop dk - 3rd poop dk 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 dB

3rd poop dk - Nav. deck 0.0 0,0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 dB

Attenuat ion/frame 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 dB

* See the note after the tables.

Reference ship 2

Propel ler model: 
Verocity level differences

Discontinuity 31.5 63 125 250 500 1 000 2000 Hz

Tanktop - lst platform 3 3555
lst platform - 2nd plat-
form4-2-602
2nd platform - Upper
deck

.lB0-80-80.8

dB

4-2-4-3r
Upperdeck-lstpoopdk 4 8 7 7 6

lst poop dk - 2nd poop dk -2 3\-20
zndpoopdk-3rdpoopdk 2 1.5 2 0 2 I 5 dB

Attenuationlfrq$e 0.3 0.6 0.55 0.4 0.4 5 0.9 1.0 dB

33dB

00dB
31dB
35dB



Reference ship 3

Propel ler model:
Veloci ty level di fferences

D i scont i nu i ty 31 .5 63 1 25 ?50 500 1 000 20 Discontinuity 31.5 63 125 250 500 1 000

Reference ship 5

Propei ler model:

At.3

Veloci ty level di fferences

2000

Tanktop - Platform

Platform - Upper dk

lst poop dk - 2nd poop
dk

Upper dk - lst poop dk -7 '0 5.0 3.0 6.0 4.0 3'0 3'0 dB

o.o 3.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 dB

1.0 3.0 2.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 dB

4.0 12.0 10.0 8.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 dB

Tanktop - Tween Deck -l

7.4
*

l'4ain dk - Upper dk -5

lJpper dk - 1s t poop dk -1 .5

lst poop dk - 2nd poop

Tween dk - Main dk

dk

2'E'E
) L ) L,)

10.0 5.0 3.5 \.5
-\ .5 8.5 6.0 7 .o

4.5 4.5 5.5 5.0

1E'Et.) L.)

3 .0 2.0

9.5 11.0
l,C f,A

dB

dB

dB

dB

2nd poop dk - lrd poop
dk 3.0 2.0 1.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 3.0 dB

3rdpoop-dk-Nav'deck 0'0 0'0 0.0 1.0 1.0 - 1'0 1'0 dB

-2.0 3.0 1.0

2nd poop dk - bridqe dk 2.0 -0.5 1.5

2.0 3.5 5.0

4.0 4.0 3.0

3.5
1.0

d8

dB

Attenuation/frame

Man i n eng i ne and reduct i on qea r model :

D i scont i nu i ty 31 .5 53 1 25 250 500 1 000 2000 Hz

Tanktop - Platform 3.0 5.0 5.0 8.0 12.0 10.0 l0'0 dB

P i atform - Upper deck 2.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5 .0 5.0 3 ' 0 dB

Upper deck - 1 st poop dk 2.0 3.0 3 .0 4.0 4 ' 0 4.0 3.0 dB

lst poop dk - 2nd poop dk 3.0 5'0 6.0 8'0 B'0 10.0 12'0 dB

znd poop dk - 3rd poop dk 1.0 '1.0 1.0 3.0 5'0 5.0 3'0 dB

3rd poop dk - Nav.deck 0.0 0'0 0.0 1.0 1.0 l '0 I '0 dB

At tenua t i on / f rame

Attenuation,/fr No va I ues from measurements

l1a i n enq i ne and reduct ion qear model :

Discontinuitv 31.5 1 000 2000

Tanktop - Tween dk 15.0 12.5 7.0 7.5 9.0 10.5 9.0

Tween dk - f1a in dk 7 .5 0 .5 0 .2 'l .0 '2.0 -0.5 -0 .3

Main dk - Upper dk -3.5 -1.0 8.5 6.5 8.0 9.0 8.0

Upper dk - 1 st poop dk -1 .5 \.5 4.5 5.5 5.1 4.5 5.5

lst poop dk - 2nd poop
dk -2,0 3 .0 1 .0

2nd poop dk - bridge dk 2.0 -0.5 1.5

Attenuation/frame 0.4 0.0 0.2

Hz500250125bt

dB

dB

dB

dB

2.0 3.5
4.0 4.0

0.35 0.4

5.0 3 .5

3.0 r .0

0.4 0.3

dB

dB

dB

*lncludes 
two deck discontinuities.

Reference ship 6

Ma i n eng i ne model :

Veloci ty level differences

D i scont i nu i ty 31 .5 63 125 750 500 1 000 2000 Hz

Tanktop - Shel ter deck 16.5 19 .5 12.0 1 7.0 1 5.0

Shelter dk - Low.Bridge
dk 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.5

Low br.dk - Upp. br. dk 0.5 2.5 0.5 3.0

Uop. br.dk - Nav.dk. 0.5 2.0 1.0 2.0

1E

1.0

7.0

r0.5 7.0

6.5 8.0

r.0 3.0
2.0 4.0

dB

dB

dB

Attenuat i on/frame

Propel I er model :

Attenuat i onlframe

- 0.4 0.4 0.4

1 000 2000 Hz
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Reference ship 7

Propel ler model:
Veiocity level differences

Discontinuity 31.5 63 125 500 I 000 2000 Hz250

Tanktop - 1st platform I

1st platf. - 2nd platf. 1

2nd platf. - lrd platf. 2

Jrd platf. - Llpper dk 4

Upper deck - lst poop dk 2

lst ooop dk - 2nd poop
dk3
2nd poop dk - 3rd poop dk 1

c

2

5

\
3rdpoopdk-/rthpoopdk0 1 'l i 2 3 3

A t ten ua t i on,/f rame

l'4a in eng i ne node I :

Discontinuitv 31.5 '1 000 2000 Hz

Discontinuity 31.5 63 125 250 500

Reference ship 8

Propel I er model :

Veloci ty level differences

t000 2000

5\3321
533322
34\568
556677
23\555

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

Tanktop-Lowerplatf. 0 0 0

Low. platf, - Upper
platf. 1.0 1.0 3.0

Upper platf. - Upper dk 0 0 2.0

Upper dk - 1st poop dk 1 .0 2.0 4.0

lst poop dk - Znd poop dk 1.0 2.0 3.0
2nd DooD dk - 3rd Dooo dk 1.0 7.0 3.0

3.0 2.0

4.0 8.0

1.0 1.0

4.0 5.0
4.0 5.0

1.0 dB

13.0 dB

1.0 dB

5.0 dB

5.0 dB

0

2.0

10.0

1.0

5.0

5.0

0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 dB

Main engine and reduction gear model:

Discontinuiry 31.5 63 125 500 1 000 2000

50025017561

dB

dB

d8

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

1.0

0

9.0

2.0

r0.0

1.0

5.0

5.0

Tanktop - Lower pl atf. 9.0 8.0 I 0 .0 I I .0 12.0 6.0

Low. platf. - Upper
p!atf.
Upper platf. - Upper dk

Tanktop-lstplatform 3 5 5 6 6 5

lstplatf.-2ndplatf. 4 5 3 \ 4 \
2ndplatf.-3rdplatf. I 1 1 2 2 2

3rdplatf.-Upperdk 3 3 4 4 5 6

Upperdeck-lstpoopdk 0 2 3 4 5 5

lst poop dk - 2nd poop
dk 3 2 3 5 5 5

2nd poop dk - lrd poop
dk I r 1 2 3 4

lrri poop dk - 4th poop
dk0i1123

4

4

2

6

5

upper dk - lst poop dk 1.0

1st poop dk - 2nd poop dk 1.0

2nd poop dk - 3rd poop dk 1.0

1 .0 1.0 3.0 2.0

0 2.0 4.0 8.0

2.0 4.0 1 .0 1 .0

2.0 3 .0 4.0 5.0
2.0 3.0 l{.0 5.0

1.0 dB

13.0 dB

1.0 dB

5.0 dB

5.0 dB

Attenuat ion,/frame 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 dB

Attenuat ion/frame 0.6 dB



Reference ship 9

Propel ler model :

Veloci ty level differences

Discontinuity 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Tanktop - Platform dk 6.\ 3.6 5.6 5.3 6.2 7 .o 2.9 -4.2

Plarf dk - car dk (dk 3) 8.1 7.8 3.0 6.0 \.9 7.0 7.9 4.7

Deck 7 - Deck B 1.5 -\.1 -r.B 1.1 0.1 -2.1 -4.4 -1.9
Attenuation/frame 0.2 0,2 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5

D i scont i nu i ty 3l .5 53 1 25 250 500 1 000 2000 q000 Hz

Notes:

1) The attenuation for the'!!scontinuity "Tanktop - platform" of the

main engine model has been presented about l0 dB lower in earlier
reports and papers, due to an assumed measurement error of l0 dB

in some measurements leading to the unexpectedly high values of
attenuation presented here. A corresponding 10 dB rise has been

introduced for thertfoundation attenuationu of the main engine in
the earl ier papers, which leads to unaltered total attenuation
between engine foundation and the platform deck. Heasurements

performed on the sistership, reference ship 10, confirmed the

unusual values measured on ship 1, and the concequences of the as-

sumed measurement error have been removed in the present report
and the report [08J.

2) ln reference ship 2, the structure-borne sound from the propeller
dominates in all parts of the aft-body of the ship.

DeckS-Deck4
Deck4-Deck5
Deck5-Deck6
Deck6-Deck7

0.1 -5.2 -1.9 0.4 -1 .6 -1.7 -1.4 -t+.7

3.7 6.8 7.2 l1.B 15.5 17.5 20.0 20.o

3.6 6.9 10.0 9.5 10.3 8.0 8.0 10.0

-4.3 -1.4 3.2 4.7 5.5 1.9 0.3 -r.1

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

Tanktop - Platform dk

Piatf. - car dk (dk 3)

Deck3-Deck4
Deck4-Deck5
Deck5-Deck7
DeckT - Deck 8

DeckS-Deck!

8.4 \.2 5.6 6.0 7.8 6.0 7.5 3.8
-2.7 2.9 3.6 2.8 0.8 -1.0 -1 .5 0.7

2.5 0.1 0.5 0.1 -1.7 -1.0 -1.4 -1.4
r0.5 16.3 11.0 1a.2 8.1 12.9 14.6 1t+.7

-6.3 tt.3 8.0 r3.1 15.2 r0.5 r0.r r0.B

-1 .4 -8.3 -5.1 -6.9 -3.4 -6.4 -8.2 -8.8
-3.9 -1.7 -5.2 -6.9 -7.0 -6.\ -6.9 -5.4

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

d8

dB

Attenuation/frame 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,6 0.5 0.4 0.4

Reference ship 10

Propel ler model:
Veloci ty level di fferences

D i scont i nu i ty 3t .5 63 125 250 500 I 000 2000 4000

Tanktop - Platform dk 18.2 12.7 8.0 11.7 11.9 1?.5 8.2 6.6 dB

Platform - 2nd deck 9.3 2.0 0.5 1.0 6.0 5.6 8"2 1.9 dB

znd deck - upper deck -2.2 4.2 8.9 il.2 10.0 9.3 8.0 8.4 dB

Main engine model:

Discontinuity 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Tanktop - Platform

Platforrn - 2nd deck

r4.4 22.4 12.5 13.6 5.9
4.6 0.7 -5.0 -5.0 r.8

6.\ 5.8 -6.4 dB

1 .9 3.1 3.2 dB

7.6 8.9 15.2 dB

3.9 8.r 9.4 dB

2nd deck - Upper deck -3.0 -3.8 8.6 I 1.5 6.7

UDper dk - 2nd pooo dk* -t0.9 -2.1 3.3 1.7 5.5

*lncludes two deck discontinuities,


